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The Special Education Curriculum Development 
Center has as its ma1n obJeCtive the operat1on of a 
statew1de 1n-service training program for teachers of 
the mentally retarded. Twenty special class teachers 
from different geographic areas of Iowa serve as con-
sulting teachers They attend train1ng sesstons at The 
University of Iowa and then return to thetr home area 
to conduct f1eld sessions All materials prepared for 
SECDC are tntended for dissemination through the 
field sess1ons conducted by the consu lt1 ng teachers. 
These matenals are prepared by the SEC DC staff in 
response to the suggestions of spec1al class teachers. 
Persons reading SECDC material but not attending 
the field sessions should keep in mind that the pur-
pose of the material is to serve as a starting point for 
1 n-serv1ce training and that the pub I icat1ons them 
selves are not end products. 
It should also be noted that any reference to com-
mercially prepared materials by the Special Education 
Curriculum Development Center does not constitute 
a recommendation or endorsement for purchase. The 
consideration of such matenal 1s Intended solely as a 
means of ass1st1ng teachers and adm1n1strators in the 
evaluation of matenals. 
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INTRODUCTION 
"The primary aim of sex education is to help each individual to understand 
himself as a sexual betng 1n the total sense and to use that knowledge in a 
responsible manner."(Schulz & W1lliams, 1968 ·69) 
The sex educat1on needs of the educable mentally retarded are basically the 
same as those of ind 1v1duals with normal intellectual ability. Otfferences do occur 
in the curnculum and 1n the teach1ng of the mentally retarded because of the 
retardate's greater need for gutdance due to his lesser ability to abstract and 
generaltze, and because of the teacher's need for assistance in planning concrete 
learning expenences. If sex education 1s to be presented in its proper perspective, 
if it is to be more than biology and anatomy, more than an attempt to 1nduce 
students to adopt someone else's moral values, if it is to be the explonng of social 
attitudes and values enabl1ng the child to f1nd out who and what he ts emotionally, 
socially and phys1cally, then the teach1ng of sex tnformat1on and the opportunittes 
for growth in knowledge of oneself must be considered as experiences 1ntegral 
to the total curnculum. 
The material presented in this guide is the result of an attempt to organize a 
sequential program of lessons on thts broad concept of sex education. The 
lessons have been planned and organtzed on three levels-- primary, intermediate 
and advanced It is intended that a teacher modify the material to meet the needs 
of her class but that, in general, she will follow the basic sequence of the lessons 
However, 1ndtvtdual lessons or groups of lessons can be adapted from thts matenal 
and taught separately whenever the teacher feels that the class IS ready or ts hav1ng 
problems related to thts matertal. For suggest1ons for other toptcs to be taught 
refer to Journal of School Health, May 1967, pages 49-248 1n Famtly life and 
sex education by Schulz & Wtlllams, and A gu1de to develop programs for famtly 
l1ving and personal growth, Iowa Department of Pub! tc I nstruct1on, 1969 
This document attempts to present a l1m1ted number of sample lessons tn 
specific areas of social development w1th the pnmary emphas1s on those toptcs 
directly related to sexual behavior. It is hoped that the teacher w1ll comptle 
add1t1onal lesson plans whtch will strengthen the retardate's self-image and 1ncrease 
hts potent•al for self-dtrectton. 
It should be noted that the matenal 1s wntten for teachers and not for students. 
The vocabulary used to expla1n concepts and toptcs enables the wnter to communi-
cate w1th teachers. In many cases terms are s1mplif1ed for use with the pupils 
However, for the most part, the teacher makes the f1nal mod1f1cat1on of the 
vocabulary to best meet the needs of her group. 
The 1ncluston of planned learn tng expenences on sex education for the mentally 
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retarded will be in addition to the curnculum currently employed in many special 
education programs. Generally such learning experiences are left to incidental 
teach1ng or handled through short term units. It is the convictton of those responsible 
for these materials that the teaching of sex information as an tntegral part of preparing 
the student for an adult role is a major component of the curnculu m for the mentally 
retarded . Unless this belief IS shared by the teacher using these matenals the impact 
of this document will be greatly reduced. 
Two of the necessary areas to be included in preparing students for t heir responsi -
bilities are : one, the study of attitudes regarding sexual feel1ngs and practices and 
two, the study of human reproduction. In the regular class program in high school 
these topics are usually taught as a separate block of study in such courses as science, 
home economics, or health. The hesitancy to include these areas of study tn elemen-
tary school programs has often been due to misinformation regard1ng the ro le of sex 
within our culture. 
Since sex education is now recognized as being important and necessary to include 
in the curriculum, there are several basic planning principles common to the curricul-
um of mental retardation and students of normal intelligence which should be 
considered. 
It is not enough to present brief, isolated lessons on nocturnal emiss1on and 
menstruation, or dating behavior and reproduction. Students need help in under-
standing their feelings and coping with social situations wh1ch they will encounter. 
The teaching of specific information must be couched in a context whtch embraces 
the realities of life and the perspectives of the child . A systematic approach impl tes 
a developmental emphasis with attention being given to offering relevant sex and 
social information at the primary level so a basis will be established for more mature 
experiences at the older levels. 
The knowledge and attitudes of the teacher represent other important variab les in 
the successful implementation of a sex education program. Knowledge of the subject 
matter is necessary but not sufficient for effective teaching in th1s area. The teacher 
must be capable of developing a relationship with her pupils which allows for effecttve 
communication. The students must feel free to ask questions and contribute to the 
discussion .. On ly when the teacher is able to reflect healthy attitudes and positive 
views toward the subject can maximum benefit for the student be the result. The 
values and attitudes of the typical classroom teacher are often very middle-class and 
are not necessarily the values and attitudes of the child's home. In general , the 
teacher represents a generation once or twice removed from her students. These 
factors seem to complicate the establishment of the kind of relationship desired , 
particularly at the junior and senior high levels. 
While parents are willing to concede responsibility to the educational establishment 
for decisions on methods, techniques and content inherent in the teaching of basic 
skills and in most subject matter areas, this concession is not to be assumed in the 
area of sex information. This does not necessarily mean that objections should be 
ant icipated but that parents should be kept aware of the information used and of the 
scope of the subject matter and they should be involved tn determining the direction 
of the program. If parents are aware of the type of information that will be presented 
• 
tn the classroom and understood the rationale for teachtng thts mat er ia l , t hey 
are less ltkely to fear or critictze the program. 
Before informing or involving parents in the family living program, the teacher 
should d1scuss the prospective program with her princtpal to tnsure his support. 
T he teacher should also be aware of the needs of the commun1ty as well as its 
level of soph1st1cation and tts readiness for sex education. In a small or rural 
community, 1t might be wise for the teacher to gain endorsement for her program 
by work1ng with community leaders, i.e., medical, sp1ritual, political, school 
board members, in setting up her program. She should be aware of senstttve areas 
wh1ch might best be left unexplored in a particular community to avotd over-
reactton to and general criticism of the whole sex education program. For 
example, in a predominately Catholic community, it would probably be unwtse 
for a teacher to discuss contraceptives or abortion, whtch are 1n confltct to the 
teachings of the church. 
The following are some suggestions to help the teacher involve parents in her 
sex education program. Not all of the suggestions will be applicable to all teach-
tng s1tuattons 
Planning Stage: Gaintng parental and community support for the program. 
1. Ask spectfic parents to serve on an Adxtisory Ad Hoc Committee along w1th 
vanous auxtlliary school personnel, such as the school nurse, school 
psychologtst, guidance counselor, to discuss the rattonale, matenal, and 
teachtng methods appropriate for a program in sex educatton This commit-
tee serves as a consulting body tn planning the program and as a useful 
Iatson in gaining commun1ty support. 
2 Send a questtonnaire to parents to survey their attitudes and opinions toward 
sex educatton Such questions as· 
- At what grade should sex education begin? 
- What specific top1cs do you feel need to be covered in the area of 
sex education? 
- Should sex education be a required or an elective course? 
These questtons will reflect parental opinton and help the teacher plan an 
appropnate program for her puptls 
3. Sponsor a film concerning sex educatton for viewtng by members of the 
local commun1ty Some suggesttons are· 
- Sex Educatton U.S A , Gutdance Assoctates, color, Part 1, 20 m1n.; 
Part 2, 19 m 1 nutes. 
- Sex A moral dilemma for teenagers, Guidance Assoc1ates, color, 
Part 1 , 1 4 min ; Part 2, 2 0 m i n 
- Parent to chtld about sex, Henk Newenhouse, color, 31 minutes. 
4. Sponsor a lecture by a professional 1n the fteld of sex educatton at a 
communtty meettng. Such a lecture mtght be followed by a question and 
answer penod 1nvolvtng parents and a panel of associated school personnel. 
5. Provtde various means of publ1c1ty for parent and community recruitment 
in establ1shtng a sex educatton program or for attendtng meettngs concerni ng 
thts topic . 
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Some suggestions are: 
- General announcements throu9h local rad1o stat1ons or firers posted in public places 
(grocery store, post offrce, school bu1ld1ngs} 
-Announcements or letters of invitat1on to attend meet1ngs rn school about the sex 
education program. These can be mailed or sent home wrth the pupils. 
- A phone squad of parents who ca II other parents and ask them to attend meetings. 
- Have informal contacts or conversations w1th people who can pass the word, such 
as clergymen, local professional people, local politicians. 
Implementation Stage: lnvolvtng parents 1n the actual program in progress. 
1. lnv1te parents to attend a general meeting where they can learn what materials 
will be taught and how th1s matenal will be presented. Parents should be able 
to sit through and participate 1n an actual lesson. A printed sheet of topics 
and, 1f posstble, the approximate dates on wh1ch these top1cs will be taught 
should bed 1stnbuted to parents 
2. Have parents submit questions and suggestions regarding the sex education course 
to the teacher. These quest1ons and suggestions can be used as a bas1s for a 
meet1ng. 
3. Set up, on a rotating bas1s, a senes of even1ng meettngs (bi -monthly monthly} 
to d1scuss and evaluate the sex educatton program. Some suggestions for these 
meet1ngs are: 
- Ouest1on and answer penod wrth school personnel rnvolved rn the sex education 
program, such as prrncrpal, school nurse, school psychologist, gu1dance counselor. 
- D1scuss1on of case stud1es that will help the parents rn handl1ng and answering their 
child's questrons or w1th their problems. 
- Role-play1ng common srtuat1ons that 1nvolve sex educat1on or general problems that 
anse between adolescents and therr parents Each role-play1ng sequence can serve 
as a baSIS for diSCUSSIOn. 
-Guest speakers concern1ng sex educat1on 
Planned Parenthood 
Soc1al Servrces Department 
Welfare Department 
Loca I phys1c1ans 
Vrs1trng nurse 
Commun1ty Mental Health 
-Large and small group drscuss1on about specrf1c problems relating to sex educatron, 
r.e., V D , drugs, alcohol 
- Films, records, sound tapes rnvolvrng sex education. 
4. Use P. T.A. or Individual pupil conferences as a means of inform1ng parents 
about the sex educat1on course and the1r child's response to the presented 
materials 
5. Set up a lend1ng library with matenals, or sources of matenals, that the parents 
can borrow and use at home for the1r own Information or for reinforc1ng the 
materials presented in school. Some suggestions are: 
Books for parents and chrldren 
Books for parents: 
Anderson, W. J . How to d1scuss sex with teenagers. Minneapol1s: T S Denison & Co 
1969. 
Arnstein , H. Your growing child and sex. Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1967. 
, 
Books for parents, continued: 
Dnver, H. I. Sex guidance for your child: A parent handbook Madison: Monona Publ1cat1ons, 1960 
Rayner, C. A parent's guide to sex education. Garden City, N Y Doubleday Publishing Co., 1969 
Shimel, J. L. The parent's handbook on adolescence. N Y New York World Publ1sh1ng Co, 1969 
Films and filmstrips 
Records or tapes 
Current magazine or journal articles 
• 
P1 cture files (growth and development of a baby, human maturation, male and female 
reproductive systems) 
6. Set up a system whereby parents, with teacher approval, are inv1ted to attend 
any class discussions on sex education. Encourage them to take an act1ve role 1n 
these class discussions. 
7. Encourage parents to meet outside the schoo I in sma II groups estab l1shed to 
discuss similar problems they might be experiencing with their children. 
Evaluation 
It is difficult to evaluate the effectiveness of parental involvement in a sex 
education program. A teacher can take notice of a variety of subtle factors 1n 
determining whether or not parental involvement improved the qual1ty of her 
course and made her program more acceptable and effective in the comn1unity and 
school. 
Some of these factors are: 
Did the parents show interest in the programs and materials being presented in the school'? 
Did any parents show indications, through overt statements or general behavior, of favorable 
sh1fts of attitude toward a program in sex education? 
D1d parents make use of the materials presented or suggested for home reinforcement? 
Have any students Indicated a greater degree of communication with their parents concern1ng 
sex and related top1cs'? 
D1d any parent(s) take the initiative to start an informal parental d1scuss1on group outside 
the school'? 
Have parents remarked favorably about the program on an informal bas1s or at conferences'? 
Would a general op1n1on survey 1nd1cate approval and acceptance of the course at its 
completion? 
Have any parents made an active contribution to meetings, discussions, suggested methods 
and matenals'? 
Phys1c1ans, nurses, mothers, soc1al workers, clergymen and Planned Parenthood 
are among the ind1v1duals who collectively represent the community resources 
available and necessary to educat1on, 1n developing 1nstruct1onal programs in sex 
education. The availabilitY and/or willingness of a resource person to assist 1n the 
program should be only one of the cnteria for part1cipat1on. In addition to possessing 
the 1nformat1on and the willingness he must be able to relate to the pupils and he 
must fully understand the relat1onsh1p of h1s ass1gnment to the program. 
COMMUNITY 
RESOURCES 
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A MESSAGE 
TO THE TEACHER 
Few spec1al educat1on programs for the EMR in Iowa are of sufficient size to 
warrant a ma)or commitment of local staff t1me to Independently develop guide-
ltnes for sex education. However, the EM R students need a planned sequential 
program wh1ch deals honestly with prev1ously 1gnored areas as much as the normal 
students. It 1s because of this need that th1s document has been developed. The 
selection of the content is a result of staff study and teacher suggestions. However, 
no pretense 1s made that the material is all 1nclusive or that any particular segment 
of the content 1s crucial to the program. Rather, the intent IS to encourage special 
class teachers at all levels to Incorporate a developmental, integrated, comprehensive 
and honest approach to the influencing of attitudes and the teaching of sex infor-
mation. Teachers will need to mod1fy and supplement the suggested lessons in order 
to meet the needs of their pupils. No assurance can be offered that the material is 
appropnately graded for difficulty or that the sequence 1s unalterable. The teacher 
is encouraged to use her local Instructional Materials Center for obtaining books 
and audio-visual materials that will be appropriate for her particular program. 
Probably one of the most v1tal components of a comprehensive sex education 
program should be the assistance prov1ded the teacher through orientation and 
workshop sess1ons. In the absence of these opportunities, the spec1al class teacher 
must prepare herself. This will 1nvolve considerable reading, exchang1ng of ideas 
with fellow teachers and related professional persons, as well as a self-appraisal of 
her own attitudes and values. Without th1s background on the part of the teacher, 
the students will not attain maximum benef1t from the program. To do only as you 
please in the teaching of sex information is unfa1r to yourself, the pupils and the 
program. The teacher must carefully plan her lessons and approach them with the 
belief that the subJect matter is an 1ntegral and natural part of the total curnculum, 
and w1th confidence in her ability to handle the 1nformat1on in an unbiased manner. 
Then sex educat1on helps the child f1nd out who he 1s soc1ally, emot1onally and 
physically, offering him greater poss1b1l1t1es to fulfill his needs. 
The teacher's role will not be easy initially. Because of the censorship our society 
has placed on open discussion of sex related problems, many teachers will be hesitant 
to answer questions pertaining to sexual feelings, human sexual organs and reproduction. 
You should not be alarmed if you f1nd yourself 1n this situation. The broad coverage 
of the subject 1n this publication and suggested references should help you gain con-
fidence. An alternative may be to team teach specific lessons with another faculty 
person who can help you be more candid w1th your class. The important factor to 
keep 1n mind is that the social development of the educable mentally retarded child 
depends on experiences provided by the teacher. 
As a teacher of the educable mentally retarded you must understand the technical 
information as well as be prepared to expla1n 1t 1n terms commensurate with the 
lim1ted comprehension of the students. It IS d1ff1cult to f1nd an acceptable terminology 
with wh1ch sex may be discussed. Th1s subject has, in the past, been discussed in 
either a complicated technical vocabulary or 1n terms considered to be vulgar and 
socially unacceptable. The retardate is not gotng to grasp the former, and a teacher 
may not want to use the latter. Th1s does not mean that the street voeabulary should 
he 1gnored, rather it may be neressary to 1nrorooratP the popu lar terms w1th a techni-
cal vocabularly meaningful to the chtld. Sot 1C'ty s lanauaqP of sex creates a problem 
1n teach1ng sex related matenal. 
• 
Parents and teachers often scold the1r children for us1ng words whtch they or 
other adults cannot accept. Instead of help1ng the children understand that there 
are more appropriate words they resort to admon1sh1ng them by us1ng the well 
known phrase that's naughty. But naughty words are also commonly heard on the 
school play ground as well as in the classroom. Consequently, the teacher may be 
shocked, but must remember not to act 1t. First, 1t is not a good 1dea to promote 
addtt1onal inh1b1t1ons regard1ng sex by inferring that it IS d1rty or bad. Most slang 
expressions with sex 1mpl1cations are devoid of logic Second, every attempt should 
be made to help the chtld to become an acceptable member of soc1ety through the 
development of language used by most people in our soc1ety (e.g., from the use of 
dirty language to the use of soc1ally acceptable language, from the use of chtld1sh 
family words to the use of words common to most of our culture). It seems 
reasonable to assume that a child who uses terms not cons1dered proper needs to 
be worked with, not reprimanded. He should f1rst be asked what the word means 
and then asked why he used it. The child must be helped to use terms which are 
smarter as well as more appropriate. 
Another point made and reinforced through class d1scuss1on can center around 
which words are not socially acceptable, though appropnate, and wh1ch are. How-
ever, you do not want to belittle the child's family background. Thus, care should 
be used in referring negatively to the vocabularly of the home, where children may 
hear these words frequently . School, televisio'n and rad1o programs, stores and the 
church environment are places wh1ch may be used to Illustrate the fact that many 
terms aren't generally acceptable but that there are other words we can learn and 
use. 
Lester K1rkendall (1965), an authority and pioneer 1n sex education, has said: 
The purpose of sex educat1on IS not pr1marlly to control and suppress sex 
express1on as in the past, but to 1nd1cate the 1mmense poss1bll1t1es for human 
fulfillment that human sexuality offers. 
This is a positive approach to the teach1ng of sex education but it 1s not always 
characteristic of our pract1ce today. Many parents and educators seem to want 
sex education taught in the schools so that out-of-wedlock pregnancies are reduced, 
venereal d1sease 1s controlled, and what adults see as a revolution 1n sexual mores is 
offset. We need to be aware that there have been s1gn tfica nt changes in sexual be-
havtor over the years wh1ch parents and youth need to understand. For example, 
there are a greater number of out-of-wedlock pregnanc1es today and venereal 
d1sease is still a major problem among the young. 
We can't set up patterns for student think1ng. We can teach h1m how to think, 
not what to think We can help h1m th1nk through the confusing issues he faces in 
h1s life by 1) help1ng h1m broaden h1s knowledge about the subject, 2) encourag1ng 
h1m to express h1s feelings about the 1ssues, and 3) ass1sting him to develop a value 
system that w1ll help him make cho1ces between dtff1cult alternatives in a t1me 
when standards are chang1ng. 
Ideally, sex educat1on should offer the students a chance to assess a w1de variety 
of behavtor and dec1de how 1t appltes to the society tn wh1ch they l1ve, preparing 
them to decide on their own set of values withtn the parameters of acceptable social 
behav1or. 
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PRIMARY LEVEL 
The goals of educat1on should include 1r.e s e l f-acc~l""'~ t c·rr:e and se lf- :f:--r~c ~ i :) n of 
each 1nd1V1dual Pos1t1ve gu1dance in building habits ar,d concepts whtch form 
healthy, well -adjusted tndtv1duals with postt i'Je 1mages of ~hemselve~ <;hould be 
present from the earl test stages of developn1ent. The 1n1ttal responstbllity, therefore, 
ltes w1thtn the home The school must continue and supplement thts gu1dance. 
A sex educatton program should begir"1 in k 1ndergarten in order to gain success 
in establ1sh1ng wholesome, natural attitude~ T his 3a·lv l_,eg;nn ;ng '1rov irlt:?r. for 
read1ness and acceptance of the sequential instruction, wn1ch can lead to a clearer 
understand 1 ng of It fe processes and of the self . 
• 
The opportunity to teach children to accept thetr body parts and funct1ons and 
to understand the development of l1v1ng th1ngs ts s1mpl1fted and enhanced by the 
fact that thetr Interest 1n sex is based on cunos1ty. Pnor to adolescence children 
do not cons1der themselves sexual betngs, and pnmary children usually do not 
concern themselves w1th the abstract relations of love and emotion. If there are 
inhibtt1ons or react1ons of shame and embr! rr2~SmP.,t , t~ev are us•J c:lllv the r()sult of 
• 
the subJects be1ng tgnored or referred tu a~, some th.r1~ ti,at a chilo ~I.e ulo nol talk 
about. The presentatton of sex related subjects within the school s1tuatton 1n a 
natural honest manner helps a child overcome such f eelt,gs The..-efore, the questions 
asked by the child should be answered within the limits of h1s comprehen~ton and 
within h1s present need for 1nformat1on. 
For the pnmary teacher of educabl e mentall y ret arded stuuents, the opportunity 
to integrate knowledge of the child's body and h1mself tnto everyday act1vit1es 1s 
extensive. For 1nstance, perceptual development exercises which are a part of 
reading read1ness preparation may be used 1n establtsh1ng natural attitudes toward 
body parts, and the correct terminology wtth reference to personal care and to1let 
habits w1ll 1ncrease the child's knovvlerJf1P. 
J 
To become aware of male and female as the two c;exes, to become aware that 
they are e1ther male or female and to d1scuss these differences, may seem to be 
unnecessary However t re fact that boy s and gtrls are different 1s often a subject 
of wh1spered d1scuss1on between elementary school children who have never been 
g1ven the opportunity to d1scuss openly what should be a natural and accepted fact. 
As 1n all areas of education, sex educat1on should begin where the student is. 
Children of normal 1ntell1gence indicate where they are by asking quest1ons to get 
the sex 1nformat1on they want and need. M entally retarded children, especially 
the tra1 nable, may not be able to form the :tu est•o n<; v~1hic h get them the1r Informa-
tion Many of the EMR ch1ldren are not capable of understanding the b1ology 
1nvolved Be1ng retarded may also prevent thetr ma k 1ng adequate soctal dec1s1ons 
1 1 
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and prevent them from ant1c1pating the consequences of inappropriate behav1or. 
The retarded wtll not Incidentally amass as much 1nformat1on as a normal child. 
Yet the knowledge and the skdls are necessary for all children. 
T he teacher nP.eds to anticipate and plan for the menta I retardate's needs. 
Structunng a UlHt on the family IS one way of help1ng the child ga1n much of h1s 
informatton 1n the broad area of sex educat1on and social attitudes. The matenals 
provided 1n th1s unit include many poss1bl11t1es for integratton tn the core areas 
and for 1nstruct1on in soctal competencies which tnclude self-understandtng and 
sensitivity to others as well as 1nformat1on on how to act on different occas1ons. 
A unit on the family has trad1t1onally been part of the curnculum and pro-
vides a good starttng point for teachtng sex educat1on. The family IS the most 
i nfluentia I and the most v1sible of the group~ the ch tid encounters. W1thi n the 
family he gets h1s first experiences w1th love, care and interaction w1th other 
people. These expenences, wh1ch influence the way the child feels about him-
self and help determine his soc1al growth and development, can be built on by 
the teacher who wants to give the child spec1f1c and realistic 1nformat1on concerning 
family life and sex education and who also wants to help the child Improve h1s 
personal and soc1al relationships through a better understanding of h1mself and 
others. 
It 1s Important to note that the emphasis that has been placed 1n our culture, 
on being marned and havtng a famtly, has been so great it tmpltes that anyone 
from a home that does not include a mother, father and sibltngs comes from an 
undesirable environment. All children do not come from this tdeal type of home. 
Many come from homes broken by divorce, separation or death, where the father 
figure is around part time or where there are a succession of fathers. These 
chtldren should feel that their home ltfe can also provide the comfort, love and 
trust that they need. 
Sex educat1on can be included 1n units on the family, animals, the home, health 
or science. It may be motivated by a new baby 1n a student's home, a new litter 
or by a problem, i.e., child's use of four-letter words. Using the un1t method and 
adapting the following lessons to fit your class facilitates the reinforcement and 
the functional teaching that are Important for retarded children. 
• 
Children need to be taught at the1r level and from their background of infor-
mation in soc1al areas as well as in the academ1c ones. One problem in teaching 
sex education is caused by the teacher's rigtdly adhering to her set of m1ddle 
class values and opinions. She fails to real1ze and understand that her middle 
class orientatton may not be the orientatton of her students. She, therefore, widens 
the cultural gap along with the generation gap. Differences in values, expenences 
and information may exist between ethnic groups, between different occupat ional 
or socio-economic groups and between boys and girls. The differences between 
the values of the teacher and school and of the home or neighborhood can be 
presented as varied views on the subject . 
In order to more fully understand the problems of her students and to be ab le 
to gear her teach1ng to their needs, the teacher needs to know her students' 
sources of sex education, the types of experiences they have had, the vocabu lary 
they use, the attitudes they hold, the neighborhoods they live 1n and the resources 
of the community. The teacher can read the school records, keep an anecdotal 
• 
• 
• 
account of student behav1or and respof"'se, be alert to the vocabulary and attitudes 
the c~ild exorPsses w1th h1s peers, or v1s1t h1s neighborhood and home. 
Unfortunately most of the films and books available to the teacher and her students 
dep1ct one way of l1fe, a m1ddle class l1fe. The p1cture is usually one of a mother at 
home, a father who works from nine until f1ve, two children and a three-bedroom 
house Th ts v1ew IS very d1fferent from that seen by the child who grows up with 
seven brothers and SISters 1n one room, many substitute fathers, and who has probab-
ly Witnessed sexual encounters not depleted 1n a film wh1ch purports to teach about 
sex. 
Ther~ 's no s1ngle approach and no standard 1zed curncu lu m that IS su 1table for all 
classes and for all students. The teacher must adapt her program to the needs of her 
stud~nr<; and util1ze the best resources of the commun1ty, teaching the student com-
fortable and acceptable ways of expresstng h1s sexuality. 
The matenal prov1d1ng gu1dance 1n sex education and in social l1v1ng for this 
beginn1ng level should be arranged tn a way that allows for great flexibility. It may 
be presented as 1nd1v1dual un1ts of 1nstruct1on, or 1t may be Integrated 1nto the plans 
of other curnculum areas The matenal is to be used as a guide to the content to be 
covered, and for examples of lesson presentations It may be adapted by each i nd ivid-
ual teacher 1n any way that proves to be most effective. 
13 
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1. REALISTIC BODY IMAGE 
To help the student develop an 1mage of h1s body through recogn1t1on of the 
names of body parts and to help h1m see that the body performs many functtons. 
To name the body part the teacher points to and descnbe its funct1on. 
e Conduct seSSIOns In which the names of body parts are learned: head, arm, hand, 
chest, back, abdomen, buttocks, leg, foot, hair, mouth, eyes, nose, ears, neck, 
shoulder, elbow, wrist, finger, knee, toe, and heel. When making reference to 
these body parts, ment1oning their funct1ons adds mean1ng, although at th1s t1me 
it is not necessary to emphas1ze these processes. 
e In diSCUSSing body parts, it IS necessary to name only those involved in the 
actual act1v1t1es. However, prepare for the possibility of broader discuss1on if 
prompted by the children They may become enthus1ast1c when list1ng and want 
to ident1fy eye lashes, thumbs, l:ps, cheeks, and ch1n. It would not be unusual to 
have a reference to or quest1on concern1ng a "rear", "bottom", or "butt." Th1s 
kind of opportunity 1s too often hushed or 1gnored It IS a chance to beg1n to 
form healthy concepts and Introduce correct term1nology. Point out that the 
proper name IS buttocks and cont1nue the lesson as you presented it for other 
parts of the body "What body part do we s1t on?" Have the students respond 
With the proper word buttocks. Terms used 1n the 1nd1vidual home, such as 
"bottom" are acceptable and should not be g1ven negative inference. 
ePiay games where children are instructed to move parts of the body, e.g., "Simon 
Says'' (But allow each child to remain in the game even 1f he makes a mistake), "Did 
You Ever See A Lass1e?", "Looby Lou" {Have children stand in a circle and tell 
them wh1ch body part to move). 
e MentiOn the body parts Involved while washing and dressing. 
e BIIndfold a child , touch a part of hiS body Ask him to Identify that part of his 
body by nam1ng the part or touch1ng another child on the same spot. 
eAsk questions With reference to body parts. "What kinds of things do we do with 
our hands?" "How do our legs help us?" "On what parts of our bodies do we wear 
shoe~? Hats? Gloves?" 
e Have children view pictures of people In vanous POSitions and tell what body 
part 1s Involved. 
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The girl 1s stand1ng on her feet 
The boy 1s ly1ng on his back. 
Th1s girl IS wav1ng her arm. 
The woman is kneeling on her knees. 
The baby is rest1ng his head. 
e Have the children imitate the POSitions they see in pictures. 
e Make clay and pipe cleaner figures of people In different pOSitions. 
eHave the children paint pictures of people ustng their bodies In vanous ways. 
eHelp each child make simple body parts of oaktag and put them together· ha1r, 
head, neck, shoulders, body, arms (1n two parts), hand, legs (two parts), feet. Body 
parts are connected and used in different ways for different pos1t1ons and activities 
{Append IX A). 
e Make a booklet of pictures of people USing their bodies In various ways. 
e Make prints of body parts with finger paint, I.e., lipS, hands, feet 
ecut out PICtures of body parts from magazines. Make a large outline of a person 
and have the children attach the body part on the appropriate spot. 
eTalk about and show articles of clothing. Have the children tell wh1ch body part 
each covers 
e DISCUSS pieces of furniture; chair, footstool, ladder, bed. How and what parts of 
our bod1es use this furniture? 
e Name all the things you can do with your hands, feet, head, eyes, toes, etc., and 
demonstrate. 
ewhat parts of your body do you use when you play ball, eat your supper, use the 
toilet? 
ewhat part of the body do you use to make different pieces of equipment work, 
i.e., straw, drum, horn, puppet? 
eRelate one body part to another. What other part of the body do you think of 
when you th1nk of toes (foot), fingers (hand), eyes (head), teeth (mouth). 
eDraw figures with parts miSSing and have the children tell what IS miSSing. 
esing "Fin1sh My Rhyme" (Sesame Street, 1969) sung and chanted to the tune of 
"Tw1nkle, Tw1nkle Little Star." Stop before the last word of each verse and let the 
children name and po1nt to the nght part of the body. 
• 
• 
If a btrd you want to hear, 
You have to l1sten wtth your {ear) 
If you want to d 1g 1 n sand, 
Hold the shovel 1n your {hand). 
To see an a1rplane as 1t flies, 
You must open your {eyes). 
To smell a v1olet or a rose, 
You sn1ff the fragrance through your (nose) 
When you walk across the street, 
You use two thtngs called your {feet). 
East and West and North and South, 
To eat or talk you use your {mouth) . 
When a II these th 1 ngs we sa 1d get d 1 rty, 
You JUmp 1n the tub and make yourself (pur!Yl_ . 
e sing the song again, potntlng to the body parts on yourself and on a poster in 
the room (Appendix A) 
e Make a body poster for each child. Have each child l1e down on a large sheet of 
paper. He will see an outltne of htmself when he gets up. Have him color 1t and 
name the parts, wh1le you label them and put on the child's name. Hang the 
posters around the room . 
B1bl1ography conta1ns complete list1ng of references. 
Blackledge, Vtrgtnia, M.D. Sex education for the mentally retarded: A Discussion 
for parents who have a mildly or severely retarded child (An Educable or 
Trainable Retarded Chtld) 1969 
Frostig, M.& Horne, D. The Frostig program for the development of visual 
. 
perception, 1964 
Mcleod, P. Read1ness for learn1ng, 1965. 
Parent/ Teacher Gu1de to Sesame Street, 1969. 
Recordings: 
1. Basic Concepts Through Dance: Body I mage, EA LP 601. Educational 
Acttvtttes, Freeport, New York 
2. L1sten1ng and Mov1ng, LP 605,606-7, Educat1onal Activities, Freeport, N.Y. 
3 Songs for Ch lldren with Special Needs. Frances Cole, Bomar Records. 
Other resources: 
P1ctures of persons of varied sizes, shapes and colors in different positions: 
standtng, sttt1ng, kneeling, lying, propped on elbows, etc. 
Body part poster {Appendix A). 
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2. PROPER TOILET HABITS 
To learn accurate terminology for body parts and funct1ons 1nvolved in scoPE 
elim1nat1on. 
The ch1ld shall use correct to1let terms OBJECTIVE 
e There are many opportunities for USing and teaching correct toilet terminology SUGGESTIONS 
with young children . The teacher should be alert for such occasions. If a child FOR THE TEACHER 
says he has to wee-wee, tinkle, or grunt or uses other "family" expressions, the 
teacher should respond with more acceptable, more w1dely used terms. A teacher 
comment might be, "Yes, you have to go to the' toilet, to the boys/ girls room, or 
the restroom." Accept the ch lid's term and repeat it with the more acceptable 
one. Depend1ng upon the matunty of the child, he may be encouraged to use 
such terms as 11 Unnate" and "bowel movement." Keep th1s changing of language 
on a pos1t1ve note by expla1n1ng that we use these terms because we are 1n school 
and are learntng to say thtngs so that everyone understands us, i.e., "Different 
famll1es may use pet express1ons and so other people don't always know what 
you mean. They wi!l know If you use the proper term." 
eOther areas of tra1n1ng concern· position at the toilet, USing tissue, flushing the 
toilet and wash1ng hands after each use 
eThere will be opportunity to expand the child's vocabulary and help him see 
the physical d1fferences between boys and g1rls. Comments or questions may 
arise as to why the boys stand when they unnate and the g1rls sit, expla1n: "A 
boy has a pen1s through wh1ch he urinates. He can hold h1s penis over the toilet. 
A g1rl s1ts down so she won't get all wet when she unnates." 
e lf the chtld does not initiate a diSCUSSIOn of the phySICal differences between 
boys and gtrls and a chance to develop th1s vocabulary, you may have to Initiate 
the dISCUSSIOn. 
eTake the boys and g1rls to a men's room in the build1ng and show them the 
urinal used by males. If standing to urinate is d1ff1cult for the child, assure h1m 
that it is all right to s1t down on a toilet. If boys use a toilet rather than a unnal 
they should be Instructed to ra1se the toilet seat before urinating. Let the boys 
know that it 1s acceptable to pull down the1r pants tf 1t is easier than opening a 
fly. 
eTeach gtrls to Wipe themselves With toilet tissue from the front to the back. 
Because of the structure of the young girl, where the urethra 1s close to the 
vaginal opentng, she 1s prone to bladder infections. There will be fewer bladder 
19 
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infections 1n the young g1rl and fewer vag1nal irritations and infections in the older 
g1rl when th1s procedure IS used. 
e Routines may be worked out Individually, can be practiced with dolls or can be 
dramatized. A model for helping a child develop a routine might be: 
Teacher performs the routine with the child. The teacher verbalizes the 
instructions as she works with the child. 
The child performs the routine with he I p. 
The child performs the routine with supervtsion. 
The child performs the rout1ne alone. 
e Vocabulary words might Include: unnate, bowel movement, toilet, urinal, penis, 
vulva, buttocks. 
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3. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN 
To develop the understanding that men and women are different physically scoPE 
and that these differences are necessary for reproduction. 
The ch ild shall sort pictures of naked people of various ages into various ages OBJECTIVES 
into groups of males and females. 
T he lesson on toilet habits will have created interest in the physic~l differences suGGESTIONS 
between men and women. This lesson on males nnd females may follow the FOR THE TEACHE R 
lesson on toilet habits or it may be included in a unit on the family. 
eo1vide the class into two groups, according to sex. Ask the children what 
d1fferences they see between the groups. They will notice that one group consists 
of boys and the other of girls. Ask them to tell the differences they see between 
boys and g1rls Refer to the way the children look and to pictures that you have 
collected Have the children discuss the differences they see, i.e., ha1r length or 
cloth1ng. 
eAdd p1ctures of males and females dressed in the new ciothing fads, i.e., boys 
with long hair and fancy shirts, women in pant suits (AppendiX 8). Show pictures 
of small chtldren in pants or shorts, both front and rear views. "Can we always 
see, by the way people dress, which are men and which are women? No. What 
we cannot see when people are clothed tells us who is a man and who ts a woman, 
who IS male and who ts female " 
eWhat can't we see? Show ptctures of unclothed babies, children and adu Its 
(Append ix C). Rem tnd the chtldren of the differences between boys and guls 
they noticed when they dtscussed totlet1ng. The boy has a pen1s and the gtrl does 
not She has a vulva. Boys and girls look different because boys grow up to be 
men and fathers, and g1rls grow up to be women and mothers. Thts maleness or 
femaleness 1s called the sex of a person . The sex of a person defines one of the 
groups to wh1ch he belongs. 
e Come to class dressed ltke a man. ''Am I a man?" 
e Have children tell what their sex IS, whether they are male or female. Establtsh 
the sex o f mothers, fathers, Sisters, brothers, aunts, uncles 
e Collect many pictures of people -- all shapes and SIZes Have the children put 
the p1ctures 1n groups of male and female. 
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Pictures of people dressed in new cloth1ng fads whtch make sex hard to tell 
{Appendix B). 
Pictures of unclothed people (Appendix C). 
Ptctures collected (by the teacher) of small children vvhere the sex ts ambiguous. • 
• 
4. MALE AND FEMALE ROLES 
To help the student accept and appreciate hts own sex and to accept and 
appreciate the differences tn the oppostte sex. 
A chtld, at this age, shall demonstrate his acceptance of h1s sex by referring 
to himself appropnately 1n a vanety of s1tuat1ons, i.e., sex separation in games, 
go1ng to the bathroom, self-reference. 
S1nce maleness or femaleness 1s built into a person, one's cho1ce of a job, 
preference for a sport or way of dress, does not alter hts sex. There should be 
no ng1d criteria for what 1s male and what is female. However, since the mentally 
retarded child may not pick up h1s male or female 1dent1ty 1nc1dentally, it is 
necessary to help him explore his surroundings to see what JObs or roles males 
and females play in our society. 
e Discuss the kinds of jobs their fathers, mothers and uncles hold. Many men 
will have traditionally muscular JObs which require long hours, outdoor work or 
a lot of physica I strength--construction workers, movers, servtce station 
attendants. Many of the women wtll have housekeeping and child care jobs. 
They may be waitresses, sales gtrls or secretaries (Appendix D). There also will 
be many jobs which can be done and are done by both sexes. Men and women 
work in food services (chefs, waitresses, or waiters) on assembly lines, or do 
farming. 
eTalk about the duties that mothers and fathers have at home. Mothers 
usually cook and sew and care for the children. Fathers may wash the car, 
repair items in the house, sweep the walks or paint the house. Often mothers and 
fathers cooperate on these tasks. Fathers may work and care for the children. 
Mothers may do the maintenance work (Appendix E). 
e Discuss games that gtrls and boys ltke to play. Bring in pictures of people 
active in sports. Boys usually prefer football and baseball to dolls or cooking, 
but boys can be good cooks and gtrls can be outstandtng tn sports. There is no 
reason why boys and girls cannot enjoy each other's games and sports, and it 
does not make them any less male or female if they do. 
eTake a trip to a department store which has separate clothing sections for men 
and women. See what clothes the models are wearing. Notice the merchandise 
on racks and on counters. Notice the separate restrooms for men and women. 
On the way to the store they will note male construction crews- male truck, bus 
and taxi drivers- policemen and ftremen. They may see female crossing guards 
and meter maids. They will see stores that cater to men and have many men 
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work1ng 1n them -- cloth1ng, barber, sport1ng goods. They will see clothing, 
l1ngene and beauty shops for women. 
e Have the ch lldren dramatize trad 1t1onal male and female roles in the home and 
on the JOb. 
e Have the children pick pictures of what they like to wear, and notice the different 
preferences between the boys and the g1rls. 
eHave the children choose JObs they would like to have. 
eshow the children a picture (or an ttetn): a woman's stocktng and a man's sock, 
a man's sh1rt and a woman's blouse, a man's hat and a woman's hat, a lady's watch 
and a man's watch, etc. Have the children 1dentify the sex to wh1ch 1t belongs. 
e Make lists or piles of articles females use, i e., lipstick, cosmetiCS, bras, stockings, 
pocketbooks or high heels. Do the same with male articles, 1.e., p1pes, t1es, vests, 
suspenders or avera lis. 
P1ctures of men and women in traditional jobs (Appendix D) 
Pictures of men and women working together (Appendix E). 
Teacher collected pictures of people in sports. 
Catalogs and magazines. 
L1pstick, cosmetics, bra, stock1ngs, pocketbook, high heels, p1pe, tie, vest, 
suspender, overalls 
P1cture or item: 
Man's 
sock 
shirt 
hat 
watch 
Woman's 
blouse 
hat 
watch 
5. SELF- CONCEPT 
To help the student develop a good self-concept. 
Each child shall behave 1n a manner wh1ch, in the teacher's judgment, demonstrates 
a generally posit1ve att1tude toward h1mself and others. 
What a child thtnks he can do and what a child thtnks of himself influences how 
he performs in the classroom and 1s therefore of prtmary importance to the teacher. 
His personality, the way he acts due to the combination of environmental and 
hereditary influences, develops tn about the same way 1n children of both normal 
and retarded Intelligence. But the retarded child has special problems and stresses 
which he encounters. He IS slower 1n developtng understanding, slower in acquiring 
skills and more easily frustrated . He has often been faced with impatience and 
received fewer rewards for his act1vities than the normal child. He has probably 
been compared unfavorably to others of his age and has possibly been over-
protected and rejected. H1s early lack of success further limits his expectations 
of himself. 
The retarded child's need for security and belong1 ng IS even more intense than 
for the normal child, stnce his security has been shaken by failures with his peers. 
His need to feel accomplishment 1s greater because he has felt accomplishment less. 
By accomplishing a task the personality grows. 
If the retarded child is aware of his retardation and feels that he is unworthy 
because of it, he has a difficult time developing a healthy concept of himself. A 
good school program restores and builds the child's concept, self-respect, security 
and feelings of adequacy with consistency, tolerance, special encouragement and 
positive reinforcement. 
Observing the child, keeping an anecdotal record and reviewing it, helps the 
teacher see the student more clearly, recogntze the talents and abilittes that can 
be praised and rewarded and helps her establish the areas in which each child 
needs special attention and encouragement. 
Kirk and Johnson ( 1951) suggested several practices that affect the social adjust-
ment and behavior of the child. 
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Classroom Pract1ces Affecting 
Social Adjustment 
Well -planned act1v1t1es decrease unacceptable behav1or. 
Self-d1rect1on should be encouraged 
Successful programs for children are based on the children's interests and experiences. 
Matenal s of 1nstruct1on should be selected w1th care. 
Instruction should beg1n with s1mple matenal. 
Familiar matenal a1ds 1nstruct1on. 
Gradual introduction of new situations avoids misbehavior. 
It 1s advisable to avo1d abstract matertals and uttl1ze concrete ones 
Vanety of methods and matenals 1s recommended 
The rout1nes of the class should be kept s1 mple 
Out-of-class act1v1t1es should be correlated w1th classroom act1v1t1es. 
Instruction should be tndiv1dual1zed 
It should be recognized that all behav1or, adequate or 1nadequate 1s caused. 
Emphas1s should be placed on successful accomplishments. 
Suggestions for the Management of 
Behavior in Children 
Use pos1t1ve rather tJ,an negat1ve statements 
Use encourag1ng rather than d1scourag1ng statements. 
Use spec1f1c rather than general statements. 
Use pleasant requests rather than scold1ngs. 
Be cons1stent 1n requests. 
Use substitute suggestions rather than negat1ve commands. 
Use unhurned d1rect1ons rather than hurned commands. 
G1ve the child a cho1ce in act1v1t1es 
Keep teacher verbalism to a m1n1mum. 
Use manual gu1dance to aid verbal suggest1on. 
Avo1d 1ssues w1th children. 
Avo1d mak1ng threats. 
Avo1d uncontrolled expression of anger in the presence of children . 
Isolate hyperactive children when necessary . 
St1 mulate shy and Withdrawn children. 
Bibliography contains complete listing of reference. 
Kirk, S. A. & Johnson, C. 0. Educating the retarded child, 1951 . 
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6. LOVE 
--
To have the pupils begin to develop an understanding of love. 
Children shall demonstrate feeltngs of and an understanding toward love as 
observed by the teacher 1n thoughtfulness, words, act1 ons and in dally activities. 
If a teacher 1s go1ng to help children in the1r understanding of the concept of 
love 1t ts Important that she create an atmosphere, in both her att1tude and physical 
environment, that promotes feelings of comfort, mutual respect , and acceptance 
and affection for one another. The child who expenences dally exposure to an 
environment where love and good feeltngs are an Integral part of the activities 
wi II learn what he l1ves. 
eRead and diSCUSS Love IS a special way of feeling {Anglund, J W., 1960). Have 
the pup1ls make suggestions for what love means or 1s to them . Th1s can be done 
in expenence chart form and then illustrated w1th puptl drawings. 
eThe teacher should have the children understand that giving and receiving love 
is an important mottvat1ng force. The way people behave and the th1ngs they do 
are, in many cases, a means of fulfilling th1s baste need. D1scuss w1th the students 
things that they themsleves do to make people l1ke them, 1.e., try to be friendly, 
help others, do special favors or gtve them th1ngs. Young children wtll often try 
to buy affection or gatn love wtth gtfts. The teacher should potnt out the difference 
between real love and the temporary superftcial kind of love or attention they gain 
by thts means. Along with this, have the students talk about or ltst the qualities 
in others that make them lovable. 
wa rmth 
fr iendl1ness 
humor 
underst and ing 
k indness 
enthusiasm 
e Have the students, with the help of the teacher or older students, tell or write 
a bnef story about someone or somethtng they love or have loved and why. 
e Have the children discuss what love 1s. The aim should be to bring out that 
love 1s many different th1ngs to dtfferent people. What be1ng lovable is to one 
person might not be lovable to another and there are beneftts to this, i.e., mate 
selectton, friend selection, or choice of pets. 
elt IS Important for children to know that there are vanous k inds of love. Have 
the pupils cut out pictures from magaztnes depicttng all types of love. 
parent for a child child for a parent peer fn endsh1ps 
child and pet husband-wife person for obJ ect (toy) 
child for relatives (grandparents) 
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RESOURCE 
MATERIALS 
e DISCUSS With the students the pOSSibility of feelings of love changing with time. 
Some loves are permanP.nt while others ar~ only temporary. 
l1tt I e boy . _ ~o_t_h·-=~=-r=---=-te=_a=~-h_e_r _ ___ ..dog 
~ ... < -g1rlft1end w1fe 
~ 
e Children will often be concerned with diviSIOn of affectiOn. Help them to 
understand that people don't run out of love ltke they do money or food and that 
feel1ngs of love becom e no less strong or mean1ngful when they are shared among 
many th1ngs or many people Th1s can be related to the child's life through a dis 
cusston of best fnends, attttudes toward siblings, parental or teacher favontism. 
e Have the students see thiS by making ltsts of all the things or people they love. 
Ask them 1f they have room to love something else. Give them someth1ng concrete 
wh1ch they will love to show there 1s always more room. 
classroom party 
extra playground ttme 
new pet for classroom 
spec1al treat 
Bibliography conta1ns complete l1st1ng of references. 
Books to read to and look at with children: 
Anglund, J . W. Love IS a special way of feel1ng, 1960. 
Ayer, J. A wish for little sister, 1960. 
Buck ley, H. Grandfather and I , 1959. 
____ .Grandmother and I, 1961 . 
Carton, L. Daddies, 1963 
L1ndman , M. Sn1pp, Snapp, Snurr and the red shoes, 1932. 
Mtnank , E. Little bear, 1957 . 
____ . Little bear's v1sit, 1961. 
Mynck, M. The secret three, 1963. 
• 
Reyher , B. My mother 1s the most beautiful woman in the world, 1945. 
Udry, J. Let's be enem1es, 1961 . 
___ . Mean mouse and other stories, 1962. 
Zolotow, C. Mr. Rabbtt and the lovely present, 1962. 
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7. SEXUAL ENCOUNTERS ./ ) 
To be aware of the manner in wh1ch a sexual encounter between an adult and scoPE 
child may occur. 
The student shall be able to avo1d unwanted sexual encounters. OBJECTIVE 
The next four lessons use the ftrst two volumes of the Lyons and Carnahan suGGESTIONS 
( 1967) Health Senes and 1s recommended for use w1th primary level educable FOR THE TEACHER 
mentally retarded students. Ptctures from All about you and You and others have 
been reproduced at the end of the appropnate les$on for your convenience. Their 
use of puppets for Illustration adds novelty and tf duplicated in the classroom, can 
be used by the children to dramatize the subJect matter. The senes concentrates 
upon feelings, attitudes and good mental health and presents these areas in a manner 
which promotes classroom dtscuss1on and stimulates the child's thinking by asking 
questions. 
For retarded youngsters, often extremely gregarious and an easy prey to the return 
of fnendliness and ktndness, the threat of being v1ct1ms of abuse or perversion is present. 
In the event of the sexual abuse of a child by someone of the same or of the opposite 
sex, any scarnng that occurs 1s more l1kely to be a result of various adult reactions to 
the event--the guilt feeltngs and sexual fears adult react1on 1nvokes, than from the event 
ttself. The chance of lasttng damage to the chtld 1s mtnimized when the adults con-
cerned maintain the1r perspective. The best method to prevent psychological scarring 
of a ch lid who has been sexually abused, 1s an open and accepting atmosphere which 
allows the ch1ld to speak frankly and without shame about his experiences. 
In covenng th1s subject with her children, a teacher may be aware that some 
child 1n the class may have had a sexual encounter with an adult and may wish to 
consider whether or not reference to the subject of encounters would be upsetting 
to the child. 
It can be mentioned, when covering thts topic, that "we may kiss people we 
know very well and we shake hands with people who are introduced to us and we 
know slightly." "People who care for you, like your mother, father, sister, or 
doctor may handle the genital area when washing, bathing or examining you, but 
1t is not necessary for anyone else to touch these parts." 
Although most of the matenal written about sexual contacts between adults 
and children deal with strangers, "The majority of sex crimes against children 
that involve more than exhibitionism are committed, not by strangers, but by 
persons who are known to the child and/or family and who live and work in the 
immed1ate environment." (SIECUS, 1970) 
Since many of the sexual encounters between children and adults dccur with 
those known to the child as well as with strangers and since everyone is at one 
30 
RESOURCE 
MATERIAL 
time a stranger, it ts not desirable to burden the child with the 1dea that strangers 
are monsters and out to do h1m unnamed harm . It IS a good idea to talk to the 
children about acceptable ways 1n wh1ch strangers become friends. 
In All about you, pages 46- 47 , puppets are used to illustrate strangers 
meet1ng children on the street, offenng them a nde 1n a car and offenng a child candy. 
The second pictu re shows the adults who should be told about the encounter - police-
man, teach er or mother. 
The fac1al express1ons on the ptctured adult f1gures seem harsh. If this concerns 
the children, expla 1n that puppet faces can't change their express1ons. However, 
these harsh express1ons may mottvate the children to ir"dicate a fear of an adult 
react1on to the child who reports such an 1nc1dent and can be used to d1scuss these 
fears. 
Acttvlttes 
It Discuss the p1ctures on the f1rst page. A sk how the boys, Corky and J tm 1n the 
senes, are trytng to help L1nda. 
ewhat could the strangers have been say1ng to the children? "Will you come with 
me and show me the way to the grocery store?" "Would you l1ke to come to my 
house and see my pltppy?" "Your mother said to bring you home." "I'll give 
you so me ca ndy if you'll come w1th me." 
e Have two child ren dramatize a stranger's attempt to tnduce a child to go with him. 
e Identi f y the people 1n the picture on the next page: policeman, teacher, mother. 
Who else cou ld the children tell of someone's attempt to have them go away with 
them, 1 e., relat1ve or netghbor. 
Plan a walk 1n the neighborhood. Have the children recognize that poltcemen and 
school cross1ng guards can help them with a problem on the way home from school. 
Show the children the block mother's symbol and explain that the people in the 
house w1th that symbol can help them, too. One or two of the block mothers can 
be contacted 1n advance and introduced to the children. 
(Btbllography contains complete listing of references) 
Gagnon, J . H & Simon, W. Siecus study gutde, No. 11, 1970. 
Lyons and Carnahan Book I, All about you, 1967 . PP. 46-47. 
Other reso urces. 
Block mother's symbol 
I 
• 
I 
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.. 
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.) 
We do not kno\v bi~-,. 
• 
--
- -----
, ,-
-
• 
We do no talk to h lrr. 
• 
I 
/ 
.,, 
We do not go with them. 1 
' f 
I 
.. 
. -
. -
We do not t8 ke any bing from 
her. 
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8. GROWTH 
To tllustrate that growth tn livtng things IS the result of many factors. 
To show that a child's growth ts part of the process in becoming an adult. 
1. To list from among the obJects presented tn class those things which are alive 
and "' . .'hich grow. 
2. To verbaltze that an 1ncrease 1n size in living th1ngs IS an Indication of growth. 
3. To verbally I ist at least two approprtate ways that a person shows growth 
physically, mentally, and 1n cartng for htmself and/or others. 
4. To enumerate two ways in which work, play, rest, exercise, love and care help 
people to grow. 
5. To enumerate things that help people grow. 
Lyons and Carnahan (1967), All about you, pp. 72-84, 1s the reference for this 
lesson. These pages have been reproduced at the end of this lesson. 
1. To list from among the objects presented in class those things which are 
alive and which grow. 
e Display many new Objects, living and non-living, to catch the student's 
attention, i.e., arttftciaf flowers and plants, realistic models of animals, dolls 
who talk, "grow" hair and cry, a new plant, gold f1sh or pet animals, box of 
dirt, or pile of blocks. Have the children look around the room and classify 
the objects as living or non-living. Help them to state that things that are 
alive grow. 
4t Have the children discuss and classify the first two pages of .uHow We Grow" 
pp. 72 & 73 in All about you, reproduced at the end of this lesson. 
e During the next several days have the children observe an artificial plant and 
two live plants. Water one live plant and put it 1n the sun. Put the other live 
plant and the ar"Cificial plant in a closet. Have the ch1ldren notice the effects 
of care or lack of care on the three plants. Relate their observations on an 
experience chart. 
We have three plants, two living and one artificial or non-living. I 
We give care, light and water to one plant. 
We put the other two plants in the closet. 
Five days later: The plant vve cared for is growing and healthy. 
-----
The living plant in the closet is drooping and dry. 
The non-living plant did not change. 
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e Make the pile of blocks and d1rt "grow." Add blocks to a stack; add d1rt to a 
pile. They get b1gger. "Does th1s mean they are alive? No, th1ngs that are 
alive grow from wtthin. Non-l1v1ng th1ngs grow or get bigger tf something is done 
to them, t.e., budding a house, mak1ng a snowball, or plac1ng d1rt on a pile." 
e Make a set of twenty cards with pictures of living and non-l iving th1ngs (Appendix 
F). A child can put the cards 1nto p1les of ltving or non-l1vi ng th1ngs or two 
children may play a card game that you demonstrate, i.e., 
Two children take five cards ap1ece, putting the remaining cards face down 
between them. One asks the other, "Do you have a p1cture of something alive?" 
The other child gtves him the card 1f he has 1t. The first child then d1scards a 
non-liv1ng p1cture card to a second pile. If the second ch1ld does not have a 
p1cture of someth1ng al1ve, the f1rst child draws a card from the pile between 
them, d1scard1ng 1t to the second pile tf it is not alive or retaining 1t and 
discarding another in his hand, tf 1t IS al1ve. (Keep only five cards at one time.) 
The second child repeats the same procedures, but tries to accummulate 
ptctures of non-living things. 
2. To verbaltze that an increase in size in living things is an indication of growth. 
e Have the childrer bring in pictures of themselves when they were younger I also 
clothes and shoes they wore the year before. You collect data on their heights 
and weights last year or have them bring in their birth, height and weight. 
e Have the children look in a mirror and think about whether or not they look the 
same as last year. Look at and discuss the pictures they have brought in. What 
changes do they see? 
e Have them model last year's clothes. Are they too tight and too short? 
eLook at and discuss the pages beginning IIHow Do you Grow," All about you, 
pp. 7 4-75. How have they grown? Taller and heavier? 
estart a growth booklet for each child. On the first page have the children 
draw a picture of "Growth in Height and Weight." A ruler and tape measure 
may be used as symbols on the picture. 
e Have each child keep a growth chart and check off the growth appropriate to 
!he discussion of that day's lesson. 
Mental Ability 
I know how to eat food 
and not crayons or 
dirt. 
I know not to run into 
the street 
I fight with words, not 
hands 
I print my name 
I know the alphabet 
GROWTH CHART- WAYS I GREW 
Physical Ability 
I can sit by myself 
I can walk 
I can run 
I can skip 
I can throw a ball 
I can catch a ball 
• 
• 
Physical Size 
I grew taller 
I grew heavier 
Helping Myself and Others 
I dress myself 
I put my dirty clothes in a 
hamper 
I tie my shoes 
I hang up my coat 
• 
• 
3. Tu verbally list appropriate ways that a person shows growth phys1cal!y, 
n1Pntallv, and 1n caring for h1mself and or others. 
e Discuss thP next page show1ng the development of the g1rl, p. 76, All about you 
What can Ltnda do now that she could not do when she was a baby? D1scuss 
the students' sib I i ngs 
e Have one of the children bring a young sibling to class and observe what he or 
she can and cannot do. 
e Have the ch i ldren add a picture of growth in physical ability to thetr booklets 
and appropriate checks to their charts 
eD1scuss page 77, All about you -- growth in thinking and do1ng. Have the 
children add a picture of thetr growtng 1n mental abtl1ty to thetr booklet 
and appropnate checks to the1r chart. 
e Keep examples of their work from the beginning of the term. Show them how 
their work has progressed. 
4. To enumerate ways 1n which work, play, rest, exerc1se, love and care help 
people to grow. 
• 
e D1scuss page 78, All about you--ways they have lear ned to help themselves and 
others. 
• Role-p aying situations: Have the children role-play s1tuat1ons, maktng 
believe that they are a baby or a two-year-old and then role-play the situation 
acting their own age. 
Being alone and hungry. 
Falling and hurt1ng yourself. 
Being outdoors in a storm. 
Being in a burn1ng house. 
Be1ng 1n a street w1th a car com1ng. 
e Dtscuss how bab1es cannot take care of any of the preced1ng situations, but 
that older children know to run to a curb for safety, where food is kept, to 
go 1 ns1de when 1t t a 1 ns. 
e Add picture to booklet and checks to chart 
5 To enumerate th1ngs that help people grow. 
eD1scuss pages 79-84, All about you- thinqs that help people grow, i.e., food, 
Nork, play, exerc1se, rest, love and care. 
e D1scuss how Jim feels about bein~ able to help (o. 84). 
e Add p1ctures to booklet and checks to chart 
e Make a ltst wtth the children of all the things a new baby can do in each area. 
It should become obv1ous that older people can do more and have grown more 
in all ways. 
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Lvons & Carnahan All about you, 1967, pp. 72-84. 
o .. ~e·· rpsources. 
Artif1c1al flowers, plants 
Rea l1st1c models of anima Is 
Dolls who talk, cry, "grow" ha1r 
Nevv live plants 
Goldf1sh 
Small pets 
Box of d 1rt 
Pile of blocks 
Card game of l1ving and non-living th1ngs (Appendix F) . 
Gu1del1nes for use of animals in classroom (Appendix G). 
Collected data on child's last year's he1ght and weight or birth, height and weight. 
Children collected pictures, clothing and shoes from when they were younger. 
M1rror 
A sibl1ng 
Examples of children's work from early in the year. 
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What grows? , , .. 
Can all things grow? 
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How do you know vvhat grows? 
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How do yc,-
, 
You grow taller . 
• 
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How do you gro'"~: ·: 
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You grow this way. 
• 
!. 
do you grow? 
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I 
You grow this way. 
You learn to crawl. 
\ 
\ 
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Then you learn to walk, run, 
and jump. 
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You grow this way. - · -
You learn to think and do 
things. 
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You grow by helping yourself . 
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What helps you grow? 
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LOVE AND CARE 
• 
What helps you grow? 
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CARING FOR OTHERS 
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9. DIFFERENCES IN PEOPLE 
To help the pupils to accept the fact t hat although people are basically al 1ke 
they are also tndiv1dually d 1fferent--and that these differences are natural and good. 
To state verbally at least five ways that peopl e are al ike and ftve ways that people 
are d 1fferent. 
All about you, pp 85 90, is used as reference and reproduced at the end of the 
lesson. 
t» Tell the children that you would ltke a picture on the board of a person, and 
that you would like them to tell you what parts of the body to draw. Since the 
ma1n 1dea 1s to show that people are bas1cally the same, use a sttck figure show1ng 
that everyone has a body, a head, two arms, two legs and hair on his head, 
or 
e Draw a Simple figure but put wings tn place of arms. Ask the students If there 
1s something wrong. Do people have wings? People have arms, birds have w1ngs. 
The pictures from All about you illustrate some l1kenesses as well as many dtf-
ferences 1 n looks, abll1t1es, and preferences. {Page numbers below refer to All 
about you.} 
Page 87- We are alike 
People are the same 1n that they ltke to eat ice cream, want to be loved and l1ked. 
Page 88 
e DISCUSS how the children feel. How would they feel If they were lost? If no one 
wanted to play with them? Most children have these same feelings. 
e Compose two charts. 
Th1ngs Children L1ke 
Eat1 ng 1ce cream 
Rtdtng a b1cycle 
Play1ng 1n the water 
Things Children Do Not Like 
Betng lost 
Bemg hurt 
Be1ng h1t 
e Have the children cut ptctures out of magaz1nes and cata logs to illustrate the 
likes and dislikes of people. 
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Page 85 - We are different 
e Discuss and compare the physical differences between the children on the page. 
e Encourage the children to inspect themselves in a full-length mirror you have 
provided. Discuss the physical features they see, i.e., coloring, length of ha1r. 
e Have two volunteers stand while the class makes a comparison of the differences 
in the1r he1ght, hair, skin and eye colonng, and in clothing worn. 
e Discuss the possible results of everyone's looking alike. How would you recognize 
your mother? father? friend? How would they recognize you? If you looked like 
your sister, your mother might give you two desserts and your sister none. 
e Have the students collect magazine pictures of people. Note how they all are 
different. Post them on a bulletin board. The title could be: People Come in 
Different Sizes and Shapes. 
Page 86 
eOn thiS page discuss how people are different in abililities. Kathy dances better 
than Kate. Kate plays the game better than Kathy. 
e Have the students fold a paper in half. On one side have them draw something 
they do well. On the other side have them draw something they do not do well. 
Page 89 
eRead and discuss the likenesses and differences in this picture. 
Page 90 - t~omething to do 
e Using the pictures on this page as a guide tell: 
how you and your best friend are a I ike. 
how you and your best friend are different. 
how you and your brother and/or sister are alike 
e Write to the parents and get a picture of each student, his food likes and dislikes. 
Display these pictures and likes and disJikes on a bulletin board entitled Guess Who? 
Refer to Appendix H for bulletin board ideas. 
eHave two children at a time stand In the reflected light of a projector and have 
the rest of the class indicate the variations they see. Trace each child's silhouette 
and display it in the room. 
Bibliography contains complete listing of references. 
Lyons & Carnahan All about you, 1967, pp. 85-90. 
Neisser, E. G. Rearing children of good will, n. d. 
• 
• 
Books to read to and look at with children: 
Bannon, L. The other side of the world, 1960. 
Beim,J. Swimminghole, 1951. 
Beim, L. Two is a team, 1945. 
Carter, K. Willie Waddle, 1959. 
Doss, H. Friends around the world, 1959. 
Duvoisin, R. Our Veronica goes to Petunia's farm, 1962. 
Ericsson, M. K. About glasses for Gladys, 1962. 
Lobel, A. The great blueness & other predicaments, 1968. 
Ness, E. Exactly alike, 1964. 
Steiner, C. A friend is Arnie, 1956. 
Other Resources 
Catalogs and magazines 
Mirror 
Bulletin board 
Letter to parents to acquire a picture of each student, his food dislikes and likes. 
Appendix H -- Guess Who? 
Projector 
• 
• 
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We are alike 
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How are they alike? 
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How are they alike? 
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What is it like? 
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What is it like? 
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Alike and different. 
Tell how. 
\ 
Alike and different. 
Tell how. 
f 
I 
I 
We are alike and we are 
different. 
Isn't this good! 
• 
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-Something to do 
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Tell how you and your best 
friend are alike. : 
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Tell how you and your best 
friend are diff2rent . 
• 
Tell how you are like your 
brother or your sister. 
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10. NEGATIVE FEELINGS 
To help the pupils to understand that it is natural to have negative or unhappy 
feel1 ngs . 
With1n the scope of the teacher's observation, the pupils will demonstrate the 
ability to d1scuss rather than act out negative feelings. 
The text, You and others (Lyons & Carnahan, 1967), beg1ns with the presenta-
tion of a puppet's family moving to a new neighborhood and the stresses that this 
move creates 
e DISCUSSing these pictures and the text IS one way In WhiCh the study of negatiVe 
or unhappy feel1ngs may be approached Pages from You and others have been 
reproduced at the end of each lesson for your conventence. 
The pictures Illustrate the shyness of children, the caut1on of parents, the longing 
of a boy for famll1ar surroundtngs, the feel1ngs of love for a family, and how tens1ons 
butld and anger results at a t1me of stra1n. Talk1ng th1ngs over and exchanging 
affect1on are shown as methods of eas1ng tens1on. 
e Incorporate Into the classroom the attitude that It IS natural to have negative 
or unhappy feel1ngs, that feel1ng angry or jealous 1s not bad. Allow the child to 
verbally express a d1sl1ke for an act1v1ty or jealousy of another child. When a 
child expresses a negative feeltng by pushtng or h1tt1ng another child , tell the 
aggressor that you understand that he is angry, but that he is not allowed to hurt 
anyone. Then try to eltmtnate the cause of h1s behavior. 
e Show the children that adu Its too are often angry or unhappy by admitting these 
feelings to the class when you have them, be1ng careful not to be angry wtth a child, 
but the act1on of a child, tf th1s IS what causes your anger. 
ecollect and draw PICtures of people which show different emotions (AppendiX I). 
Indicate how the people 1n the pictures feel. Ask the class what situations can 
cause these feel1ngs. What do these feelings make you do--h1t? yell? cry? What 
makes you happy, sad, angry, disappointed, afra1d? 
e Dramatize situations wh1ch show different feelings. 
a. How did you feel when the children did not want to play with you? 
b. How d1d you feel when someone took your place on the slide? 
• 
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:. Have the children dramatize the first days at a new home--the situattons that 
would cause parents and children to be tired and frustrated, i.e., unpacktng, 
unfamiliarity with location of stores, no friends to talk wtth. 
e Have children who have moved from one house or one town to another tell places 
they liked better and why. Discuss what they might do to help new people like 
their new home, school and neighborhood. 
• 
e Sharing time can be used to share feelings as well as objects or events. 
e Allow the children to express their feelings through fingerpaint, clay, dance, rnUSIC, 
stories or drama. 
Bibliography contatns complete ltsttng of references 
Lyons & Carnahan, You and others, 1967, pp 26, 28, 30, 35. 
Books to read and look at with children: 
Beim, J. Laugh and cry, 1955. 
Coombs, P. Ltsa and the grompet, 1970. 
Hutchins, P. Tom and Sam, 1968 
Mayer, M./f/ had ... , 1968. 
Scott, A. H. Sam, 1969 
Seligman, D. H. Run away to me, 1969 
Thompson, V. Sad day, glaol day, 1962. 
Zolotow, C. If it weren't for you, 1966 . 
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Moving wa hard for Mother, too. 
• 
• 
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Without thinking Bob pushed her. 
Betty fell from her chair to the floor 
and be gar~ to cry. 
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Bob thought, ((Everybody's picking on 
me. Can't they see I just want to be left 
• 
alone? I wish Betty would be quiet. Why 
does he have to be such a big baby?'' 
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Bob and Betty were ready for bed. 
They had a little talk with their parents. 
Dad said moving to a new home is good in 
many ways. But it is hard too. Mother 
had more to do. Dad had more to do. 
Getting used to many new things is 
hard on the whole family. 
I 
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Name som~ good things about a new home. 
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11. LIVING THINGS 
To help the pupils to see that all living things come from other livtng things much 
like themselves 
Each child shall demonstrate, at the 90% level of accuracy, his abtllty to recog-
ntze the young of a spec1es 1n any of several ways, i.e., verbal descnpt1on, po1nting 
to ptctures, matchtng pictures 
e D1splay p1ctures of animals and their bab1es plus pictures of insects, fish, 
amph1b1ans, reptiles and mammals--alone and 1n groups. 
e Equip the classroom With fiSh and small animals which will have or have had 
bab1es, i.e., guinea p1gs or gerbils (Appendix G). 
e Discuss the kind of parents each animal has. If It IS a family PICIUre, discuss 
the resemblances seen, 1.e., ears, fur or feathers, body shape. 
e Have the children fill out the worksheet entitled "Who IS My Mother?" 
(Appendix J). 
eMake a simple family tree which shows how parents and grandparents are related 
to us (Appendix K). When the lines are drawn 1t looks someth1ng l1ke a tree and 
IS a handy way of show1ng the 1dea that we come from people who are similar to 
us. (Note: Be aware of and avo1d Situations in wh1ch this activ1ty might be 
embarrassing. } Have the students take the chart home for the names of their 
relat1ves. Have them also bnng tn pictures of their relatives (not JUSt those mentioned 
in the fam1ly tree) to observe famt11es and similarities w1th1n them. 
Bibliography contains complete l1st1ng of references 
Books to read to and look at w1th children. 
Brown, M. How h1ppo, 1969 
Eastman, P. D. Are you my mother?, 1960. 
Fox, C. P. Mr. Duck's big day, 1963. 
Knoche, 1\J. R. & Jones, lVI. V . What do mothers do?, 1966. 
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~cCiung, R M. & Morrow, W. Possum, 1963. 
Schwartz, E. & Schwartz, C. When water an1mals are babies, 1970. 
Webb, C. The thirteenth p1g, 1965. 
\fVi II iams, G. Baby farm an1mals, 1959 
Wong, N & Vessel , M. F. My goldf1sh, 1969 
My ladybug, 1969 . 
• 
Other resources: • 
Ptctures of an1mals and the1r bab1es 
Ptctures of 1nsects, f1sh amph1b1ans, reptiles, mammals 
L1ve f1sh and small animals 
AppendiX J -- Who is my Mother7 worksheet 
Append1x K -- Family Tree 
.. 
~ 
12. HUMAN REPRODUCTION 
To introduce a d1scuss1on of family l1fe and human reproduction. 
1. Each pupil shall make at least two appropnate contributtons (statements or 
questions) dunng a d1scuss1on of famtly l1fe and human reproduction. 
2. Each child shall demonstrate a knowledge of the process of human reproduction 
by correctly po1nt1ng to pictures of pregnant woman in an assorted select1on or 
by verbal1z1ng the fact that the baby grows in the mother's body and that her 
abdomen becomes greatly enlarged 
All children need" to have a truthful p1cture of what is Involved in the creation 
of l1fe Many parents will have explained th1s process to the1r children, but these 
facts need to be re1nforced for the children by the school. In a regular class children 
m1ght study the propagatton of plants and animals, draw Inferences from this study, 
and w1th the teacher's help, apply them to human reproduction. The mentally 
retarded need a more d1rect approach because of the1r more l1mited ability to deal 
with abstractions and to transfer pnnc1ples. Therefore, 1f the teacher wishes her 
class to learn about plant and an1mal reproduction, th1s study should go on in the 
classroom as motivation for and a reinforcement of the study of human birth and 
development. 
When dealing w1th the b1olog1cal aspects of reproduction as well as in other areas 
of sex education such as male and female roles, sexual encounters, the learning and 
correct use of the names of body parts and premantal sex, the teacher's feelings, 
her recognition of her 1nh1b1t1ons, her attitudes and her knowledge of the subject 
are of great Importance. W1thout th1s self-knowledge, communication can be 
blocked and unhealthy attitudes, inh1b1tions, and misconceptions perpetrated in 
the students. 
eA presentatiOn of human reproductiOn f1ts into a study of the family, and may 
be motivated spontaneously by th1ngs that happen outside class: a mother's 
pregnancy, a new baby, litters, or dogs copulating. However, the teacher can 
prov1de an atmosphere and activ1t1es for her class that el1c1t questions about the 
reproductive process, i.e., a pregnant mother can vis1t the class and the children 
can be helped to notice her large abdomen. Later, the class can visit the new baby. 
Ptctures of pregnant women; ltttle bab1es crying, eating and kicking; and books 
about the birth of young can be displayed in the room. Fish, tadpoles and small 
antmals can be kept in the room and the children can observe their birth, growth 
and development. A trip can be made to a farm, a pet store or the home of a new 
I itter. 
• 
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eThe folloV\IIng are examp les of the vocabulary and a manner 1n wh1ch the story 
of t'le reproductive process and the b1rth of a child can be told. Concept1on IS not 
expla1ned 1n the stories. However, the teacher needs to ant1c1pate and be ready to 
answer the child's quest1ons concern1ng how a baby starts or how the sperm and the 
egg come together. An answer might be: "The sperm reaches the egg by the father 
putt1ng h1s pen1s 1nto the open1ng or vagina between the mother's legs. This 1s done 
during a very pnvate time." 
M1sconcept1ons about the reproductive process occur when the child's understand-
Ing 1s left to h1s own 1mag1nat1on. As an example, the e1ght-year-old who was told 
that a couple comes close together and the sperm meets the egg, responded with 
reference to a young married couple who frequently visited her home and sat close 
together. " They always sit close. Why don't they have a baby?" Since all chi ldren 
will not expose their misconceptions so readily, the manner in wh1ch th1s material 
1s presented should be clear and unambiguous. 
eThe chalkboard, overhead projector, PICtures, models, slides and films Stimulate 
d1scuss1on, add Interest, and re1nforce the concepts presented 1n the lessons. All 
aud1ov1sual matenal should be previewed to 1nsure appropriateness of level, interest 
and matenal to the class. 
e T he follow1ng exp lr nations are adapted from sex education preparation by the 
Rcyal Boa:--d of Education of Sweden ( Re1k, 1966). 
Explanation A: 
We al l have some place to go after school, a place where we sleep, eat 
our meals, and spend many happy hours. Our class has spent much time 
talk1ng about families and homes and how important they are to us. It 
1s hard for us to think of what it would be like if they were not there now. 
But they have not always been as we know them today. Before your 
oarents were married, your mother and father thought each other were 
very spec1al people. They wanted to be together in their own home. 
Gett1ng married meant finding a place to live and getting furniture, and 
your father's name became your mother's name. Most married people 
do not think of themselves as a real family until they have children and 
most people want children very much. And where do the chi ldren come 
from? You probably already know that they come from mother's body. 
But wouldn't you like to know a little more about how a baby comes 
1nto the world? 
We have all seen the kind of eggs which come from the body of a 
hen. Humans have eggs, too. They are as tiny as the head of a pin, and 
they do not have a shell like a hen's egg but are covered with a thin skin. 
T hese tiny eggs are in a special place 1n mother's body, and one day one 
of them starts to grow. It soon has a little head and little arms and legs. 
It takes a long time for the baby to grow big enough to live outside the 
mother's body. While the baby is in the mother it gets its food from 
her through a tube called a cord, attached to the baby's abdomen. As 
the baby grows, the mother's abdomen gets larger. After nine months, 
the baby 1s ready to be born . One day the mother feels the baby push 
to get out She goes to the hospital where her doctor and the nurses 
help the baby come out. When the baby IS ready to be born the birth 
canal (vag1na} stretches and the baby comes out from the spectal 
opening between the mother's legs. When the baby IS born, the 
doctor cuts the cord Th1s doesn't hurt the baby and the l1ttle 
end wh1ch IS left IS the navel we all have 1n the m1ddle of our 
abdomen. Now the baby gets food through 1ts mouth. 
Mother and father do not know before the baby IS born whether 
it will be a boy or a g1rl The doctor knows it ts a g1rf 1f there IS a 
ltttle open1ng between her legs like the mother's. If 1t is a boy there 
• IS a pen IS. 
When the baby is born, everyone IS glad to hear him cry for the 
first time. Th1s means the baby has begun to breathe the air outs1de 
the mother's body and can get food through 1ts mouth. The baby 
can drink spec1al milk from a bottle by suck1ng on a n1pple or by 
sucking mtlk from the mother's breasts. We say the mother is 
nursing the baby w1th the mtlk from her breasts and th1s milk is 
very good for the baby. You may have seen k 1ttens eat th 1s way 
when they are ftrst born. 
Now we have sa1d how a baby grows and IS born. Thts 1s another 
very Important part of the story of a baby. Why does the little egg 
inside the mother suddenly begin to grow 1nto a human baby? The 
egg cannot do th1s by Itself. To begtn, every baby must have both a 
mother and a father. A father has ttny seeds 1ns1de hts body. These 
are called sperm and are even smaller than the eggs tn the mother's 
body. The egg from the mother and the sperm from the father must 
grow together to grow 1nto a baby. 
Th1s 1s how the baby comes into a home. The mother and father 
feel they are really a family now. It ts a long t1me before the baby ts 
able to care for Itself and the mother and father must care for it. 
Explanation 8: 
In a unit of famtly study, the event of a new baby w1thi n the home 
is a natural Inclusion wh1ch provides a good approach for presentation 
of reproduction cor11b1ned with the aspects of family relationships, 
love, affection, and care. The follow1ng story form may be adapted 
for use with puppets which the class has used as representative family 
members or by changtng names to correspond w1th real or story 
characters wtth whom they may ident1fy. 
Joe and Nancy were visiting w1th Mrs Green who l1ves 
next door to the1r home. Mrs. Green was a very ktnd 
neighbor and Joe and Nancy often stayed at her house when 
mother and father had to be away from home JUSt for a little 
while. Today, mother had said that she needed to go to town 
and that Mrs. Green had baked cooktes that morning because 
she knew Joe and Nancy would be at her house that afternoon. 
Joe and Nancy liked to help Mrs. Green when she worked 
in her yard or when she needed something from the grocery 
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store in the1r neighborhood. Mrs. Green was ktnd to Joe 
and Nancy and she called them her favonte helpers 
Joe and Nancy had just fin1shed eat1ng the cook1es 
Mrs. Green had baked for them when mother came to get 
them. She thanked Mrs. Green for keep1ng the children and 
said good-bye. 
"Where have you been, mother7" asked Joe 
"I have been to see the doctor " sa 1d mother. 
"Oh, mother," Nancy cried. "Are you s1ck 7" 
"No, I feel very, very healthy and I am so happy. You see, 
I will be going to the doctor many t1mes to be sure I stay 
healthy because someth1ng very spec1al IS growing 1n my body." 
"A baby! A babyl We are go1ng to get a baby!" Nancy 
jumped up and down because she was so excited. 
Joe and Nancy knew that bab1es came from a mother's body, 
but they had not thought about havtng a baby 1n the1r own home. 
"When may we get the baby?" Nancy asked. 
"He can play with all the little toys I kept from when I was a 
baby," said Joe. 
"Are we going to get a boy, mother7 I would like a s1ster." 
Nancy thought that she would ltke having a live doll to play w1th 
"Wait a minute. Only one question at a time! Let's s1t down 
together and I will tell you why we must wait for our baby, and 
why we will not know if we shall have a baby brother or a baby 
sister." 
Nancy and Joe curled up on the couch beside mother and she 
began to tell them the wonderful story of how a baby grows and 
is born. 
"You see, inside mother's body are tiny eggs. They are smaller 
than any egg you have ever seen. It 1s when one of these eggs starts 
to grow that a baby begins. It grows and grows and after awhtle, 
there are tiny legs, arms, and a head. The baby gets food to grow on 
through a tube (cord) which grows from the baby's abdomen. As 
the baby grows inside the mother her abdomen gets bigger to make 
room for it. After a long time the mother will feel the baby beg1n 
to push to get out. This means tt 1s time to go to the hosp1tal. The 
doctor and nurses at the hospital help the baby get out through the 
spectal opening between mother's legs. When the baby 1s born, the 
doctor must cut the cord wh1ch grew into its abdomen. We all have a 
navel 1n the middle of our abdomen. This IS where the cord was that 
• 
took food to our bod 1es before we were born." 
" But how do you know if it is a boy or a girl," asked Joe. 
" If 1t IS a g1rl, Joe, 1t will have a spec1al opening 1n the body 
between the legs l1ke a mother does. If 1t 1s a boy he will have a 
pen1s l1ke you do " 
"Joe, we were t1ny l1ke that once," Nancy sa1d. "Look how we 
have grown! Oh, I'm glad th1s l1ttle egg started to grow so we can 
get a bc=~by '' 
"The egg does not grow by Itself, Nancy," sa1d mother. "We 
have left out someth1ng very Important 1n our story of how this 
baby ts grow1 ng, Just as each of you grew. The egg does not start 
to grow until 1t meets a sperm. Sperm grow 1nside father's body 
and are even smaller than the egg. A baby beq1ns only when the 
sperm and egg grow together ." 
When father came home from work, Joe and Nancy talked with 
him about the new baby, too. Father was very happy. 
"We will all help mother with work so she may rest and stay 
very healthy," he said. "She will t1re more easily as her abdomen gets 
b1gger w1th the grow1ng baby inside. Mother and our new baby have 
to be taken care of." 
To help the children understand that babtes grow 1nside the mother until they 
are large enough to be born: 
eHave the children diSCUSS t1mes their mothers or fnends were pregnant and how 
they could see the pregnancy. 
eBring in maternity clothes and regular clothes-- blouse, skirt, slacks. Have 
the children verbaltze the extra room they see 1n maternity clothes. Have 
them stretch the front of sk1rts and slacks to see how they expand. Why 
are these spec1al clothes necessary? 
eHave a pregnant woman, who would not mtnd having the children feel 
her abdomen for fetal movement, visit the class. Allow the children to 
comment on what they felt. 
eshow p1ctures of the developtng fetus in the mother's body (Appendix L). 
Bibliography conta1ns complete listing of references. 
Beginning the human story. Health for All, senes 1967. 
Ets, M. H . The story of a baby, 1939-1967. 
Flanagan , G. Window into an egg: Seeing life begin, 1969. 
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Follett Family Ltfe Educatton Program. Chtcago, Ill.: Follett Publtshtng Co., 
1969 
May, J. Ltv1ng thtngs and thetr young 
Meeks, E. & Bagswell, E. Familles l1ve together 
_________ . How new l1fe begins 
_________ . The world of l1v1ng things 
Gruenberg, S. The wonderful story of how you were born, 1959. 
Hobson, L Z. I 'm gotng to have a baby, 1967. 
Hofstetn, S. & Bauer, W. The human story. Facts on birth, growth and 
reproductton, 1967. 
Pregnancy tn anatomical illustrations, Carnatton Company. 
Retch, H. Baby an1mals and thetr mothers, 1964. 
Retk, T. What shall I tell my chtld, 1966. 
Shay A. How a family grows, 1968. 
Showers, P. & Showers, K. Before you were a baby, 1968. 
Showers, P. A baby starts to grow, 1969. 
Color Sltde Program: How babies are made, Creattve Scope, In. 
Films. 
Ferttl1zat1on and birth, Wexler Films 
How come I am?, Professional Arts, Inc. 
How life beg1ns, Wexler Films 
Kittens: Birth and growth, Bailey Films, Inc. 
Your family, Coronet Films 
Other Resources: 
Pregnant mother 
Ptctures of pregnant women; babies crytng, eating, kicking 
Apoend1x L -- pictures of developing fetus 
Small ltve antmals 
ProJector 
Matern tty clothes 
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INTERMEDIATE LEVEL 
The pre-adolescent 1s often harder to work with than the younger chtld. He 1s 
going through a penod of growth and change physically and emotionally, and 
change frequently bnngs problems. He 1s often restless, moody and sensitive. Old 
fears and Infantile hab1ts reassert themselves. He may worry about Illness and 
acctdents and yet be reckless, stnk1ng out at adults. When writing about the pre-
adolescent between the chronologtcal ages of nine through thirteen, Red I ( 1966) 
states two soc1al occurrences that account for the child's behavior : 
1. During pre-adolescence the well-knit pattern of a child's personality 
is broken up or loosened so that adolescent changes can be built 
into 1t and so that 1t can be mod1fted 1nto the personality of an adult. 
2. During pre-adolescence it IS normal for youngsters to drop the1r 
identif1cat1on w1th adu It soc1ety and establ1sh a strong 1dent1f1cat1on 
w1th a group of the1r peers. 
It 1s a penod that is even more d1ff1cult for the educable mentally retarded w1th 
his accumulated, unresolved tensions, a penod wh1ch adds further problems and 
change, than tt IS for the child of normal 1ntell1gence. Dunng thts penod the 
students 1n a class of educable mentally retarded or of normal intelligence, will 
vary in the1r growth rates. Some students wtll be physically mature, others will 
have bodies comparable to younger students. They will be uneven 1n development 
with1n themselves, perhaps be1ng trustworthy and dependable, but unable to make 
dec1s1ons. Then, too, different pupils w1ll rema1n at the vary1ng stages of growth 
for various amounts of ttme. 
The pre-adolescent wtll be 1ncreas1ngly interested tn the opposite sex and day-
dream about dates and body changes. He will want to take part 1n act1v1t1es 
that are forb1dden or that he lacks the skill to pursue. He w1ll be in conflict over 
the desire to act like his peers and the dtctates of h1s consc1ence wh1ch tell him that 
he should report some peer activities. He w1ll be 1n contact with adults who seem 
inconsistent, tell1ng him at one moment that he should act h1s age and assume 
certain responsibilities, and at another moment tell1ng him that he is too young 
for a des1red activity. 
The most important person in th1s child's l1fe IS his peer. Probably and hope 
fully for his future effectiveness and comfort 1n the commun1ty, the peers of 
educable mentally retarded are people of normal 1ntell1gence as well as retarded 
individuals. Therefore, the teacher has to plan activ1t1es to help the mentally 
retarded 1n soc1al relationships that the normal child learns on h1s own. 
The pre-adolescent finds it important to belong to a group, gang or cl1que, to 
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show his belonging by the clothes he wears, the hair style he favors and the language 
he uses. He f1nds 1t important and necessary to movP. avvay from adult relationships, 
even flaunting his Independence of them In order to ha,,e a successfu I prtgram with 
these students the teacher must take these needs 1nto acc':lunt. 
The teacher of th1s age group needs patience, needs to ... ecognizc the conflicts go1nq 
on within the students, needs to understand the students and tneir reasons for behaving 
in outlandish ways, 1n order to gu1de their learning. She nePd not f oel that sunoressive 
measures to control the student's behav1or will stop the beravior and enable the 
students to learn. Suppressive measures more often pr-even arowth or force it into 
harmfu I paths. 
The teacher needs to keep her perspPctive and give fo f':l orders. Instead of 
suppression and dictation she needs to gu1de the child r'-'"1 to make observa·-ions and 
draw conclusions to enable them to develop more adult n~+te ns of bP!'"l':lvior. The 
teacher needs to help these students work out new ways of relati g to adults. T he 
teacher might have to reevaluate her attitudes toward this group and build a re atlon-
ship based on mutual respect and fnendsh ip, guiding and in erfe ... ing when necessary 
to prevent behavior which might hurt the student. 
These students need time to talk with each other informally anrl work out their 
ideas. Socio-drama, panel discussions, or gu1ded class discussions rPip tJ,o children 
in their growth toward adult rol es, valu es and attitudes S udent-arranged, adult-
imitating social functions a1d in the1r learn1ng the soc1a1 customs of adults. 
The varying ages and developmental levels of this intermediate group may cause 
some concern when trying to decide the aooropriate ime o orerent he matorial, 
specifically the material relating to physical chanqes. It is bet er to present the 
material before all the children are ready, rather than wai ing u 1·1 af r e 
information was needed and could have been used by some. It is also better not to 
have separate lessons for those who are ready. Th1s separation might imp'y hat 
sex or body changes are secretive and must be h1dden. 
• 
.. 
• 
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1. EMBRYO AND FETAL DEVELOPMENT 
1. To develop the concept that life starts s1mply and becomes more complex. 
2 To help develop observation skills. 
i . To arrange, 1n proper order, seven jars containing examples of the stages 1n 
the development of the ch1ck embryo {Note: The acceptable level of 
performance should be established by the teacher for each child since this 
may be a d1ff1cult exerc1se for some children.) 
2 Each child shall describe his own observations during the egg incubation 
project verbally or in wntten form. 
3. T he pupils shall ind1v1dually and voluntarily make at least one verbal 
contribution to a class d1scussion of the s1mllant1es in the growth and 
development of the ch1ck fetus and the human fetus. 
In order to follow the fetal growth and development of a chick and to note t he 
Similarities between the growth of th1s fetus and the growth of a human fetus, as 
see;, on a chart, the teacher and students need to spend part of each day for four 
weeks observ1ng the cracked fertilized eggs, and companng chick and human 
embryology. It IS not Important for the student to try to reta1n the scientific 
names or facts of development. It is important for the student to understand that 
life develops from a cell, a simple form of life, to a more complex form, the live 
animal. 
e Mark the eggs "a.m." on one side, "p.m." on the other. Have one child be 
responsible for turn1ng the incubating eggs each day at the beginning and the end 
0f class. Post a chart wh1ch assigns this daily task and have the students be 
responsible for checking their names when the task 1s complete. 
Each day choose a pupil to break open one egg so the class can observe the 
embryo. Preserve the contents of the egg in a jar with formaldehyde and label it: 
1st. day, 2nd. day, etc. After the sequence is completed, select every 4th. jar for 
a total of seven, for the student to arrange in order. 
e Along with t he preserved embryos, which show the fetal development of the 
chick, make a chart which i llustrates t his development. Divide a large piece of 
oak tag into twenty-eight squares. Label each square with the sequence of days. 
After observing the embryo, have one child draw what he sees in the appropriately 
labeled square. 
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4t If they are interested in doing further work , the students may keep 1nd1v1dual 
booklets noting each day's development 1n p1ctures and writ1ng. The books l1sted 
in the bibliography reinforce the developmental concept, prov1de background 
information for the teacher, and prov1de a source of Information the students can 
go to for answers to some of the1r quest1ons, 1 e., Where does the embryo get 1ts 
food? How does it breathe? In the human embryo, does the baby eat what the 
mother eats? 
The chart, Compansons of Chick -Human Developmental Stages, (Brown, 1967), 
is for teacher reference. It is not suggested that the pupils be requ1red to learn the 
details or the terminology of the development 
While observ1ng the ch1ck embryo, the students may see some that are deformed 
and some that are dead. Questions regarding these observations should be answered 
honestly. An illness of the mother, a d1sease of the fetus, blood Incompatibility, 
an accident, drugs the mother has used, and other occurrences that doctors can't 
explain may cause the embryo or fetus to d1e or to grow abnormally. Maldevelopment 
may occur 1n any part of the body, cnppl1ng l1mbs or internal organs. Th1s cnppling 
may limit growth in a chicken or 1n a human after it 1s born. However, doctors and 
teachers have been trained to help many humans who have been born with some 
limitation or disability to lead a normal life. 
The fact that some people are born wtth l1m1tations or disabilities is meaningful 
·to the educable mentally retarded. D1scuss1ons of the possible causes of a disability, 
the fact that the student is not responsible for his physical limitation, may help him 
understand and accept his d isab i l1ty. 
Some students may be uncomfortable break1ng open the eggs and causing 2 
potential chick to die. Any student who does not want to break open an egg should 
not. In a discussion of this reluctance, the students will probably understand that 
using an animal for study or food IS d1fferent from wantcn killing. The analogy 
that some chickens are used to feed our stomachs and that these are being used to 
feed our minds might be pertinent. 
• 
• 
J... 
l 
Comparisons of Chick-Human Developmental Stages 
Chick 
1st Day: Blastodisc beg1ns to grow; l1ving 
membrane {yolk sac) developing; embryo 
is center of the membrane. 
2nd Day: Network of blood vessels appears 
on yolk sac {vitelline vessels). 
3rd Day: Beating heart pumps blood through 
embryo and its vitell1ne vessels. Amn1on 
begins to form. Embryo looks l1ke a comma 
with head just beg1nning. Lens of eye 
appears. 
4th Day: Amnion completely formed. 
Embryo has definite shape and lS separate 
from yolk sac. Circulatory and respiratory 
systems developing. Legs, wings, and sense 
organs begin. Allantois starts to form. 
5th Day: Embryo rapidly growing. Allantois 
growing rap1dly. Head IS very large. 
6th Day: The head 1s large, the body small. 
The lens of the eye is more clearly visable. 
Note the allantois amnion. 
7th Day: Embryo has all the parts it wi II 
ever have. From now on the greatest 
change will be in size. 
8th Day: The embryo is beginning to look 
like a young bird. Yolk stalk can be seen 
between the legs attach 1 ng the embryo to 
the yolk sac. 
9th Day: The mouth opening appears; the 
beak is formed. Pupil of eye can be clearly 
seen. Wings and legs are easily recognized. 
10th Day: A regular pattern of tiny pores 
appears on the skin. From each one a tiny 
feather of down will emerge. Embryo 
begins to move. 
Human 
4 Weeks· Rudimentary heart, head, eyes, 
ears, nose, mouth form1ng. 
5 Weeks: Amn1on enclos1ng embryo is 
size of a btg dandel1on 1n bloom; 
embryo is as large as a kernel.of rice. 
Arms, legs and lungs beg1n to form. 
8 Weeks: Thimble-size embryo. Arms, 
hand, fingers, legs, feet, toes formed. 
Looks like a small 1mage of a baby. 
Bones beg1n to harden. 
12 Weeks: Teeth buds beg1n to form. 
Legs growing too long to f1t 1n small 
space of womb. They fold beneath the 
embryo. Embryo will fit into the 
hollow of two hands. Embryo has the 
look of a complete self; experiencing 
daily matunng. 
16 Weeks: Baby beg1ns to move. 
20 Weeks: Embryo grow1ng so fast that 
it must curl up. Movement frequent. 
Baby is able to change position in 
womb because of the prolonged length 
of the umbilical cord which permits 
movement without disturbing the 
function of the cord. 
24 Weeks: Wax covering wh1ch comes 
from skin covers body. This protects 
the embryo from the long soaking in 
the warm water of the amnion. 
28 Weeks: Beg1nn1ng of ey ebrows, 
eyelashes and hair. Scarcely longer 
than his father's shoe. Though fully 
developed, still too weak and small 
to I ive outs1de mother's body (some 
born 28 weeks live with the help 
of an incubator). 
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Ch1ck , continued 
11th Day: Embryo continues to grow larger. 
The food reserves of the yolk are dimin-
Ishing. 
12th Day: A few feathers appear in the tiny 
pores of the skin. Embryo is growing 
rapidly, but still has plenty of room 
w1thin the shell. Toes and claws are 
formed. 
13th Day: Growing rapidly. 
14th Day: Growing rapidly. 
15th Day: Embryo 1s so large now that it 
is cramped for space and l1es huddled 
against wall of shell. Body has grown 
more than head. 
16 Day: Eye closes, will not open until hatching. 
Whole body is covered with down. Upper side 
of beak has angular projection for breaking 
egg at hatching. 
17th Day: Embryo gets sti II larger and stronger. 
18th Day: Almost complete and fully pro-
portioned chick. The legs are almost strong 
enough to support the l1ttle bird, which is 
about to hatch. 
19th Day: Embryo gets still larger and larger. 
20th Day: Chick reaches full -term development 
and awakens in the egg. It breaks the amnion 
enclosing it. Muddled peeping is heard. 
21st Day: Shell is cracked with egg tooth, then 
the head pushes the shell apart. Wet and 
ex hausted the chick has hatched! After 
about 15 minutes of rest, the chick pulls 
Itsel f up and beg1ns to shake itself dry. 
Human, continued 
40 Weeks: When the 1Oth lunar month 
(the 1Oth by the moon) has passed, 
the embryo is ready to be born. 
The walls of the womb 1n the mother 
start to push on the amnion surrounding 
the baby. No one knows for sure 
what starts the wall pushing. The walls 
pushing on the amniotic sac causes the 
sac to break. The baby is pushed out. 
The cord helps pull out the placenta 
which is no longer needed. The baby 
no longer needs the cord so the doctor 
cuts it off. It doesn't hurt when it is 
cut, just as hair doesn't hurt when it 
is cut. Only a l1ttle piece is left to 
show where the cord has been (the 
navel). The doctor wraps the baby 
in a warm blanket. A baby is bornl 
Selsam ( 1946) provides a less technical reference on this topic in her book 
Egg to Chick. 
, 
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Three dozen fertile eggs from hatchery 
Incubator 
Magnifying glass 
Twenty-eight jars w1th covers and formaldehyde 
Cover stock and paper for booklets 
Oak tag or chart paper 
• 
• 
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2. SOCIOGRAMS AN D PE ER RELATIONSHIPS 
To use the results of a sociogram to help students develop successful peer 
relationships. 
This lesson ts d1rected to the teacher and her involvement 1n classroom manipu-
lation. Therefore 1t will fall to her to determine wh1ch of these w1ll d1rectly 1nvolve 
pupil behav1or. When these pupil involved activities have been selected she should, 
by wnt1ng her own instructtonal objectives, delineate the change 1n pupil behav1or 
that she expects Refer to the SECDC document, Instructional Objectives A 
Teaching Strategy for the Mentally Retarded for a refresher on wnt1ng obJectives 
At the Intermediate level the student's peer group is important in the development 
of hts self-concept The soc1ogram can be used to help the teacher accurately observe 
peer relationships w1th the class If the teacher wants to use a soc1ogram, one effec-
tive way would be to use 1t at the beg1nn1ng of the school year, then several t1mes 
dunng the year to note changes tn the relat1onshtps between the pupils. , 
Study1ng a text such as Social D1fferences 1n the Classroom (Thomas, 1965), 
helps the teacher derive max1mum benefit from the results of a sociogram. However, 
prepanng simple quest tons to ask each member of the group and plotting there 
sponses can g1ve the teacher adequate information. These questions may be 
afftrmat1ve or negative or a combtnatlon of the two and should deal with the 
relationships between pupils tn the class. 
The questions should be asked 1nd1vtdually so that the repl1es remain conftdent1al. 
Speaking to one student when the rest of the class 1s act1vely Involved in another 
activity will decrease the Interest of the class 1n look1ng around the group or 1n 
making s1gnals, reveal1ng thetr choices which may Influence the answer of others. 
The teacher must maintain an objecttve attitude toward the replies, encourage 
each child to answer each questton, and yet not pressure the child or influence hts 
reply. 
Soctogram questtons may be stmilar to the following: 
1. Whom would you l1ke to sit next to 1n school? (+) 
2. Whom would you rather not sit near 1n school? (-) 
3. Whom would you ltke for a partner in a game? (+) 
4. Whom would you rather not have for a partner in a game? (-) 
5. Whose home would you l1ke to visit? (+) 
6. Whom would you rather not have come to v1s1t tn your home?( -) 
• 
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This set of sociogram quest tons concerns the students and the1r relat1onsh1ps to 
each other in the schoolroom during recreat1on or leisure time activities and at home. 
It is sometimes a shock for the teacher to d1scover a pupil who 1s completeiy rejected 
by the whole group, or one who is neither accepted nor rejected by any of the pupils. 
A form for recording the replies may be adapted from the roll sheet or a new form 
may be prepared by the teacher: 
t-) S i + L+)f'M+ne.r- H r c..rt>wt. 1 C+>k!iYv>e.- H ~ I 
4---------4----------P~------~~ 
I 
I 
List the pupils' names in a column. Rule six spaces after each name to record each 
choice. Label the columns of spaces to conform to the questions asked. As a pupil 
is questioned his choice is written in the corr·esponding column opposite his name so 
that each child's selection will be available for the teacher to plot. 
In recording the information on final charts the teacher may number the names so 
that the records are kept confidential. Symbols may be used for composing the charts. 
A simple form IS a circle for the girls and a tnangle for the boys. 
I 
;:; 
12 
1  ' < ) 
7 
9 
• 3 
4 
JO 2 
• 
• 
• 
Th1s sample chart pictures the responses of fifteen children 1n one class of 
educable mentally retarded children. The quest1on, "Whom would you like for a 
partner in a game'?" (Question No. 3}. When evaluating the Information, the 
chart or graph shows that a boy, No. 12, was chosen four t1mes. He was the most 
popular of the pup1ls for th1s question. Those who chose each other, the reciprocal 
choices were: 5 and 11, 6 and 7 ,. There were "cha1n" choices: 8 to 1; 1 to 12; 
4 to 14; 10 to 9; 9 to 12, 12 to 11; 15 to 13, 13 to 12,3 to 2 The ones who were 
not chosen were 3, 4, 8, 10 and 15. Th1s chart Illustrates at least five lonely pupils 
1n the group of f1fteen, as well as 1nd1cat1ng nvalry for the attention of pupil 
No. 12. 
It 1s the teacher's JOb to try to understand why these pupils were accepted or 
rejected. The teacher needs pat1ence and tact to bring the reJected children 1nto 
the group. She must d1scover whether the cause of the reject1on IS personal 
hygiene, lack of skill 1n a game, personal appearance, mannensms, or attitudes 
toward others. Whatever the cause of the reJeCtion the teacher should help th1s 
child become acceptable. 
The teacher may 1mprove trouble spots 1n the classroom almost immediately 
by shifting the children's desks to dtfferent parts of the room. There is noth1ng 
to be gained by compell1ng two persons who d1sl1ke each other to s1t s1de by s1de. 
Although children's hab1ts are not qu1ckly changed, they may be gradually 
altered by the teacher's pat1ent, helpful d1rect1on. 
The teacher may avo1d trouble among the pupils by recogn1zing changes 1n 
group dynamics and by us1ng gu1dance and selective group1ng for the vanous 
lessons and act1v1t1es. 
Personal and family living for the elemtary school, a curnculum gu1de from the 
Publ1c School System of the O tstnct of Columb1a (1963) offers suggestions that 
can aid the teacher 1n helping her students develop more successful classroom 
relationships. These are l1sted below. 
The teacher attempts . . 
To help children real1ze that all of us, at t1mes, become angry, have fears 
about our abll1ty, and feel utterly worthless. 
To help children to recogn1ze their inadequacies and act to elimate them, 
where possible. 
To help children understand that certain inadequacies cannot be eliminated 
and must be accepted w1thout any feeltngs of guilt. 
To have real1st1c soc1al expectations w1th regard to the nine- to twelve-year-
old age group. 
To make as much as possible of group or gang s1tuat1ons in learn1ng. A 
characteristic of the age is to belong to a group. 
To develop an understanding of the needs of the boys and girls in the class. 
To help children understand their growth pattern. 
To give children a sense of self-direction and self-evaluation. 
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To help children understand what can be reasonably expected of thern . 
To help children develop an awareness of the many perc;onalitie<5 and ?b;l i ti 8~ 
found wtthtn a group. 
To help children understand that there are many factors -- ohystcal , r~ontal, 
and soctal charactensttcs -- whtch affect our behavtor. 
The children ask . . 
How can I overcome a feeltng of betng dtfferent and not belonainq in t'-1 o a""ou :-·) 1 
How can I get others to ltke me and accept me in the group? 
How can I keep from lostng my temper so eastlyl 
How can I overcome a fear of learntng new things/ 
How can I learn to be a good winner and loser tn games? 
Why don't I ltke certain people/ 
Why do I sometime:; get angry so easily/ 
Why can't I learn as easily as others7 
Why do I have to wear eyeglasses wh tie others do not? 
Why do I have straight hair and freckles? 
Why can't I always do the things I want/ 
Why can't I do the same thtngs my older brothers and sisters dol 
More acceptable forms of personal behav1or result when children know . .. 
There are many reasons for people acttng the way they do. 
Others have the same feelings and problems as we do. 
We can learn to overcome our feelings or resentments; discusstng them wtth 
adults or frtends ts one good way. 
We can learn to control the expresston of certain of our feeltngs. 
We can learn to overcome some feeltngs by ftndtng out what causes thPr, And 
correcttng the causes. 
All of us are not equally good tn everythtng. We must learn to accept our 
weaknesses as well as our strengths. 
All people have an tmportant contrtbutton to make to group life 
Each one's act tons affect the group in some way. 
• 
• 
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Most of us can learn to work and play well w1th others. 
We might have fnends, 1f we learn to be a fnend. 
The teacher feels the teaching has been effective when th1s happens . . 
One morn1ng Mary confided 1n the teacher, "I feel so much better now 
because I get along better w1th my fnends--and, w1th my fam1ly." 
Jane adm1tted, "I used to cry when people corrected me. Now, I try to 
check on myself. If I am wrong, I don't feel badly because I know I 
can't be right all the time." 
"Mother said that I am so helpful around the house." 
"I do not fuss with my younger brothers and Sisters anymore." 
"I know I cannot draw as well as Joh, but I enjoy reading and soc1al 
studies. I feel that all of us can't do all things equally well." 
Use dramatization to ind1cate attitudes and to Increase student interest in the 
matenal to be covered in future lessons For example, the teacher suggests that 
several students portray 1nc1dents such as: mother, daughter and father on 
occas1ons when the daughter w1shes to go to the mov1es w1th a friend; two fnends 
play1ng together on the school playground when a th1rd ch1ld approaches with a 
nasty comment; or a boy and a g1rl from class are ass1gned to work together on 
cleantng a class aquanum {or s1m1lar chore}. In each case have the students 
continue the story. During these act1ng sess1ons, the teacher should look for 
1nd1cat1ons of positive and negat1ve attitudes, responses s1gn1f1cant of pre-
adolescence, and any express1on wh1ch m1ght 1nd1cate an 1nd1v1dual with senous 
soc1al adjustment problems, so that the teacher can construct lessons wh1ch will 
alleviate some of the problems and a1d in forming health1er attitudes. 
D1scuss 1n both large and small groups ways to analyze a problem . 
Use puppet shows to Illustrate a problem and release tens1on. 
View films in the area. 
Mak~ scrapbook~ illustrating feelings. 
Get other members of the group to help those in need. 
Find or draw pictures show1ng people experiencing d1fferent emotions (Appendix 1). 
A happy boy and h1s pet 
An angry old witch 
A family having fun together 
Two chtldren fighting over a toy 
Find and show stories, or parts of stories and poems show1ng how people 
feel when they are happy, sad, jealous, wicked, etc. 
Wnte on a card a feeling s1tuat1on that troubles you. 
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Bibliography contains complete listings of references. 
Limbacher, W. Here I am. D1mens1ons of personality, 1969. 
_____ . I'm not alone· Dimens1ons of personality, 1969. 
Personal and family l!v1ng for the elementary school. 01stnct of Columbia 
Publ1c School System, 1963. 
Thomas, R. M. Social differences 1n the classroom, 1965. 
Other resources: 
Appendix I -- pictures of people experiencing different emot1ons 
Puppets 
Stories, poems 
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3. ADOLESCENT PHYSICAL AND EM OTIONAL CHANGES 
To help students understand that there are n1any normal phystcal and emotional 
changes dunng adolescence that prepare them to be adults. 
1. To ltst, verbally or in wntten form, at least four phystcal changes that occur 
in boys and those that occur in g1rls durtng adolescence. 
2. The student shall make at least one contnbution to a dtscussion about physical 
changes whtch occur to prepare adolescents to become chtldbeanng adults 
Teachers realtze that pre-adolescence and adolescence is a time when pupils are 
changtng physically, feeling dtfferent emottonally and that it may be a time of 
1ncreas1ng problems Students may see and feel these changes, not realtze they are 
normal and are occurnng in varying degrees 1n all people their age, and not know 
how to handle thetr new emottons and body changes. One way to help the 
students feel more comfortable is to d tscuss w1th them the changes that are 
occurnng, prepare them for the changes that WI II occur, rei 1eve any fears they have 
and help them ftnd constructive ways to handle their emottons 
e Show PICtures of babieS to the class. DISCUSS the obvious differences --
differences tn abtl1ty and phys1cal differences -- between the bab1es and the 
students, ment10n1ng that all of these changes are getting them ready to be adults 
e Display illustratiOn Which shows SIZe and shape differences between dtfferent aqe 
children (Appendix C). 
e Show PICtures of dtfferent SIZed and shaped adolescents. If the chtldren are 
self-conscious, have them look at themselves and not1ce that they are all s1zes and 
shapes. Was Mary shorter than John last year? Some people grow faster than 
others. 
e Compare the gtrls and boys. Are there several girls who are larger than most of 
the boys? Usually, at thts age, the gtrls are the larger. 
Think of the adults you know. Who is taller tn your famtly? The men are 
usually taller. Gtrls start to grow to be adults faster than boys. Boys usually 
catch up by the time they are older teens. 
e Show baby clothes that are marked six months or three years, etc., and clothes 
for teenagers and adults that do not use age as a guide. Eltctt from the students 
that baby clothes can use age as a gutde because babtes of one age do not vary 
• 
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as much in s1ze as adolescents or adults. People are different shapes and s1zes and 
age 1s not always an Indication of s1ze. 
e What other physical changes do we not1ce when boys beg1n to grow toward being 
a man and g1rls toward being a woman? L1st on an experience chart the changes the 
pupils not1ce or feel, i.e., acne; facial hair; underarm odor; pubic hair; girls-widening 
h1ps, mens~ruat1on, breasts; boys - lowenng vo1ce, wet dreams or nocturnal emission, 
broader shoulders. Use charts to show the areas of development. If the pupils 
mention changes such as wearing cosmet1cs or heels, ment1on that those changes 
occur because the pupils have made them occur. The obJect now 1s to list changes 
that occur naturally and which will be d1scussed 1n future lessons. 
e The fact that adolescent phys1cal problems are prevalent enough to make firms 
advertise the1r products to alleviate these conditions may be reassuring to the students. 
Have them collect clippings that advertise products to make physical changes easier 
to cope w1th, 1.e., deodorant, dipilatories, acne soaps and cosmet1cs. 
e Have the students bring pictures of the1r parents as adolescents and as adults to 
class. D1rect the discussion to the fact that people outgrow the awkward looking 
years. 
e EmphaSIZe again tr.at these changes are taking place to prepare them to be a man 
or a woman and ask what men and women can do that young people cannot do or 
what they would like to do when they become adults. Listen and discuss their 
thoughts. Being married and having a family will be one chosen activity. Discuss the 
necessity for being physically mature in order to have a family. The physical changes 
that are occurring get bodies ready to reproduce, ready to be men and women who 
are phys1cally able to have children. 
e Although the objectives of this lesson deal with physical changes and the reason 
for these changes, it is appropriate to discuss other ways in which adolescents 
become mature and prepare to become adults. They become more responsible, 
learn to take care of themselves, help care for younger children, hold part-time jobs, 
etc. An older student's interests are different, too. 
eDisplay pictures of young children playing games or take a trip to a playground to 
observe these children. What games do adolescents like to play? What do older 
brothers and sisters like to do? 
Bibliography contains complete listing of references. 
Gordon, S. Facts about sex: For exceptional youth~ 1969. 
Health for all. Book IV, Chapter 5, 1965. 
Lerrigo, M. 0. What's happening to me?, 1956. 
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Fllmstnps 
Teach1ng good conduct and personal hyg1ene to retarded tqenagPrs 6 films~ ri pe; 
and teacher's gutdebook for gtrls, 5 ftlmstril'~ and teacher's gutdebook for 
boys, by Thompson, M ., 1968 
Transparenctes 
School Hea lth Educatton Study: Hun1an reproduct, t')n systems 
Vtsual Packet No 4362 Progresston Level 3 
Other resource matenal : 
Ptctures of babtes 
Ptctures of different stzed and shaped adolescents 
Baby clothes 
Clothes for teens and adults 
• 
Advertisements for deodorants, soaps, cosmettcs 
Student collected pictures of thetr parents as adolescents 
Dtrturc;s of young ch tldren playtng garT'es 
Illustrations of children of the same chronological age but of var,ous stzes 
dunng growth spurts Examp le: Boyer, D. & Bt andt, E. 1-tuman provvth 
and reproduction, 1967, p. 37. 
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4. FACIAL AND BODY HAIR, ACNE 
To show that the troublesome aspects of body hair, factal hatr, and acne can 
be lessened. 
1. To demonstrate thetr knowledge of the problem of hatr growth, by dtscussing 
the problem 1n class and determtntng for themselves whether or not shaving 
will make them feel more comfortable or look better. Each pupil shall make 
at least one contributton to th1s d1scuss1on. 
2. To demonstrate knowledge of the problems of perspiratton odors and acne by 
maktng at least one verbal contribution about how they can cope w1th these 
problems 
• 
e Discuss the growth of body and facial hatr. One of the first outward Signs of 
grow1ng up ts new ha1r on the face and body. It ts most noticeable on boys who 
beg1n to have hatr on the upper l1p and around the ch1n. Just as the he1ght and 
wetght of an adolescent vanes from 1nd1v1dual to 1ndtvtdual, so the time and 
speed of other growth charactensttcs vary. The time that facta! ha1r occurs, the 
amount and the color differs 1n each person . One boy may need to shave when 
he ts 13 years old, whereas another boy may not need to shave until he ts 17 or 
1 8 years o I d . 
Hair grows 1n other areas, too - on a boy's chest, on legs, the pub1c region and 
under the arms. Although the body persp1res all over, underarm perspiration and 
body odors Increase during adolescense. Us1ng a deodorant under the arms can 
help lessen the odors and m1nim1ze one of the sources of discomfort for the 
adolescent. 
e Show samples of deodorant in different forms: cream, roll-on, and spray. 
Allow the students to use the products. 
The girls in the class may feel self-consc1ous about ha1r grow1ng under their 
arms and on the1r legs. Mentioning that many people use depilatories or shave 
these areas, again shows the student that some of the1r problems can be lessened. 
e Another problern of the adolescent is otly skin wh1ch can cause p1mples or 
acne on t he back, shoulders, and face . The most effective treatment for this 
condition, if 1t is severe, is for the student to see a dermatologist. However, 
washing often with soap and water and rinsing carefully will lessen the chance 
for infection. The ha1r should be shampooed as frequently as necessary to keep 
it clean. If the ha1r is oi ly it can be shampooed every day. Eating a well -balanced 
d1et without too many oily foods like french fries and potato chips, or too many 
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sweets a1d the general health of the students. There are commerc1al preparations 
that cover some of the p1mples to make a g1rl less self-consc1ous but they should be 
used cautiously. Some cosmet1cs can complicate rather than help the problem. 
Remind the class that pimples should not be squeezed or broken, as handling often 
causes them to become sore and to leave scars. 
e Demonstrate the use of one of the covering cosmetiCS. 
Have each student w1th a skin problem make a check list of things to do for a 
clearer sk1n: 
How to Wash My Face 
Wash hands wtth soap and water 
Rtnse hands 
Rub soapy hands on face, around the nose and around the hatr. 
Rtnse hands. 
Splash lots of water on the face 
e lnv1te a skin specialist to speak to the class. 
Deodorant in different forms: roll, spray, cream. 
Medicated coverups for p1mples. 
I 
• 
• 
. RePRODUCTIVE ORGANS 
To show that reproductive organs change to enable boys and girls to become 
parents. 
Using illustrations, the student shall correctly name and po1nt to the male and 
female reproductive organs. 
e Elicit from the class the changes that occur in the maturing body In order to 
prepare them for parenthood. Use illustrations in Appendix C, the 3M transpar-
encies, a model, or your own draw1ngs to look at and point to when discuss1ng 
these changes. L1nk the appropnate ones to the reproductive function: the girl's 
breasts grow so that she can feed a child; her h1ps w1den to make room for the 
child's growing inside her body (uterus or womb); she starts to menstruate, which 
indicates that her uterus IS prepanng for the fertilized egg. The boy's penis gets 
larger and his testicles, the parts which are like little sacks hanging behind the penis, 
grow in size so that there 1s room for the sperm, the male sex cells needed to 
fertilize the eggs and start a baby. 
Show the transparency which deptcts the vagina as the passage way in which 
the pen1s depostts 1ts sperm. The male's sex organs are outsiqe the body. Some 
of the female's organs are 1nside the body (ovaries, uterus). A man's body and a 
woman's body are made to go together. The man can place hts pen1s 1n the 
woman's vagina and might leave sperm whtch penetrates the egg and starts a 
baby. This ts called intercourse. When two people love each other these actions 
are very special and pleasant. 
e Indicate all body parts on a chart or drawing, especially when discusstng these 
unseen organs. 
The eggs grow tn a girl in the ovaries. After a girl is ten years old and usually 
before she is sixteen, she starts developing an egg about once a month. The egg 
develops in one of the ovanes and travels down the tube to the uterus. The uterus 
has built up a thick lintng w1th many blood vessels to nourish a fertilized egg so a 
baby can grow. If the egg gets to the uterus without meeting a sperm cell and is 
therefore not fertilized there will not be a baby. The unfertilized egg and the 
special l1ning with the blood vessels come out of the uterus through the vagina to 
the outside. This is called menstruatiOn. It takes from three to five days for all 
this matter to come out. Then the lining starts to build up again waiting for the 
egg to be fertilized or to come out as menstruatton. It is another sign of growing up, 
like facial hair, size, etc. When a girl menstruates or has her period, she has to use 
a pad called a sanitary napkin to catch the bloody lintng and keep her clothes from 
getting spotted. 
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e Have a separate lesson for g1rls on how to care for themselves during this time. 
It would be embarrassing and Irrelevant for boys to be present, but offer to answer 
any quest tons the boys have about menstruation. 
e Leave models, charts and books around the room so that the students can look 
at them on the1r own, and poss1bly come up w1th quest1ons to help them in their 
understanding of th1s area. 
B1bflography contains complete listings. 
Bergstrom-Walan, M. Boys and g1rls growing up, 1967. 
Evans, E. K. The beginning of life: How babies are born, 1969. 
Transparencies: 
School Health Educat1on Study· Human reproduction systems 
V 1sual Packet No. 4362 - Progression Level 3 
Educational Material on Menstruation: 
Tampax tree ma~erials: P.O. Box 271, Palmer, Mass. 01069. 
Very personally yours, K1mberly Clark, The Life Cycle Center Corp., 
Neenah, Wisconsin 
Plastic model: 
The Visible Woman, Renwal Company, Mineola, New York 
• 
• 
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6. MENSTRUAL HYGIENE FOR GIRLS 
To instruct girls in pos1t1ve attitudes toward menstruation and to teach them 
how to use a sanitary napkin and belt. 
Each girl shall demonstrate her ability to place and use a sanitary belt and 
napkin. 
This matenal 1s presented only to girls, since at th1s age the 1nformation does 
not pertain to boys. However, the knowledge of a g1rl's possible problems can 
help make more understanding dates and husbands. The effects that menstruation 
has on girls: such as tiredness and sens1t1vity, IS therefore relevant to older boys. 
Since adolescents are interested 1n the react1on of their peer group, 1t is 
suggested that teachers instruct groups rather than individuals. 
e Talk about how spec1al menstruation IS to a g1rl; only a g1rl's body can produce 
a baby! Menstruation 1s the signal that the g1rl's body is gett1ng ready to be able 
to have a child. Answer any questtons the g1rls have about menstruation. 
The follow1 ng points should be included: 
- Menstruation is often called being "unwell," or "the curse." These terms 
indicate that menstruation or a period is a sickness. It 1s not. Menstruation 
is a sign of health. 
- The girl may not feel as well as she usually does at this time. She might be 
tired, have a backache or cramps, or a light pain in the stomach. If the 
girl gets enough rest, eats the correct foods, and has regular bowel move-
ments, her unpleasant symptoms will be lessened. Some g1rls have the 
blues, may cry easily, or have their feelings hurt more often than usual 
dunng the time they're menstruating. Knowing that these feelings may 
occur can help the girl realize that these feelings are normal; other girls 
feel them too. 
- T here is no reason for a girl to change her way of life when she has a 
per iod. For other peoples' comfort, the g1rl should not swim in a pool 
unless she is wearing a tampon. 
e Show the girls sanitary napkins In two or three different brands to familiarize 
t hem with different packaging. 
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e DISCUSS where the girls or thetr mothers may buy these napktns: grocery store, 
drug store, 5 & 10 cent stores, etc. and that 1t IS a good tdea to have a box of napkins 
ready tor them to use when they get the1r first period. They will recognize that their 
penod ts beg1nning when they see a red statn on their pant1es or paJamas, or perhaps 
nottce some blood when they use the totlet. Then it is ttme to use a sanitary napkin 
and belt. 
ttTake a trip to a girl's restroom wh1ch conta1ns a commercial dispenser for sanitary 
napk1ns. Have enough correct change for each girl to use the mach1ne and get a 
napkin. Show the girls where they can place the soiled napktn. Never flush it down 
a toilet. At home the girl should roll the soiled napkin tn a ball, and wrap it in tissue 
or newspaper before putting it tn the garbage. 
e Ask for a volunteer to demonstrate the placement of the napkin and the method of 
hooking tt to the belt. Demonstrate and explain the process with the volunteer. Have 
the girls use the napkins from the dispenser or pass out napktns and belts and have the 
girls practtce hooking the pads themselves. 
Place the belt around the watst wtth one hook in the front; the other wi II be in the 
back. Place the napkin between the legs, short end in front, close under the vagina, 
tightly against the vulva, to catch the blood. Put the short end of the napkin securely 
tn the front belt hook. Put the long end ttghtly in the back hook. Some girls find 
it easter to put the belt on backwards, hooking the long end to the back hook and 
then slipping the belt and pad around to the back, placing the pad between the legs 
from the back and then putting the short end in the front hook. A girl who has 
trouble remembering the steps necessary for using a belt, or one who does not have 
the coordination, might be able to care for herself if she had a santtary panty or 
shteld where the napkin is slipped under elastic loops. 
The pads should be changed approximately every four hours. When a girl is having 
her period she should put a clean pad on before coming to school, change during the 
lunch hour, change after school and before going to bed. 
It ts necessary to be extra careful about being clean when a person is menstruating. 
The waste blood does begin to have an odor which the girl and others notice. A bath 
or a shower every day helps, as does washing away the dried blood when the pad is 
changed, and washing the hands each time the pad is changed. (Remember not to 
wear a pad in the tub and to put on a clean one after the bath.) 
4tThe most difficult aspect of menstruating for the retarded girl is knowing when to 
expect her period after she has had the first one. If there are girls in the class who 
have begun to menstruate, it is helpful to assist them in estimating their next period. 
Help them count the days on a calendar and assure them that variations are normal. 
A girl usually has a menstrual period once a month. The time between the day 
one penod starts and another begins may be 18 days or it may be 35 days or more. 
It is often different for different girls. When a girl first starts to menstruate, her 
penod may come again in 18 days, then skip a month. It may come at different 
ttmes until her body gets used to the changes. However, if she keeps a calendar 
marked with the days of her period her own individual pattern will emerge and she'll 
be able to anticipate the next period. G tve the girls a commercial booklet with a 
calendar for marktng penods. Help each girl keep track of the days between the 
beginnings of her menstrual penods. Count whatever the usual number seems to be 
• 
I 
• 
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and mark an X on the calendar. If a girl looks at her calendar frequently and knows 
whPn her period 1s about to start, she can carr'/ her belt and pad with her for a few 
days before her pertod IS due. Be1ng prepared will help her avotd being embarrassed 
by a stain or be1ng uncomfortable 1n wet panttes Show a napktn holder which can 
be used to keep the pads she carnes w1th her clean and unobtrustve . 
The ease and comfort of a tampon and 1ts lack of bulk can alleviate much of the 
negat1ve attitude and posstble embarrassment many g1rls expenence when ustng 
santtary pads. A retarded g1rl's inab1l1ty to pos1t1on the tampon correctly or her 
Lorgett1ng that she has a tampon inserted in her body are the only reasons for not 
ustng them. If the gtrl can handle those problems, a teacher may consider instructtng 
the girl on the use of a tampon. 
Educattonal Matenal on Menstruation: 
Tam pax free matenals: P 0. Box 271, Palmer, Mass 01069 
Ktmberly Clark Corp, The L1fe-Cycle Center, Neenah, Wtsconstn 54956 
(booklet and instructtonal a1ds) 
Personal Products Company, D1rector of Consumer Education, Box 6, Milltown, 
New Jersey 08850, Grow1ng up and !Jktng tt, record, adaptatton of booklet, 
loan or sale $6.00, demonstratton kit for spectal educatton classes-- sanitary 
panties, shields, $3.50 or tncluded tn pnce of record, complete portfolio on 
femtnine hygtene -· booklets, anatomtcal chart, order forms for record, f1lms 
and kits, free. 
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7. SEXUAL FEELINGS AND MASTURBATION 
To show that sexual feelings are another normal adolescent change. 
The students shall participate in a d1scuss1on of the meaning of masturbation 
and wet dreams, and dtscuss masturbation as one form of releas1ng sexual feel1ngs 
and tens1ons 
The phys1cal changes d1scussed prev1ously cause changes in the young teen's 
feel1ngs or emot1ons Some of these feel1ngs become stronger because of the 
changes tn the sex organs A g1rl spends time thinking about boys and feel1ng 
romantiC and loving. A boy day dreams about g1rls. His pen1s becomes hard or 
erect and he feels exc1ted. These are sexual feel1ngs Sometimes when a boy 1s 
reluctant to stand 1n class or go to the front of the room it is because he has an 
erection. 
Sometimes abo ' vv:'l have an erection with an ejaculation of semen while he is 
asleep It is called a nocturnal emiss1on or wet dream. The boy wakes up and finds 
h1s bed wet w1th semen, the l1qu1d from the penis that carnes the sperm. 
When a boy becomes sexually exc1ted, his pen1s may become full and he may be 
uncomfortable because the sperm needs to come out . The boy can cause the sperm 
to spill out by rubb1ng h1s pen1s. Th1s IS called masturbation. A g1rl masturbates 
by rubbing her organs -- vag1na, includ1ng the clitoris. A boy or g1rl often feels 
embarrassed or ashamed of his masturbating unt1l he learns that others have 
masturbated, too, and that masturbating 1n and of itself is not harmful. Most 
people do not masturbate around other people. Some adults get upset when they 
see youngsters masturbating. 
ttThe teacher should prepare herself to understand and discuss popular terms for 
masturbation. 
ttExplain to the class that a person may feel like masturbating for several reasons: 
When he becomes sexually exctted, when he is bored, or when he 1s nervous. Some-
times masturbating in pnvate helps the teen release sexual tension and therefore 
feel more comfortable. The younger child's masturbattng may be a reflection of 
the acceptance of hts body as a source of pleasure. Sometimes it is better to sub-
stitute other activities for masturbation. If a person is bored, give him someth1ng 
1nterest1ng to do. A rhythmic substitute is somet1mes acceptable, i.e., rocking 
chair, work bench and saw, or see saw. 
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e A teenager has to learn to control his sexual feelings and not act on them just 
as he may have many other thoughts he learns not to act out. Discuss some of 
these situations, for instance, anger, and the desire to hit or kill someone. A two-
year-old may hit a playmate; a teenager has learned to control himself and usually 
does not hit. 
If a child is a compulsive masturbator and has other problems, extreme shyness, 
overly aggressive, etc., he probably needs psychiatric help. In other cases, the 
teacher should just try to keep the child's masturbation private, rather than eliminate 
or prevent it and should by her attitude alleviate the youngster's feelings of guilt or 
shame. It is the conflict that the guilt feelings produce that causes harm, not the act 
of masturbating. 
• 
• 
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ADVANCED LEVEL 
In adolescence, the fantas1es of childhood are replaced by the very real possibili -
ties of adult life. The educable mentally retarded has special problems. Will he be 
able to function as an adult? Will th1s person be able to find and keep a job? 
support a marriage? care for a family? Most of the educables will become part 
of the community. Will they be adjusted and functioning members of this 
community? Hutt & G1bby (1965) state: 
The gap between the retarded ch1ld and other children of h1s own age w1dens 
dunng puberty and IS more and more evident both to others and to himself He 
1s less able to Interact soc1ally with children of h1s own age group, he 1s not a part 
of the1r closely-knit tnterest groups, and he ts, 1n general, not accepted by them 
They go on to h1gh school, wtth 1ts plethora of acttvittes, wh1le he rema1ns beh1nd. 
The ch tldren of more average 1 ntell1gence are concerned, du rt ng puberty, w1th the1 r 
future life plans and vocattonal goals, whtle the retarded child 1s still struggling 
to master the rud 1 ments of soc1a I adjustment. In a cad em tc areas the d 1fferences 
between others and h1mself are now very pronounced and qu1te obv1ous to all. 
Younger s1bl1ngs have begun to "catch up" or pass htm tn school, and thts creates 
addtttonal emottonal burdens for him. He sees htmself more and more as a 
defecttve person, and hts self-percept of be1ng worthless and unfavorably un1que 
ts ret nforced • • • 
In puberty the retardate tends to be subjected to overt rejectton on all s1des --
by social tnst1tut1ons, by the fam1ly, by netghbors, and by other chtldren. There 
is scarcely a stngle area in whtch rejection ts not pronounced. Fnendsh1ps, 
espectally with children of the oppos1te sex, are d1fftcult to establ1sh, and the 
lack of heterosexual relat1onsh1ps makes the task of deal1ng wtth h1s increased 
sexual dnves more dtff1cult for h1m to handle. He usually does not have a "g1rl 
frtend," and therefore meets further frustration 1n deal1ng wtth hts sexual dnves. 
There are fewer parttes, dances, "sw1 ng" sesstons, shows, or "dates" to prov1de 
the normal outlets for h1s needs. Unless he 1s tndeed fortunate, he ts relegated 
to the category of undestrable, to the port1on of human1ty that ts shunned and 
is better off (from the standpotnt of the rest of soctety) when not seen or 
recognized. Adolescents are ruthless when they deal With dev1ants of even normal 
intelligence 1n their own group-- they are (partly due to projection of and react1on 
format ion to the1r own fears) even more so tn thetr treatment of the mentally 
retarded child. They simply do not want h1m "cluttenng up" the1r act1v1t1es. 
At best, he is 1gnored. 
The way a student has been treated, his successes and failures, plays a part 1n the 
development of his personality. The retarded teenager has probably had more 
than his share of failures and rejections when he compares himself to a student 
from a normal classroom. The teacher of the retarded needs to pay special 
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attent1on to assess1ng the k1nds of act1v1ties 1n wh1ch each child can be competent 
and achieve and must make an effort to capitalize on these strengths. 
A person's fears and anx1et1es concernin_g his adequacy as a human being may lead 
to an 1ncrease 1n sexual act1vit1es, 1.e., masturbation, sexual fantas1es, or intercourse. 
A g1rl or boy may not be able to ach1eve 1n school, but they can have sexual inter-
course and they can produce a baby. Having sexual Intercourse may be construed 
by the retarded teenager as an achievement physically and soc1ally. Sexual intercourse 
1s a physical, emotional, and soc1al form of commun1cat1on and g1ves at least tempo-
rary rel1ef from lonel1 ness 
The retarded child may not adequately understand the poss1ble consequences of 
intercourse, 1.e., prrgnancy or venereal d1sease. Therefore, 1n order to avoid the 
undesirable consequences, 1t 1s especially important for him to have information 
about sexual activ1t1es that he can understand. This document contains some 
understandable tnformation pertaining to sex. Many boys may not know what a 
pen1s or intercourse 1s but they seem to know the slang equ1valents. Slang is 
appropriate for a teacher to cons1der. It is appropnate to cons1der using slang with 
an individual to help h1m understand, to help you both to commun1cate, but not for 
shocking h1m or for prov1ng to h1m that you are a pal. 
Along w1th problems of lack of Information and the abll1ty to apply the informa-
tion, the retarued teenager has spec1al problems of soc1al adjustment which occur 
partly because of the attitudes of others toward him. Therefore, the teacher needs 
to help her students achieve effecttve relationships wtth the1r peers and others with 
whom they come in contact Th1s document should be an a1d to the teacher in this 
area also. 
The advanced level may be the f1nal phase of formal education for the retarded 
i nd iv1dua I. It may be the last per1od of time in which a teacher 1s able to help her 
students learn and pract1ce the academic and social skills they need to be independent 
and funct1on1ng members of the1r communities. It may be the last time a teacher has 
the opportunity to clear up a student's misconceptions or m1s1nformation. It may 
be the last chance a teacher has to help the student explore and question the behavior 
and values of his peers, h1s parents and society, and in this way develop his own set 
of values and code of behavtor. 
In her eagerness to help a student learn all the necessary Information, the teacher 
may adopt a lecturing method of teaching, imparting facts, morals and attitudes the 
quickest way she can. However, the mere imparting of information does not insure 
the learning or the us1ng of 1t. In fact, lecturing and moral1z1ng are sure ways to 
turn people off, particularly the teenager who is looking for a bas1s of mutual 
respect with adu Its. The teenager, as well as the younger student, needs more than 
listening to Information if he 1s to learn. He needs to be involved 1n the learning 
process, by seektng, collect1ng, sort1ng, and using data. He needs to be able to 
pract1ce these skills and to d1scuss them with the teacher. 
Although the adolescent often loses interest in education he is still interested in 
I 
himself and the oppos1te sex. The teacher will not have a problem in trying to 
mot1vate a student to be Interested 1n sex education and h1s relationships to others. 
To have a successful program the teacher needs to shift the emphasis from her 
feel1ngs of what a student should know to what a student wants to know, helping 
him f1nd answers when he wants them. Some ways of gett1ng the student involved 
.. 
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1n pupil -to-pupil 1nteract1on, act1v1ties, d1scuss1on and evaluation of possible 
solutions to the problems of sex and attitudes are 
1. Through the use of aud1o-visual atds, (films, filmstnps, sound tapes, pictures) 
to introdure certain top1cs for d1scuss1on, Ideally to help the candid teacher 
rather than as a substitute for her. 
2. Through the use of stones or case stud1es from popular magazines as a bas1s 
for group d1scuss1on or role playing 
3. Through the use of role playing to help the student be act1vely Involved in the 
learning process while he 1s gathenng and interpreting knowledge. Role playing 
helps those Involved ga1n 1ns1ght into and understanding of the behav1or of 
others. It g1ves the student, particularly the retarded, the needed chance to 
explore and pract1ce s1tuat1ons before he IS really 1n them. 
4. Through the use of quest1ons that students have put 1n a quest1on box to 
start a d1scuss1on, the student avo1ds having to show h1s 1gnorance and also 
prov1des the teacher w1th the quest1ons the student wants answered. (The 
questions wtll show that teenagers are usually more Interested in what happens 
before the sperm enters the vagtna than 1n what happens after.) 
5. Through the use of guest speakers, nurse, doctor, etc., to answer quest1ons 
and offer the students another po1nt of v1ew. 
I . 
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Finally, in order to understand the adolescent today, the teacher has to accept 
the adolescent's trend toward Judging a person's behav1or by its effect. Some 
teachers might cons1der th1s flex1ble scale of judgment of behavior a poor sub-
stitute for a more dogmatic system of ethics. However, the adolescent's way of 
looking at life needs to be perceived by the teacher who wants to be effective . 
• 
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1. PERSONALITY 
To show that the personality 1s the sum of every qual1ty an 1nd1vidual has. 
The pupils shall present verbally 1n class discussion or 1n private consultation 
with the teacher a real1st1c self-1mage in which he shall 1nclude his personality 
strengths, weaknesses and preferences 1n the phys1cal, intellectual, and inter-
personal areas. 
e Show three or four pictures of teenagers In different kinds of clothing (jeans 
or a su1t, minis, max1s, or formal wear), weanng different expressions and in 
different body postures, 1.e., an unsmiling boy 1n Jeans w1th a Cigarette, leaning 
against a building. Ask the class questions such as: What do you think this 
young man would like to do 1f he had a choice? Would he like to go to the 
movies, race a car, take a g1rl on a date or read a book? What is his favorite 
TV program, his hobby, the job he would like, his favorite foods? 
Discuss with the class the 1dea that a person's body and what he does with it, 
the way he walks and looks, his l1kes, dislikes, fears, interests, desires, how he 
thinks, the way he gets along w1th others or how he seems to himself, how he 
wants others to see him, and how other people really see him, make up a 
persona I ity. 
e Have the student describe an ideal fnend and discuss the description. 
e Divide the class into two groups. Instruct one group to discuss and list five 
things to do to be a friend. Instruct the other group to discuss and list five 
things to expect from a fnend. Some adjectives that might be used are: loyal, 
generous, considerate, trustworthy or sincere. 
eThink about and discuss fnendships. 
Do you really like your friends? 
Are you happy when they do well? 
Do you feel that you are better than your friends? 
Do you defend your fnend? 
Do you try to help your fnend when he is in trouble? 
Do you keep secrets? 
Do you respect your friend's beliefs? 
Do you keep your promises? 
Do you sincerely apologize when you've made a mistake? 
Do you do kind thtngs? 
• 
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Would you ltke to have more friends? 
Do you want to work at keeptng old fnends and maktng new ones? 
eTape record several voices, I.e I pleasant, harsh, angry, laughtng, fearful or loud. 
Have the class react to the votces. How do the votces make them feel? 
e Tape record the VOICes of the students. How do thetr vo tees sound to themselves 
and others7 
e Have a full length mirror in the class so the students see themselves at different 
times as others see them. 
e Role play two boys who k now each other passtng on a crowded street. 
One boy smiles and says, "Hi.'' 
The second boy grunts. 
The first boy smiles and says, "Hi." 
The second boy looks away. 
What reaction mtght the second boy have in each situatton 7 How do you feel when 
someone is friendly, when someone snubs you, etc.? How can you tell when someone 
is pleased to see you7 You can tell by the expression on a face, the voice or the 
friendliness of manner. 
4t Instruct the students to take notes (during one half day) on the reactions that 
others have toward them upon meettng. Discuss how you can tell when someone 
likes you and what you do to show others you like them, i.e., stay near, pay attention, 
look with a pleased expression or try to attract your attentton. 
e Help the student become aware of his body by having him list all the parts of his 
body he can move, by feel1ng h1s heart or taking his pulse after running and after 
resttng, by having tasting, smell1ng and touching parties. Serve bites of familiar and 
unfamiliar foods and have the student note his likes and dtsl1kes. Have a smelling 
session with objects and prov1de 1tems like soap, vinegar, moth flakes, perfume. Have 
a touching session with objects l1 ke a sponge, flour, sand, cotton, velvet or marbles. 
As a culminating activity, have each student make a booklet or folder and include 
some of the smells, tastes, and touches he prefers, the traits he likes in a friend, a 
description of his best friend, his own best traits, three ways in which he is different 
from his friend, a description of his physical charactenstics, what he does in his spare 
time, a description of his best day and his worst day, and a list of his wishes for the 
future. 
e Self-evaluation chart. Read the questions aloud and have each student answer yes 
or no on his own sheet. After mark1ng the sheet the student can note his five best 
traits and the five areas in wh1ch he would like to improve. Arrange a conference 
w1th the student to support hIS strengths and discuss ways in which he can improve 
his weaknesses. 
1. I budget my time and energy. 
2. I pay attention in class. 
3. I set a time for study and don't do other things at that time. 
4. My homework 1s neat, w ell -done, 1n on time. 
5. If someth1 ng upset s me very much, I do not go all to p1eces . 
• 
• 
.. 
6. I daydream a lot 
7. I do things because I th1nk they are nght, not because of the way I feel. 
8. I do th1ngs for myself and do not th1nk my parents should do them for me. 
9. I feel I am an important person 1n th1s world. 
10. I talk over my problems w1th someone I trust. 
11. I have fnends I do things with . 
12. I make new fnends but keep the old friends. 
13. I do not try to hurt people's feelings . 
14. I try to make others feel good. 
15. I JOin tn the fun . 
16. I enJOY seeing other people be popular. 
17 I have good table manners. 
18. I keep my vo1ce low and pleas1ng. 
19 lampol1te. 
20. I am careful w1th things that belong to other people. 
21. I know when, where, and how to chew gum. 
22. I am a good I istener. 
23. I can d1sagree without getting into a fuss or a fight. 
24. I don't brag. 
25. I take part 1n a club or church group. 
26. I am not bossy when I help. 
27 I have a hobby. 
28. I take part in sports. 
29. I do not always think I am right. 
30. I talk a lot. 
31 . I g1ve other people a chance to say how they feel. 
32. I can take changes and still be happy. 
33. I do not get moody 1f I lose an argument. 
34. I laugh a lot. 
Bauer, W. W. Advanc1ng in health, 1963 
Grow1ng and chang1ng, 1963 . 
• 
Health and safety, 1966 . 
• 
Clayton, N. Young l1v1ng, 1963. 
Cra1g, H. T. Threshold to adult living, 1962. 
Dare, B. F. & Wolfe, E. J Tak1ng stock; You and thev, 1966. 
English, 0. S. Emotional problems of growing up, 1951. 
Foundations for f1tness. Dimensions in Health Senes, Lyons & Carnahan, 1967. 
Gallagher, J. R. Health for life, n.d . 
Hutt, M. L. & Gibby, R. G. The mentally retarded child: Development, 
education and treatment, 1965. 
Klllander, H. F. Sex education 1n the schools? A study of objectives, content, 
methods, mater1als and evaluation, 1970. 
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Lawrence, T . B. Your health and safety, n.d. 
Menn1nger, W. C. All about you, 1955. 
Turner, R. H. The person you are, the family you belong to; the fr1ends you make; 
1962. 
Wrenn , G C. But/ding self-confidence, 1948. 
Other resources 
P1ctures of teenagers 1n d1fferent poses and cloth1ng. 
Tape record1ngs of vo1ces. 
M1rror 
B 1tes of food 
Soap, v1negar, moth flakes, perfume 
Sponge, flour, sand, cotton, velvet, marbles 
• 
• 
~ 
2. FEELINGS AND EMOTIONS 
To Pxam~r1e fpp•,~:-; . emotton<; and needs as they relate to other people. 
Pupils sh~ll dtscu<;, e~d role olav sttuattons that show that they can separate 
phystcal from er--t • r~;: 1 nPeds reco~j'liZe personal needs and feelings and relate 
these to the effect they have upc n others. 
All people have emotional needs that must be met for the1r social and emottonal 
adJustment to ltfe It .s necessarv for students to be aware of their needs as well 
as the ways they havP 'Jr m~~t, .... g +~o~e needs The way needs are fulfilled affects 
relationships with others 1n that people are affected by the things that they do and 
the ways others behave. 
Needs ca"' be -.c-• . .... ":el" .. ':C'.,strLct!ve or destructive ways. If they are handled 
constructively thP.y he.,e+r~ all those tnvolved directly or indirectly. If they are 
~.::Jr.dl~c! dec;t ... JC~ j ... ... · • ',s" - ~ - ~ .J ~ .. :;:' ·' affect all those concerned. If pupils are 
aware of thet .. O''Vn bas1c needs and the ways of fulftlling these needs, they will 
become more unde,.standtng ~nc aware of the needs of others. 
e Prepare a display table of vanous Items. Have the pupils ptck out and list those 
thtngs which they cons1der absolutely essenttal for phystcal life, i.e., 
candy 
water 
chewtng gum 
bread 
arttcles of clothtng 
;:>til ow 
comb 
toothpaste 
book 
When the pupils have reduced the ltst to the absolute minimum, ask them if they 
would be content to survtve w1th just these things. Why? Ask the students which 
things on the tabiP t""le·' wou'd ltke to have, i.e., candy, gum. Although man actually 
needs few thtngs fer survival the extras make ltfe more pleasing and enjoyable. These 
extras can be phystcrJI object<> such as a television, a car, nice clothes, a home, or 
they can be thtlf-S thrtt meet ....,~..,'s erv:>ttonal needs. 
Relate this mottvational devtce to the fact that man can survive with relatively 
little from the physical world, but these few physical things alone do not make a 
person hapov or life meaningful. Man also has emottonal needs or feelings which 
must be recogntzed and satisfied. Discuss with the pupils some of the non-physical 
or emotional ne~ds all people have, t.e., need to give and receive love, need to under-
stand and be understood, need to achieve, need to gain recognition. 
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Set up a room dtsplay us1ng ptctures the pup1ls have taken from magazines. One 
section can be entitled Man 's Phys1cal Needs and can show people Involved in eating, 
dnnk1ng, sleeping, exerc1s1ng. The other section can be entitled Man 's Emotional 
Needs and can show pictures of people giv1ng or receiv1ng love, worktng, playing, 
mak1ng th1ngs, teach1ng, learning. 
e Have the pupils liSt some specifiC needs that they mtght have along with the ways 
they have found of meeting these needs. 
Need to show love/affection 
Can ng for pets 
Canng for younger siblings 
Ba bys1tt1 ng 
Volunteer work at local hosp1tal or home 
Need to ach1eve or accomplish 
School ach1evement 
Worktng on a 4-H project 
Bulld1ng a model 
Excell1ng 1n a sport 
Need to understand 
Read newspapers or magazines 
L1sten to rad1o 
Watch T.V. 
Gtft giving 
Letter wnt1 ng 
Do1ng spectal chores 
Go to mov1es 
Watch or get to know people 
e Give pupils situations to diSCUSS and have them evaluate the ways in which other 
people might fulfill spectftc needs They should tell whether they think the way of 
meeting the need is constructive or destructive and why. Encourage them to discuss 
how their act1ons might effect others. 
Mr. Casey had a rough t1me as a child H1s mother d1ed when he was very young 
and hts father had to work hard 1n order to keep the family together Dunng his 
childhood Mr Casey had worked at anyth1ng and everythtng 1n order to earn money 
and try to better htmself When he graduated from h1gh school he started a small 
1nsurance busmess and soon became qu1te successful. Mr Casey marned h1s h1gh 
school g1rl frt end and 1n a few years became the father of two children. The 
1nsurance bus1ness became more and more successful. Mr Casey promtsed htmself 
that he would have all the th1ngs he lacked as a child. He bought a new house, a 
sports car for hrmself, all new wardrobes for hrs family , took severa l expensive 
vacat1ons a year, etc. Mrs. Casey became concerned about how they would 
manage tf Mr. Casey got s1ck, or tf they had a fire or some other unexpected 
expense. He never put any money away tn a savrngs account. He spent everything 
he made on t h1ngs that he could enJOY or show off. Mr & Mrs Casey began argutng 
about money When they argued, he would go out and buy her a new dress or 
ptece of furnitur e Thts would make her furtous and they would argue agatn. 
1. What need was Mr. Casey meet1ng by mak1ng and spend1ng lots of money? 
2. Can you understand why Mr Casey felt he had to make and spend all h1s money? 
3. Do you think Mr Casey was meet1ng his needs 1n a good or bad way;> Why? 
4. D1d Mr. Casey's behav1or effect others? How? Why? 
5. How mtght Mr Casey have met h1s needs in a more acceptable way;> 
e An important aspect of understanding feelings or emotions involves an empathy 
for the feelings of others, betng able to recognize and understand the other person's 
point of view. Have students role play conflict situations, tak1ng the role opposite 
to the one they favor. 
A mother 1ns1sts her daughter be in at m1dntght on a Saturday night date --Although 
a student stdes with the daughter , have her defend the mother's po1nt of v1ew tn an 
argument. Thts enables the students to see some val1d arguments on or for the other s1de. 
• 
• 
Candy, water, gum, bread, pillow, clothing, comb, toothpaste, book. 
Pictures from magaztnes depicting emotional and physica l needs . 
• 
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3. AUTHORITY 
/ 
To understand that both outs1de authonty and self-control are necessary. 
1. The student shall list at least four authority f1gures and state at least one 
reason why these people have authonty . 
/ 
2. The student shall make rules concerning classroom conduct and use the rules 
to govern themselves. 
An extended program 1n att it udes, famil y life and sex educatton , tncludes all 
I 
I 
,/ 
the relattonsh1ps people have w1th each other, not only the relat1onshtps between 
contemporaries of the oppos1te sex. A person's personal1ty 1s Influenced by all of 
these relationships. Teenagers are try1ng to find new behavior patterns acceptable 
both to them and to adults, while the1r new experiences 1n be1ng lndepc~dc,lt 
produce conflicts w1th adu ltc; . How can these confltcts be resolved? It 1s not 
dPc;•rable for adults to abdtcate thetr responsibilities in order to lessen this conflict. 
It IS necessary and des1rable for adults to possess authonty by v1rtue of their greater 
knowledge and ability to reason rather than by the fact of their greater age, social 
por·•1on or physical strength . 
e Show or draw pictures of authonty figures, i .e., mother, father, policeman, 
firernan, teacher, lifeguard, babysitter . Otscuss how these people help children 
anr:J ~nve the students give examples of authonty ftgures or bosses. 
e Wr-tat happens when there IS no referee or umpire at a game? What happens 
if there is no teacher in a class? Is 1t a good idea to have someone controlling 
you all the time? Will there always be someone around to t ell you what to do? 
\J'lt li what other people tell you always be correct for you? Elic1t that it is 
tmportant for people to learn to control and to govern themselves. 
e ",et up rules and procedures w 1th the students, to help the class run more 
etttctently and etfecttvely. Ledve the students alone and unsuperv1sed occasion-
ally to give them a chance to practtce standards they have set for governing 
themselves. (It is probably necessary to discuss with the prtncipal the feasibility 
of leaving the class.) 
e List what authority figures do for teenagers. What can teens do for authority 
figures, parents? 
\ 
• 
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e Make a chart of the qualities of a good family member. 
e Ltst the advantages and d tsadvantages of brothers and SISters. 
81bllography conta1ns complete listing of references. 
Bauer, W. W. The new health & safety, 1966. 
Gremenach, S W. & 0Jeman, R. H. A teach1ng program in human behavior and 
mental health, 1964 . 
Remmers, H. H. Let's listen to youth, 1950. 
Other resources: 
Ptctures of authority ftgures 
• 
-
• 
.. 
/ 
/ 
/ 
I 
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4. PEER GROUPS 
- --0. 
0 
To help the student enJOY his assoctatton with h1s peers and to help h1m avo1d 
potentially dangerous s1tuat1ons 
1. Each student shall select from pictures or verbally descnbe the type of clothtng 
and grooming that makes him feel comfortable. 
2 Each pupil shall verbally list at least three group activities whtch he should avotd 
because of thetr inherent dangers. 
3 The pupil shall verbaltze at least three situations when conformity to a group's 
acttvittes would be acceptable 
4. In a real or soc1o-drama sttuatton each pup1l shall invite a fnend or classmate to 
JOtn htm 1n some soctal act1v1ty 
The teacher who helps her educable mentally retarded student see himself 
.. Aal1stically builds on hts strengths and gives h1m expenence 1n social s1tuat1ons, 
helps the student out of h1s trad1t1onal role as the isolate or the butt of his peer's 
JOkes. 
The retarded 1nd tvidual is eager to please and wants to be accepted. In order to 
be part of a group he may go along w1th potentially dangerous or illegal behavior, 
1.e., reckless dnv1ng, steal1ng, and drug expenmentat1on. The other individuals in 
the group may get away w1th th1s behavior but the retarded, because of hts slow 
reaction time or h1s lack of perception of danger, often gets caught. In fact, he 
may be used by others to hts own detriment. 
e Discuss fads, conformity and group Influence. Is 1t always a good idea to agree 
vvitr and go along w1th other people your age7 w1th adults7 
e L1st examples of ind1v1duals who thought and acted differently +,.om most of 
the people around them, 1.e., Jesus, Columbus, Mart1n Luther Ktr ..... , Malcolm X, 
Joan Baez, Dr. Spack. 
e D1scuss current groups or 1nd1viduals which don't want to conform to the rules 
of the rest of society, t.e., Women's Liberation, Black Panthers, conscientious 
objectors. 
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e DISCUSS how different Ideas can lead to imprOVIng l1fe and how dissident groups 
have helped form our way of l1ve, 1.e., the founding fathers, ant1 - and pro-segregation 
groups. 
e Ltst when it is important to go along with what others say to do, i.e., emergencies, 
fire, flood, war or tornado. 
e Discuss music, dress, hair length, dance as ways that young people don't conform 
to adult society, and wh1ch may cause conflict. However, adults should realize that 
fads which don't harm others should not cause serious confltct. 
e Have the students make two l1sts, one in which they I 1st ways they conform, the 
other ways they do not conform. 
It is generally not effective to preach to students, to tell them the morally correct 
way to behave, nor to try to instill them with fear of the consequences of such 
behavior. It is necessary to discuss behavior with the class and have the students be 
aware that there are consequences to the way people behave, some pleasant and some 
unpleasant, helping them to be cognizant of the risks involved. The teacher may 
state her opinion, but she should 1dentify it as such. 
Somet1mes a student asks a questton a teacher wants to consider for a day or for 
which she wanes to get some advice. To avoid having the students feel that their 
questions are being ignored, the teacher can list these questions on a posted chart 
and promise to report back within a couple of days. 
A person usually feels better about himself, is more self-assured and comfortable 
when he feels that he looks good and is dressed appropriately. The teacher can help 
the educable mentally retarded realize that he can feel good when he thinks he looks 
good by discussing appearance and by helping him take part in activities which make 
this point. 
e Ask the student to think about how he feels when he wears new or clean clothing. 
How does he feel when he wears torn or dirty clothing? 
e Have the student cut pictures of people out of catalogs and magazines and paste 
them under the appropriate heading, i.e., clothing for school, for a party, a picnic, 
the beach or a dance. 
e Have the students act out how they feel when their clothes are too tight, when 
they are too warm or too cold. 
e Invite a reliable beautician or cosmetician to class to show the girls how to care 
for their hair and skin, and how to use cosmetics effectively. 
e Have the student collect pictures of movie and T.V. personalities. Discuss the 
makeup they use. How does too much makeup look7 Have each girl decide which 
products she needs and how much they will cost. Compare the difference in price 
between different sizes and containers. 
• 
• 
.. 
e Have each student make a personal groomtng chart to check each day . 
• 
Did I bathe? 
~ 
Did I wash my face and apply medicine to pimples? 
I• 
Did I apply makeup? (Refer to page 88) 
I 
Are my hands clean and natls shaped? 
Are my legs shaven (girls), feet and nails clean? 
Did I brush my teeth? 
Is my hatr clean and styled to fit my face? 
Activities with peers are Important to teenagers. The teacher can help the 
educable mentally retarded 1n th1nktng of ways to Invite people over, in finding 
things to do and 1n pract1c1ng how to do them. 
"# 
,. 
e Write on a chart a ltst of activitieS the students like to do, t.e., bowl, swim, pool, 
Monopoly, dance, skate or cook Talk about these acttvlttes and discuss and act 
out the different ways they can 1n1t1ate these act1v1t1es. To f1nd a bowling partner: 
call someone you know for a certatn day. If he says he can't play suggest another 
day or call someone else. Suppose you see two people playing cards. How can you 
join them? Ask or dare them to play with an expert -- you' Offer to play the 
winner or loser. If you want to play cards and no one else in your group is playing, 
get the cards out and play solttaire. Maybe see1ng the cards will interest someone 
else in a game. Offer to teach someone a card game. 
e Invite a friend over to do something with you . A girl may invite another girl over 
to help each other set the1r hatr. Perhaps both g1rls can cook a dessert or prepare 
a lunch together. Both boys and g1rls mtght like to be 1nv1ted to a friend's house 
to listen to records, or read magaztnes, see slides or watch a favonte TV program. 
e Sp~nd some class time with both boys and girls talk1ng about refreshments they 
like, how much they cost, how to shop, and how to prepare and serve them. Have 
the class choose one kind of party food, prepare a shopping list, shop, prepare and 
serve the food. 
4t It is often difficult for an EMR to feel comfortable in formal situations. Discuss 
and role play situations like: visiting a sick friend, going to a funeral, being intro-
duced to adults unexpectedly on the street, going to a wedding, applying for a 
driver's license or a job . 
• 
• 
4t Have the students think of situations in which they felt uncomfortable because 
they didn't know the correct thing to do, i.e., invitations, thank-you notes, 
sympathy notes, dining out, menus, how to eat different foods, etc. Discuss and 
decide what could have been done. 
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Clarke, D. L. The people around us, 1967. 
Other resources: 
- Slides, transparencies, tapes, dittos 
l 
• 
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- Pictures of people from catalogs and magazines 
Pictures of movie and TV personalities 
• t" I 
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5. DATING 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
To introduce dattng or getttng together with the oppostte sex as a destrable soc1al 
relattonship. 
To dramattze the techntques 1n each of the follow1ng: 
1 Refus1ng and accepttng a date 
2 I ntroduc1ng the date to parents and friends. 
3. Plann1ng dating activities 1nclud1ng transportation and costs. 
4tAsk the students to talk about the best and the worst date they ever had. Ask 
for volunteers s1nce some students may not have dated or their story may be con-
cerned with another pupil 1n the class and therefore be embarrassing. Ltst the 
reasons why one date was good and why another was bad. Tell the class that d1s-
cuss1ng dates now m1ght 1mprove future dates. If the students are shy about asktng 
questions about dating 1n front of the1r peers, ask them to wnte down three quest1ons 
they would like answered and place them 1n a trouble box The following questtons 
and suggested answers about dates and dattng are some that will probably come up 
tn any group 
Where can I ask a girl for a date? L1st the places 1t would t,e possible to ask a 
gtrl for a date, t.e., at aschool, after school, by telephone, or at a ball game. 
How do I ask a gtrl for a date? Have two students dramat1ze asking a girl for 
a date. Check for the follow1ng 1nformat1on: D1d he say where they would 
go and when? D1d he say when they would be back? D1d he mention what 
time he would p1ck her up and where? Did she refuse or accept without 
hurting the boy's feelings? 
How do I refuse a date? Do I feel that an excuse 1s necessary or 1s a no, 
thank you 2nough. 
Why is it important to plan a date before ask1ng the g1rl? It is important that 
she ask her parents, that she knows what to wear or that he 1s sure that he has 
enough money? 
Do I call for her or can I meet her at the game? Have the girls tell the boys 
which situation they prefer. Often when the dating IS 1n a group the g1rls w1sh 
to arr ive together and meet the boys. Discuss how the parents feel about this. 
When I meet her parents what do I say? Us1ng the following illustration init1ate 
a discussion on talk1ng to adults: 
Jake was nervous He had not met Elizabeth's parents and her mother opened 
the door. Say Lady, got your daughter ready to go'? Elizabeth's mother looked 
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startled but before she could answer Jake mumbled, Tell her I'll meet her at the 
corner. What do you th1nk Eltzabeth's mother thought about Jake7 What should 
Jake have done? Do you use the same language to talk to your fnends as you do 
to adults? 
Dramatize correct introductions to parents, to friends, to adults. Read the story 
again and ask the students to tell about their embarrassing experiences. Decide 
what could have been done to help the situation. The teacher may wish to tell 
of an experience that she had tn order to illustrate that these experiences happen 
to everyone. 
Where can I take my date'? Get a local newspaper and have the pupils look for 
entertainment that is available, the hours the local pool is open, or when the 
movies and the ball games start. Contact such organizattons as the local chamber 
of commerce for brochures on local attractions. Check the yellow pages in the 
phone book for restaurants. Have the students call the local pizza place or hamburger 
stand to find out closing times. Ltst the places that it is possible to take a date 
and work out the cost. Role play a scene in a restaurant where the boy does not 
have enough money. 
What do I talk to my date about? Get suggestions from the pupils about topics 
for conversation on dates. If they both attend the same school the topic may be 
the football team or the classes they take. Suggest that if they know their date 
has a special interest, i.e., swimming, owning a pet, to ask about them and to 
listen to the answers. Events from the local newspaper such as the local fair, 
movies, or a book they have read can be used as ice breakers. If the pupi Is 
suggest gossiping about friends, remind them that being nasty about their peers 
may make their date wonder what he or she is going to say about him or her 
later on. 
When can we kiss? Ask the students how they feel about this. 
What happens if one of us wants to kiss and the other doesn't? If it is just a good-
night kiss at your door, a pleasant no thanks or I think of you as a friend would 
be sufficient. Role play the difference between a half-hearted no and a definite 
no. Point out that saying no is often a problem with petting. How far a person 
should go is for each to decide. If the girls make the decision not to indulge in 
petting, then they shouldn't put themselves in the position where they have to 
say no. A boy who suggests a walk to a dark place is not necessarily going to 
look at the view. Boys shouldn't feel that they must prove themselves by taking 
each girl to a secluded spot. If she doesn't want to go, respect her wishes. There 
is no fun in an evening spent with an angry date pushing you off. 
What about going steady? Discuss the advantages and dtsadvantages. 
What problems may result from petting? The Duvall and Hill text on When You 
Marry ( 1962) includes the following points on petting during dating. 
Why do young people pet? (answers from young people) 
It seems expected of you. 
The rest of the crowd is do1 ng tt. 
You need some assurance that you are desirable. 
Where else can you get a l1ttle lovtng? Most young folk are too old to be fondled 
by the1r parents any more and too young to enjoy the caresses of marnage. 
It 's exc1t1ng. 
I 
• 
• 
Sure it's sex, but what's wrong with that"? 
It's somethmg to do ... most dates are a bore without it. 
How else can you know you are compatible? 
What's wrong with petttng? 
Petttng often rules out other activities . 
It tends to overemphasize the physical aspects of the relationshrp. 
It may cause feelings of shame and guilt (due to early training or communrty attttudes). 
It rouses sex feelings and then leaves them unsatisfied. 
It too often leads to premarital sexual intercourse with the threats of unwanted 
pregnancy and feelings of regret. 
It makes good marriage adjustment difficult, especially when the pettrng has been 
too promiscuous and too deeply established as a pattern of behavtor. 
Other quest1ons for d 1scuss1on or role play1 ng: 
What would you do 1f a stranger asked you to go out in h1s carl 
What would you do if your date ordered more from a menu than you could 
pay fori 
What would you do if your parents insisted that you date only 1n groups! 
What would you do if someone asked you for a blind date! 
What would you do if the date looked l1ke trouble? 
e Have the students make up check l1sts they can use before a date: 
-
-Boys. 
Ho\1\/ do I look 7 
""' Have I ctot enouah money? ..... 
Do my parents know what time I will be home and where I'll be? ........ 
Gtr!s 
Am I dressed appropriately for the date? ........ 
--Do I have money in my purse in case of an emergency7 ........ 
Do my parents know where I will be and when I will be home7 '..a 
Check list on betng a good date 
B~ys · -------------------------------------
~ Do I let her know when and where we are gotng7 
~ Am I on ttme to prck her up7 ---------------
' If I can't make it on trme, do I call her? / 
"' Do I re-spect her parenW wrshes about the t1 me she should be _home? 
Am I frrendl y and courteous to my date 7 / 
Do I remember to listen as well as talk7 r 
Do I 1 ntrodu_ce her to people we meet7 
Do I stay w1th my date instead of gor ng off with the boys 7 
- -Do I take her home or rDake sure th_~t she has a way_ tp~t home7 
Do I thank her for the date? .....;,;_,;_;;,....;....__ __ _ 
Girls 
. ~ Do I acc~t a date w1!_b_QJ_easure 7 
Do I Introduce htm to m_y_ QarentsL_ To my fnends7 
>...t Do I dres~ appro_Q_nately7 
..... Am I fnend!Y_ and courteous on a date 7 
Do I make sure he has enough money befor~l suggest a hamburger7 
' 
I 
_..;._ 
• 
I 
I 
I 
Do I remember not to run and tell my g1rl friends all about Tommy the next day7 
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S1nce the main object1ve of dattng or getting together w1th the opposite sex is to 
help boys and g1rls feel relaxed and get to know each other as people, the teacher 
should encourage activities where boys and girls work with each other. Activities 
such as planntng a school Christmas party or a dance would be good experience. 
Bibliography contains complete ltsttng of references. 
Aherne, r\1. G. Teenage IJvtng, 1966 
Allen, B. Mind your manners, 1964. 
Bauer, W. W. The new health and safety, 1966. 
Cornell, B. So you're gotng to be a teen, 1963. 
Craig, H. T. Thresholds to young living, 1962. 
Duvall, E. M. Love and the facts life, 1963. 
Duvall, E. M. & Hil!, R. When you marry, 1962. 
Kirkendall, L. Understanding the other sex, 1955. 
Reice, S. S. The ingenue date book, 1965. 
Other resources: 
Local newspaper 
Phone book 
• 
• 
.. 
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6. PREMARITAL SEXUAL RELATIONS 
To introduce the subject of premarital sexual relattons. 
1. Each pupil shall list orally or 1n writing at least f1ve disadvantages of 
premarital sexual Intercourse 
-0 
2. Each pupil who w1shes to shall communicate orally 1n class or in a pnvate 
conferenc.e w1th the teacher, or 1n writing, h1s or her quest1ons about sexual 
intercourse, what he knows about sexual Intercourse, reproduction, and 
what he would l1ke to know. 
e Have the students bnng and d1splay examples of advertisements from magaz1nes 
and newspapers in wh1ch sex 1s used to sell a product. Also, d1scuss provocat1ve 
advertisements on TV, songs, cloth1ng and mov1es. Empath1ze with the teenager 
about the fact that the teenager's body ts mature and his sex urge is strong; he 
sees sexy advertisements, mov1es, and sexy ways of dress all around h1m, but he 
has no soctally acceptable ways of satisfying h1s (e1ther boy's or girl's) sexual 
urge. Why shouldn't th1s urge be satisf1ed JUSt as other phys1cal desires are 
satisfied, i.e., for food, dnnk, or sleep7 
e Ask the students what they think about premantal sex. What have they been 
taught at home or at church7 A discussion among the members of the class will 
usually provide the reasons for not having promiscuous sexual relations, which 
tnclude: 
1. Possible venereal d1sease and the fact that there is no sure way of preventing 
it, except by not Indulging in sexual activities. 
2. A possible baby and no adequate way for the teenager to care for it. 
3. Their religions are against premarital sex and they would feel guilty. 
4. Parents and soc1ety usually disapprove. 
5. The reputatton of the g1rl and boy may be harmed. 
6. When there is no love the girl often feels guilty. 
7. A possible forced marriage because of pregnancy may result and statistically 
forced marriages have a high divorce rate. 
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eThe question will usually come up, When two people love each other, why 
shouldn't they go all the way? This is not being promiscuous. 
e Discuss the fact that it is natural for boys and girls to be interested in each other 
and 1n sex, that when a boy and a girl spend a lot of time together and like each other 
they want to show their affection by making out and necking. This physical affect1on 
usually makes them feel close and warm, satisfying some sex urges at the same time. 
Also, they get some insight into each other's sexual, intellectual and emotional selves 
and appreciate the differences between individuals, helping them to choose a future 
person to marry. 
However, even though the teenagers may think they are really in love, they can 
come to the conclusion that they do not want to let their physical contacts make 
their sexual urges so strong that their bodies urge them to go all the way . 
e DISCUSS with the class the idea that there are many kinds of activities which are fun 
that don't involve sex. They are less likely to get involved in situations which might 
end up in sex play if they are taking part in group activities. There is less chance of 
sex at a supervised church activity, in a home where the parents are available, in 
act1v1ties where lots of people are around, i.e., dancing, skating, bowling, miniature 
golf. 
e Ask If they've ever seen animals mate. Discuss the differences between this purely 
phys1cal copulation and intercourse between humans as an act of love and concern 
for another human being. With animals there is no tenderness or affection. The 
posit1on for intercourse or coitus is usually different from the animals, too. Although 
there are many positions humans can use, the usual one is where the partners lie face 
to face with the man above the woman, placing his erect penis in her vagina. Inter-
course 1s a purely physical act for animals-- for humans it is usually not. 
e What can a person do that is purely physical and purely physically satisfying? He 
can dive into cold water on a hot day, eat ice cream, have a long drink of cool water. 
Is another person involved? What can a person do for purely emotional satisfaction? 
He can help a fnend; he can take care of someone smaller or helpless. Is there a 
difference between how long you stay satisfied after a physical act I ike eattng ice 
cream and an emot1onal one which involves someone else, like helping a friend? 
What conditions do you think are necessary to make sex a lasting emotional 
as well as a physical satisfaction? Do you need to feel secure? To be able to trust 
and have confidence in each other? To be free of the fear of pregnancy, V .D., and 
guilt feel1ngs? Might these conditions be met in a well thought out marnage? 
• 
e Cont1nue the discussion of human intercourse as involving emotions as well as 
phys1cal satisfaction, the person you have intercourse with as having a mind, a 
personality, character, experiences, emotions, as well as a body. The boy and the 
g1rl contemplating premarital sex need to accept and value their total selves, not just 
the1r phys1cal and sexual selves. 
e A boy and girl might decide to have intercourse and because of myths, misconcep-
tions and faulty information, erroneously feel that they can avoid a pregnancy. A 
suggest1on box, a time when a student can speak to an informed teacher, nurse or 
• 
• 
• 
doctor, or a class d1scuss1on can help to correct these misconceptions. Some mis-
conceptions are: 
Sundays are safe. 
Rtght before the girl's period is safe. 
When a man has two ejaculations the second ejaculation does not have sperm 
When a girl has intercourse with two boys, the ejaculation of each kIlls the sperm of the other. 
Coke, as a douche, is an effective contraceptton. 
Pulltng the penis out of the vagina before ejaculation will always prevent pregnancy 
Saran Wrap on the penis is a good contraceptive. 
When two people have an orgasm at the same time, the girl won't become pregnant. 
e DISCUSS X-rated and R rated movies 
e Ask the class to write any questiOns they have about sexual behavior, Intercourse, 
contraception and place them 1n a suggestton box. Compile all the questions, change 
the vernacular to soc1ally acceptable vocabulary, and d1tto a sheet for each class 
member Encourage the stude;,ts to take the questions home and show them to 
the1r parents. Ask the students to d 1scuss the1r parents' answers and react tons 1n 
class. Read1ng the students' quest1ons can help open a discuss1on between parents 
and students. {Use only if there has been prev1ous commun1cat1on w1th parents 
on the topic of sexual behav1or.) 
e In order to prevent unwanted pregnancies, it is necessary for 1ndivtduals to be 
aware of family planning methods These methods can be d1scussed tn class. How 
to use these methods is not necessarily an appropr tate topic for class discusston. 
However, the teacher should be able to tell the student where he or she can obtain 
1nformat1on on family planning. Prov1d1ng students w1th facts and information 
on where to get contraceptive help does not lead to promtscuity and immorality. 
It is a person's attitudes and values toward htmself and others that determines 
whether or not he has premarital sex or explotts the use of sex. However, the 
top1cs of premarital sexual behav1or and the use of contraceptives are emottonally 
charged issues It IS probably a good 1dea to ment1on to the school pnnctpal that 
these top1cs are go1ng to be discussed and to get hts support. (Refer to the sect ton 
on Parental Involvement in the tntroduct1on to th1s document.) 
Information on famtly plann1ng and prenatal care should be g1ven to the students 
perhaps on an 1nd1v1dual bas1s when they're plann1ng to marry or when other cir-
cumstances make 1t seem necessary (See lessons on marnage and the family for 
discusston of family planning.) 
Bibliography conta1ns complete l1st1ng of references 
Bokannan, P Love, sex and be1ng human, 1969. 
Duvall, E. M. Why wa1t tJ! marriage?, 1966. 
Glasberg, B. Y. Teen-age sex counselor, 1965 
Johnston, E. Love and sex 1n pla1n language, 1967. 
Pomeroy, W. B. G1rlsandsex, 1969. 
Shedd, C. The stork 1s dead, 1968. 
Southard, H. Sex before 20: New answers for youth, 1967. 
Other resources: 
Advertisements from magaztnes and newspapers 
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To present some bas1c facts about heredity. 
The student shall state five inherited characteristics and verbal1ze that the male 
determ1nes the sex of the child . 
The complex1ty of the study of heredity and 1ts lack of pract1cal value or 
appl1cat1on for the retarded are the usual reasons for not present1ng this matenal 
to a class of retarded students However, many retarded students are Interested 
1n the 1nformat1on and the following Simplified lesson 1s Included 1n order to cater 
to th1s Interest :fhe matenal can be expanded 1f the teacher feels that her class 
is capable of and is interested in learntng more. 
e show "ImpOSSible CombinatiOns" (AppendiX M) and ask the students if they've 
ever seen a person fly, smelled a flower wh1ch had an odor s1mllar to a horse or 
~Pen a fish w1th feathers/ These quest1ons seem silly , but there IS a reason that 
people, ftsh and flowers are the way we know them and not the way they are 1n 
these ptctures. 
e Look 1n the mirror and think about the way you look You're s1milar to others; 
you have two eyes, two ears, etc , but you're very different, too No one's face 1s 
exactly the same as yours, no one talks or feels exactly the way you do. 
4t Have the children look up the word heredity 1n the d1ct1onary. Stress the idea 
of one generation's be1ng related to the next. 
e Ask the children to I 1st the ways in whtch they are l1ke the1r mother or father, 
1.e., eye color, ha1r color and texture, tall, fat, etc. Fill out chart at the end of 
the lesson "Whom Do I Look L1ke/" Introduce the term charactenstic and 
d1scuss the fact that they have JUSt l1sted some charactenst1cs the1r mother has 
and some that the1r father has. 
e See 1f anyone tn the class can trace a resemblance, character1st1c or trait back 
to h1s grandparents. 
e what causes you to look l1ke other members of your family, to have brown or 
blue eyes, dark or l1ght sk1n/ What makes a flower smell sweet, a ftsh to have 
scales/ 
e Ta understand why you are you, you have to start at the very beginning of 
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you; when you were an egg. You remember that about once a month one of the 
ovaries releases an egg, wh1ch 1f not fertilized comes out w 1th the menstrual flow . 
(Appendix N). Trace the path of the egg. This egg is about the size of a pin hole 
you can make on a piece of paper. For the egg to start to grow 1t needed to be 
fertilized by a sperm. 
The man ejaculates semen 1nto the woman's vagina. Th1s semen contains millions 
of sperm, one of which may travel to the woman 's fallop1an tubes and fertilize the 
egg or ovum. Using the picture of the woman's organs, show the path of the sperm 
through the vagina to the tubes. As soon as one sperm enters the egg, the egg's 
covering becomes tight and shuts out any other sperm . The head of the sperm 
joins the nucleus or center of the egg. When the egg and sperm JOin, it is called 
fertilization or conception and a baby starts to grow. 
e Fertilization will not occur every time a man and woman have Intercourse. (Using 
the previous diagram show where the sperm meets the egg 1n the fallopian tube for 
fertilization.) The sperm must be active and the egg must be only a few hours old. 
Fertilization or conception can be prevented by keep1ng the sperm from the egg. 
(See lesson on family planning). 
The human body is made up of cells. All human cells carry 46 chromosomes, 
which contain the genes that pass on to the new life traits ltke hatr and eye color 
and shape of nose. Each kind of animal, insect, bird, ft sh, and plant has its own 
kind and number of chromosomes and genes. A cat and a dog cannot be mated 
and produce young. Humans will only produce humans. The sperm and the 
chromosomes and genes it carries pass onto the child some of the characteristics of 
the father. The ovum and the traits it carries gives the child some of the character-
istics of the mother. 
The egg cell and the sperm cell are the only human cells whtch do not have 46 
chromosomes. They each have 23 chromosomes, so that when the egg and sperm 
join, their chromosomes team up 1n pairs. Two of these chromosomes are sex 
chromosomes. In a female the two sex chromosomes look alike, an X and an X. 
The male has two which look different, an X and a Y. The woman, therefore, 
always passes on an X chromosome and the man either an X or a Y. If an X sperm 
fertilizes a female X ova, a female child is conceived. If a Y sperm fertilizes the 
X ova, a ma le is conceived. Therefore, the father's sex cells determine the sex of 
the child. Whether an X or a Y chromosome fertilizes the ovum is a matter of 
chance, like getting heads or tails when you toss a coin. (Divide the class into 
teams and tabulate how many times a coin comes up heads or tails) . 
XX 
• 
• 
e D1splay the following chart 
Sex 1s one of the tra1ts you inhent. 
XY Boy 
Fa~er 
XY , 
e Explain that some Inherited traitS or genes are strong (dominant) and some are 
weak {recessive). G1ve brown eyes as an example of a dominant gene. Refer to 
the chart and ask the children what color eyes each child will have. Rem1nd them 
that the mother carnes two color genes as does the father; the child rece1ves one 
from each. 
• 
KEY: Brown Gene 1.___--~·] B I u e Gene 
Mother Child 
~ ~1~------~~~ t~~~ ----~ 
I 
u 
Brown 
[ ]...\-\ -
Brown 
I 
~ Cl--------L_j i f l \~..--l----~==:l----L-
Biue 
e Relate the above facts to the dtfferences between brothers or sisters. Htghltght 
the fact that the same tra1ts are not 1nhented by each c~lld. 
e DISCUSS the misconceptiOn of ''bad blood ," vvhtch !s not a SCienttfic term, and 
that the child forms 1ts own blood and does not inherit it from etther 1ts mother 
or father. 
e Discuss the fact that some conditions are Inherited. Use hemophilia as an 
example. 
, 
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Cohen, R. The color of man, 1968. 
I 
Tra1t 
He1 ght 
Body Build 
Eye Shaoo 
Eve Color 
Nose Shape 
Ear Shape 
Ha1r Texture 
Ha1r Color 
Sk1n Color 
Other 
Characten st1 cs 
(Example males 
birthmarks 
cleft in chin 
d1mples) 
Example 
Exploring prejudice· Suggestions for developing attitudes in the mentally 
retarded. Chapters on 1nhentance of physical characteristics, p. 11, 21 , 54-56. 
SECDC: Un1vers1ty of Iowa, 1969. 
Randal, J. All about heredity, 1963. 
Sch1enfeld, A. Why you are you, 1958 
Serner, M. R. Who do you think you are?, 1963. 
Appendices M and N 
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LJ.. •<.9 (.9 0 Descnpt1on I 
ta II med1um 
heavy med1um btg I I ght 
round almond sma II oval 
black hazel green brown 
long short bcoad narrow 
flat bi_Q small prom1nent 
thtck th1n cu rly stra1qht 
black grey brown b I on de 
black tan 0 I IVe yellow 
The student can write a bnef paragraph to accompany 
the checkl 1st, descnbtng the phystcal features covered 
above. 
short 
s rr.a II 
large s I anted 
blue yellow 
flat pug sma II 
k1nkv f1ne 
red 
pink wh1te 
' My name is Bill Adams. I am tall and th1n My ha1r 1s dark like my father's 
but curly I ike my mother's My eyes are green and people say they look 1ust 
ltke rny rnother's eyes. My sk1n ts dark. I look most l1ke my father 
I 
• 
8. ENVIRONMENT 
To help the students understand that their environment also has an effect on 
them. 
The student shall list five traits that are not inherited. 
e Refer back to the lesson on hered1ty and ask the students to define and list 
some hereditary traits. 
e Have two students volunteer to stand in front of the class and have the class list 
the things that make them look different, i.e., eye color, hair color, clothing. Make 
a second list of all the differences the students note that are not on the list of 
hereditary traits. 
e Ask the class what their favorite foods and colors are. Note that they have dif~ 
ferent preferences. Ask the children if they feel that they are born w1th these likes 
and dislikes, i.e., are they inherited? 
e Ask the students if they know anyone who talks with an accent or speaks another 
language. What language would you speak if you had been born 1n China? Perhaps 
your mother and father came to the United States from China and they both speak 
Chinese at home. What languages would you speak? Is language a hereditary trait? 
Guide the children to the realization that hereditary is not the only thing that makes 
them what they are. 
e Refer the students to the second list and tell them that the things listed result 
from environmental influences. Define environment as all those things outside us 
that affect us. If you have blue eyes you cannot change them. Why? (Because the 
color is inherited from your parents.) If you have a very fair skin coloring and get 
a sun tan, are you changing your inherited skin color? (No, your environment is 
causing a temporary change.) 
e Ask the students if they feel that the attitudes (ideas) of their parents and friends 
are part of the environment. Remember that environment includes everything out-
side us that influences us. How can ideas and feelings of the people in our environ-
ment influences us in both positive and negative ways? Does it seem reasonable that 
the way parents, teachers and friends feel about rei igion, schooling, government, 
appearance, specific personality traits has an influence on the way we think and 
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feel about these th1ngsl G1ve the pupils situations to d1scuss and role play. Ask them 
to be aware of : 
1. Who or what IS mak1ng an tnfluence? 
2. Who is betng tnfluenced? 
3. Is the influence a postt1ve or negat1ve one7 
Examples: 
Janet 1s 15 and tsn't allowed to go on dates. Her mother has told her 
that girls of 15 can't handle the1r emotions and shouldn't be allowed 
to date on a one to one bas1s. 
Mr. Clark and hts son understand each other. Even though Tommy 
Clark 1sn't a very good student, his father has encouraged him to stay 
1n school and try to learn all he can. Mr. Clark has explained to Tommy 
that an educatton and a skill will help him get a better job and a higher 
salary. 
John knows 1t is dangerous to take drugs. All the k1ds 1n his clique 
take some k1nd of drug. John wants to be one of the gang and he 
fee ls under a lot of pressure to do the things his fnends do. 
e Make a list of the many ways In WhiCh people and things In the environment can 
have a posit 1ve 1nfluence on the way we think and feel about things. 
Such as: 
Meeting a person who 1 ntroduces you to a new hobby or interest, i.e., 
sewing , building models, or restoring furniture. 
Reading a book, seeing a mov1e or a play that gives you a new idea or a new 
po1nt of view . 
Liv1ng in a climate that improves health, i.e., Arizona for respiratory disease, 
Pa I m Springs bath for arthrttls. 
Formtng a close friendship wtth a person you respect, i.e., teacher, Scout 
leader, min tst er, parent of friend. 
Knowing someone who gives you good advice, i.e. , teacher who gives you 
an interest in school , counselor who helps you get a job, probation officer 
who helps you stay out of trouble. 
Betng part of a rewarding family situation. 
Having a job or project to do that is enjoyable for you. 
e Remtnd the students that JUSt as others influence them, so they have an effect 
on others. Just as Johnny and Susie are part of your environment, you are a part of 
Johnny's and Susie 's envtronment. What you do wi II affect them. Have the students 
discuss or list some ways in whtch they feel they have influenced others. 
Examp les: How do or dtd you change your parents' life7, i.e. , made them parents, 
enlarged the family , created need for more room in the house. How do you effect 
the ltves of your brothers and ststers7, 1 e., teach them thinas vou know fiaht and , 
• 
• 
.. 
play together, share th1ngs. Have you influenced the things your friends do or 
th1nk I Is your 1nfluence over them good or bad? 
eTalk about how an env1ronment can be changed. It 1s easy to change our phys1cal 
env1ronment, i.e., by sh1ft1ng all the desks in the classroom, or turning on the furnace; 
but how can we change our environment of thoughts and feel1ngs? Perhaps your 
family feels that school IS not very Important, does th1s mean that you have to feel 
that way? Just because your brother left school at 16 and th1nks it is smart not to 
work, do you have to follow h1s example? 
eAt this po1nt the teacher should try to encourage class d1scuss1on on problems 
1n the1r env1ronment (both home and school), 1.e., pollution, race riots, overpopula-
tion, or d1vorce. 
e Ask the children to I 1st people they can go to for advtce and help in coping wtth 
problems related to the1r home env1ronment, 1.e., school counselor, teacher, family 
doctor or min1ster 
Explor1ng Prejudice · Suggestions for developing attitudes 1n the mentally 
retarded, SECDC 
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9 PLANNING FOR MARRIAGE AND FAMILY LIFE 
- o n~lf· students use personal dat1ng experiences to d1scover some important 
asn8cts of mate selection. 
Each D'JOII c:;hall make at least one appropriate contribution to each d1scuss1on 
~:c.~cerntng dat1ng and mate selection. 
As students become older, their dating becomes less casual and more senous 1n 
nature Many aspects of dating simulate cond1t1ons found in marnage, such as 
fidelity to one person, relinquishing personal freedom for a deep, mean1ngful 
re lr1 t 10 nsh ip, ernotio na I attachment ThIS senous dating wi II often resu It 1 n "go 1 ng 
>tead v " or in engagement It enables one 1nd1v1dual to see another in a variety of 
situations, prov1des a chance for d1scuss1on of plans or feel1ngs, and allows 
oooortun1t1es for control of emot1ons and sexual urges. 
:: .. t ,rJPnts O'l th P. 8dvanced level should be made aware of the many ways that 
' • ,., , ......... ,. · , ....... "' ...... "" .... t... ~ " r " ,..J ~r ~ r"'"""' ~-t..-uc~tvf' basts for later mate selection. 
~ c esr,Pr: 1i ' 1nrortant for the educable mentally retarded student. Many 
F ~ P. s~uder'lts marry while 1n h1gh school or shortly after graduation. There is 
no r: hal'"'ce for h1gher education anc few opportun1t1es for advanced skill train1ng. 
Thus, f,nd1ng a job anc gett ing marned become the "th1ng to do" for the retardate 
·vho :2n f•Jnctlon Independently. Educable mentally retarded students are more 
:Jr0ne to choose marnage partners on a superf1c1al bas1s, i.e., Infatuation, physica l 
=1 pnoarance, peer acceptance or material possess1ons such as a large car. It is 
important that these students learn to exam1ne their mot1ves and va lues in dating 
wtth a v1ew toward marnage. 
• Have the pupils relate some personal dating expenences they have had in terms 
of seiPct1ng someone to marry Have the pupils make a I 1st of what made them 
vvant to date th1s oerson initially and what factors caused the relationship to end. 
Mot1vat1ng Factors 
good looks 
big spender 
fnendly personality 
sexual prom1scu1ty 
good figure / n 1ce build 
Terminating Factors 
no persona I ity 
jealousy 
cheapness 
bad temper 
sexual problems 
liked someone else better 
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ISSUES TO 
DISCUSS 
Encourage the pupils to discuss and compile a personal list of what factors would 
be Important to them in a mate. Emphasize the point that we all look for different 
th1ngs 1n people to meet our own needs. 
eHave a series of situations to use with the pupils for dramatization. These Situations 
m1ght be based on the personal experiences of the pupils. After the dramatizations, 
have the pupils break up into groups to discuss the way the actors handled the 
situations and to offer alternate suggestions. 
Examples: 
A girl breaking her engr1gement because she doesn't t hink she' ll be happy with her 
fiance. 
A boy convincing h is st eady to go all the way. 
A boy finding himself without money after eating out at a restaurant. 
A couple, boy 17, girl 15, convincing both sets of parents to allow them to get 
mar-ried. 
e Have the pupi Is watch some of the seria Is and movies on daytime television that 
deal with dating, engagement, or premarital situations, and discuss what they have 
seen in terms of: 
Relevance to their own lives. 
Realism of the situation. 
Methods of handling dating probl ems. 
Some T.V. shows that can be used for this purpose are : That Girl, All My Children, 
Dat1ng Game, Room 222. 
e Discuss with pupils some of the issues that may arise in dating that should also be 
d1scussed in relation to selecting a marriage partner. Dating provides a good oppor-
tunity for pupils to discuss their philosophies of various aspects of life, such as 
having children, male/ female roles, budgeting, religion, contraception. The teacher 
should point out that extreme disagreement about these vital issues might cause 
senous problems in a marriage. 
Emot1ons and Their Control. The aim is not to squelch emotions, i.e., anger, 
love, pass1on, jealousy, but rather to express them in constructive and not in 
destructive ways 
Sexual Experimentation. The emphasis in a serious dating relationship 
or engagement should be placed on mutua I respect and acceptance. In 
regard to sexual activities, the couple must operate within the framework 
of what is comfortable and acceptable to them and what is acceptable to 
society. For example, "making out" in public places is usually unaccept-
able. The couple should be able to make a commitment to each other 
concerning the degree of their sexual involvement and then be willtng to 
accept any emot1onal or physical consequences that might result from 
thetr relat1onsh ip. 
Male and Female Roles. The male and female roles assumed dunng a 
dat1ng relationship often are continued 1n marriage. Some aspects of this 
that the pupils might discuss are: Male/ female domination or submission, 
decision making, i.e., who chooses where to go, who handles the money. 
• 
• 
.. 
-List on the chalkboard and d1scuss maxims that have relevance for dating and 
,...... ~~ ~e I ect 10 n. 
Exorrlples: 
Love conquers aiL 
Absence makes the heart grow fonder 
There 1s one perfect mate for each person. 
You can learn to love someone . 
He she WI II change when we marry. 
The way to a man's heart 1s through h1s stomach 
A woman's place is 1n the home 
e Bnng tn letters from "Dear Abby" that deal with situations in a dating 
relationship. Have the pupils play "Dear Abby" and tell how they would have 
handled the Situation. 
81bllography contains complete listing of references. 
Boyer, 0. For youth to know, 1966. 
Duvall, E. M . When you marry, 1962 . 
Engl1sh, 0. S. A guide to successful fatherhood, 1954. 
Irwin, L. W. Choosing your goals, 1967. 
Landis, J . T. Personal adjustment, marriage and family living, 1950. 
Youth and marriage: A student manual, 1957 . 
• 
Lerrigo, M. 0. Learning about love, 1956. 
Magoun, F. A. Love and marriage, 1956. 
Popenoe, P. Marriage before and after, 1943. 
Who shall not marry? Pamphlet . 
• 
Sakol, J. What about teen-age marriage?, 1961. 
Schulz, E & Williams, S. Family life and sex education: Curriculum and 
instruction, 1969 . 
Other Resources: 
Television 
Letters from "Dear Abby" . 
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10. MOTIVATION FOR MARRIAGE 
To encourage students to look real1st1cally at the1r mot1ves for and expectat1ons 
of marnage. 
Each student shall contnbute to a discussion of some common reasons for 
marrying, acttvely part1c1pate tn an evaluation of these reasons, and then help 
compile a list of what they cons1der to be the valid reasons for marnage. 
Many younq adults enter marnage with unrealistiC expectations. They have 
been exposed to a Hollywood and telev1s1on portrayal of marned l1fe emphasizing 
:.- nsh1ps of bl1ss, happ1ness and continuous sexual exc1tement. Consequently, 
many young people become disappointed when they find themselves confronted 
with financial and household responsibilities, child care, fam1ly conflicts, the 
antithesis of the romantic picture. The teacher needs to help students see 
marnage more realistically, but she shouldn't do this by emphasizing only the 
negat1ve aspects of marned l1fe. Cl1fford Kirkpatrick's book, The family as process 
and tnstitution ( 1955) reported the results of several stud1es on factors most highly 
associated with manta! success. Esther D. Schulz and Sally R. Williams in Family 
life and sex education. Curriculum and instruction ( 1969) also I 1st some of these 
far;tors which include: 
Happtness of parent's marnage 
Adequate length of courtsh1 p. 
Adequate sex educat1on, 1 nformat1on . 
Chtldhood experiences. 
Parenta I approva I. 
Ethn1c and relig1ous stmllanty 
Many of these factors have an Important effect upon mate selection and 
mantal success. However, they deal with elements that are beyond the control 
of the persons involved. The teacher should attempt to make the students aware 
and cognizant of the factors that are within their control which can affect mate 
selection and marital adjustment, 1.e., compatible personality traits, capacity to 
gtvP etnd receive love or mutual respect. She should try to have her students 
understand their feelings and mot1ves so that they can select their mates with 
reason as well as emotion. 
e Have the pupils view various TV situation shows that deal with young 
marrieds. Television commercials provide good short topics for discussion. Ask 
them 1f they feel these programs and advertisements actually tell 1t like it is, 
c;11~h ns· 
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Do most wives go out for dinner and dancing at n1ght? 
Do housewives dust the house all dressed up with heels on? 
Do many women have afte rnoon teas where they d1scuss cleaning det ergents and 1nspect 
each others' homes7 
Do most husba nds get furious because the coffee isn't up to pari 
This m1ght be a good opportunity to po1nt out the fact that pressure is being 
exerted to bnng more honesty 1nto telev1s1on and mov1es. Ask the pupils if they 
th1nk th1s 1s a good idea and why 
e Give the pupils Situations that descnbe motivatiOns for marnage. Have them 
d1scuss these Situations and tell why they th1nk the marriage will or will not be 
successfu I. 
Mary's father d1ed when she was very young All her l1fe she env1ed girls as they 
played or walked wtth the1r fathers When Mary got older, she became very 
fn endly wtth the man who ran the local department store He was 45 and the 
father of two children who were o lder than Mary H1 s w1fe had d1ed f1ve years 
ago 1n an automobile acc1dent. Mary and th1s man began dat1ng and dec1ded 
to get marned. Why d1d this man appeal to Mary7 
Clark was handsome and on the football team He always wanted lots of money 
but he came fr om a poor family and knew h1s chances for earning lots of money 
were sl1m, as he was a fa1r student and planned to go d1rectly to work at a flll 1ng 
stat1on In h1gh school Clark met and began dattng Nancy. Nancy's father owned 
the town fabnc mill. They l1ved in a btg beautiful house and had two cars. Nancy 
planned to go on to college, but at the end of her sen1or year, she dec1ded to 
marry Clark . What reasons d1d Clark have for wanttng to marry Nancy7 
Some Situations that provide top1cs for d1scussion are: 
Marry1ng --
to escape an unhappy home. 
to el1m1nate loneliness. 
to ga1n wealth or matenal possessions. 
to dom1nate or be dominated by someone. 
because of physical attraction alone. 
because of convenience. 
because of peer or family pressure. 
for the purpose of hav1ng children. 
The teacher should try to bring out the fact that not a II of these motives are bad. 
People marry for different reasons to meet different personal needs. The aim is to 
meet these needs 1n a manner that will not be physically or emotionally harmful 
to a mate. No one can predict marital success, but there are factors that seem to 
affect the marriage relationship pos1t1vely or negatively. 
e Have the students compile a I 1st of pos1t1ve reasons for marry1ng. 
You l1ke someone's personal1ty 
You enJOY do1ng th1ngs and bemg together. 
You enJOY be1ng together. 
A comb1nat1on of phys1cal attraction, love, concern. 
Kirkpatrick, Clifford, The famtly as process and institutton, 1955. 
See lesson on Plann ing for Marnage and Family L1fe for add1t1onal reference materials. 
• 
• 
• 
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ll.FAMILY PLANNING 
'--
( / 
/ l \ 
__ . __ __. 
To famtltanze stuoer'ts w it'l the reasons for famllv planntng and the cho1ces 
avallab1e for prevent nq colcer>tton 
1. Students sh~'l shc 'v by citsc~ssto'"' thelt thev n~a lize that the number of 
ch .'dren tn a fam i'y can be !tm•ted. 
2. Students shall know where they can get famtly planntng informatton tf 
they want tt. 
-
A dec1s1on or.corrm ~ment conce,.nir.g family olann1ng must be made 1n a 
marrtage. A husband and \Ntfe need to constder many factors Including moral and 
reltgious ones tn plann1ng when to have chtldren and how many children to have. 
The word plann1ng 1~ used 1ntent1onally. as it ts now poc;s;ble to prevent pregnancy 
w1th alrDost complete effecttveness ana safety, tf the couple's reltgtous and moral 
beltefs oerm1t tt. 
In dtscuss1ng famtly planntng, the word balance should be emphastzed; this 
refers to balance on a g'obal, as vvell as on a personal level. The world is feeling 
the stra1n of overpoputatton. T~e poss1btlity extsts th~t we \Nil I someday deplete 
the world's natura I rcscu rces : nd pc II ute the ctmosphere to t~e extent that we 
could no longer feed, clothe, or house the people of the world adequately. Without 
these essenttals, d1sea~c. poverty and dtsconte'lt becomP the legacy we pass on to 
children and to grandchildren. It 1s necessary to show concern for the quality of 
ltfe. 
On a '"nore per-sc 'I.J evel, i f trere are nn relig1ous rec;tnct1orrs, people should 
have the freedom to choose the numbPr of children they vvant Here again, the 
word balance comes tnto constderatton. A famtlv nPPds to balance its physical 
abtlttV to have chtldren agatrr:>t t~s ablltty to provtde for thP.m f1nancially, physically 
and emotionally. 1 hts tS a dPctston th(lt a husbar'd and vnfe must make together, 
and dtscussing th1s rr.Jtter car lead to greflter under~tand:1g and communication 
between the couple. 
Ftnally, it is necessary to cons1der the rights of the 1ndtv1dual child. All 
children have the .• gh-t +o he ''::}nted , to be loved and to be cared for. These 
factors are essent1a1 to the mental, phyc;ical and emottonal development and 
adjustment of any human be1ng. 
Th .... ~, \Nhen Ben •p 1f rr. ~ ! !:' ~ jPc~sirJn on family pla <i~··png or btrth control, 1t 
hA~ an effect upun ::0c . ~t ·~, o- th G tr·dcvidua' couple :T'o 1<"~g t'le dec1sion, and on 
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the child that might be conce1ved as a result of th1s dec1s1on. 
It must be emphas1 zed that any family planning method 1s only as effective as the 
Information in the necessary situat1ons. 
e Bnng a cake or pie into the classroom. Ask the student to diVIde the cake or pie 
for a family of four. Next, ask a student to divtde the pte or cake for a family of 
etght. Have the pupils d1scuss the s1ze of the piece that each person receives in each 
s1tuat1on. 
Use this example and expand upon it to discover certa1n facts about large families. 
The larger the family the less available for each 1ndtv1dual (money for clothes, 
education}. 
The larger the family the greater the total cost of liv1ng (food, cloth1ng, hous1ng). 
The larger the -tamily the more money needed to maintain a comfortable standard 
of l1v1ng. 
The larger the family the greater the need for parents to share attention, affectton. 
Encourage the students to reach some of their own conclusions about family 
pI a n n 1 n g a n d the eq u a I it y of I if e. 
e Have the pupils read books and view movies concerning overpopulation and its 
effects. Compile a list of the disadvantages of overpopulation. 
I nabtl1ty to produce enough food to feed the people 
I nabtl1ty to house or clothe people adequately. 
Dtseases that thnve 1n overpopulated environments malnutnt1on 
I nabtl1ty to preserve adequate san1tary cond 1t1ons, adequate sewage with 
result1ng pollution. 
If individuals see a need for planning and limiting the number of children in a 
family, they should have the technical information that is necessary to do so. The 
teacher or persons the teacher recommends are sometimes the only sources of 
accurate information with which the EM R will come in contact. 
Whether or not to prov1de students with the family planning knowledge that can 
prevent tragedy and help the students to a more fulfilling future 1s a choice the 
teacher has to make. She will not want to jeo..pardize her whole program by 
presenting material in this sensitive area which might be m1sunderstood by parents. 
Therefore, it is a good idea to get the principal's and the parent's support for this 
topic in the program. 
If the teacher feels that her students will benefit from a program on family 
planning and a display of family planning devices, she might notify parents that the 
topic will be discussed and invite them to attend the class. (The parents, too, might 
be Interested 1n the information.) The student whose parents do not wish him to 
• 
• 
• 
attend such a program can be prov1ded an alternate activtty, study hall, or sitting 
in another teacher's class . 
• 
e Invite and prepare a doctor, a nurse, someone from Planned Parenthood or The 
Family Planning ProJect of the University Hospitals, Iowa City to discuss and show 
vanous means of control I ing concept1on to the class. Alternattvely these people 
can prepare the teacher w1th tnformat1on she can relay to her class. The chart {at 
the end of this lesson) on methods of family planntng can be used as a gutde to 
discussion. Pupils should be encouraged to ask quest1ons about the use and effec-
tiveness of the parttcu lar methods . 
e Set up a temporary room d1splay of b1rth control dev1ces that can be bought in 
a drug store. Educable mentally retarded young adults run the risk of using nothing 
because they are too embarrassed to ask for 1tems, don't know where they are 
located, can't read labels, or are unfamll1ar wtth packag1ng. A pharmacist can be 
Invited to brtng common b1rth control 1tems and answer questions the students 
m1ght ask about: 
What 1s ava lia bl e with/wit hout a prescription? 
What 1s the effect iveness of various techniques? 
What 1s the relat ive cost of different methods? 
What are the more common brand na mes and packaging of different b1rth control measures? 
e Ignorance about, or fear of I contraceptive measures are probably the greatest 
single cause of unwanted pregnancy. Discuss w1th the class some common mis-
conceptions about us1ng contraceptives. 
Contraceptives mak e you st enle 
Contraceptives can get stuck and cause permanent Internal inJury . 
81rth control makes peopl e sexual ly prom1scuo us. 
Contracepti ves cause cancer 
Contraceptives shou ld be used on ly in cases where t here 1s a chance of V.D. 
Pregnancy can be avoided by tak1ng a b1rth control pill before a date. 
Contracepti ves decrease sexual pleasure. 
e Students might enJOY studyinq some of the histone or primitive methods of 
birth control. Scientists are now becoming aware of the fact that some of these 
potions actually did inhtbtt fertility. For instance: 
Egyptian hieroglyph ics t ell1ng of powders and pot1ons to prevent concept ion. 
Hindu physicians who determ1ned "safe days" 1n a monthly cycle 2000 years ago. 
Edible plant extract s made by Amencan I nd 1ans that 1 nh 1b1t ferttl1ty . 
Teas and pot1ons thought to prevent pregnancy. 
eThe discussion could be expanded to discuss some primit1ve and unreliable 
methods of family plann1ng that are still be1ng used. Many of these can be ideas 
or methods contrtbuted by the students. Some examples might be: Coca-cola 
douche immediately follow1ng Intercourse, Saran Wrap as a condom substitute, or 
extremely hot bath for the man before intercourse to ktll sperm in testes. 
Special mention should be made in this lesson concerning dissemination of 
information on birth control to those unmarried students who are having sexual 
intercourse. In order to prevent unwanted pregnancy and illegitimate children, 
it is necessary for students to be aware of birth control methods. The teacher 
should not assume responsibility for telling the students what to use or how to 
use it. She can and should be able to tell the students where information about 
birth control can be obta1ned . 
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Providing students wtth facts and Information concern1ng birth control does 
not lead to sexual prom1scu1ty and 1mmoral1ty. It IS a person 's attitudes and values, 
toward himself and others, that determ1nes whether or not he engages 1n sexual inter-
course or exploits the use of sex. If sexual intercourse becomes an integral part of 
a relattonship, the couple will cont1nue to have relat1ons whether or not contraceptive 
devtces can or cannot be obtatned. If a pregnancy does occur outside of marriage, 
the couple may be faced w1th the cho1ces of abort1on (often Illegal), d1sgrace, 
reluctant or disastrous marriage w1th accompanying phystcal or emot1onal damage 
to the parties involved. 
The unmarried student who 1ndulges 1n premantal intercourse needs protection as 
well as careful thought about the value Judgments he 1s mak1ng. Information on 
conception, family planning, and prenatal care should be gtven the students when 
they're close to marriage or when other circumstances make th1s Information neces-
sary for protection of self and others. 
Hayman, H. S. Should we teach about birth control in high school sex education. 
Education Digest, 1969. 
Resources for Lesson 9 
Other resources: 
Pie or cake 
8 irth control devices 
Doctor or nurse, Planned Parenthood representative, reltgious counselors 
Family Planning Project of the University Hospitals, Iowa City 356-2539 
Branches: 
Waterloo - 235 3944 
Davenport - 323 0718 
Cedar Rapids - 364 01 01, Ext. 397. 
I 
• 
Methods 
(Artificial) 
Pill 
Intra Uten ne 
Device 
D1aphragm 
Condom 
Des en pt1on 
Comb1nat1on of hormones 
similar to those naturally 
produced 1n the female. Taken 
for 20 or 21 consecutive days 
each month beg1nn1ng f1ve days 
after the menstrual cycle. 
A sma II dev1ce made of plastic 
or stainless steel (loop, sp1ral, 
nng, bow) 1nserted by a 
phys1can 1nto the uterus and 
left there 1 ndef1 n1tely. 
Flexible, cup-shaped mechanical 
dev1ce that IS 1 nserted into the 
vag1na before co1tus The 
d1aphragm 1s used along w1th 
vag1nal cream or jelly. It ts 
f1tted by a phys1c1an. 
Thin sheath of latex rubber or 
Ia mbsk 1 n ( 1 ntentt na I membrane) 
designed to f1t over an erect 
pents dunng coitus. 
Method of Preventing Pregnancy 
Prevents the ovary from releas1ng 
an egg. 
No one knows exactly how it 
works, other than by bet ng a 
fore1gn body 1n the uterus that 
discourages pregnancy. It does 
1 not prevent the ovary from 
I 
I 
l 
I 
releas1ng eggs 
It 1s placed 1n the vag1na to 
cover the entrance to the uterus 
and prevent the entry of sperm 
The condom catches sperm and 
prevents the1r entry 1 nto the 
vag1 na. Prevents contactt ng 
venereal diseases 
Real1bll1ty 
H1ghest degree of effectiveness 
Consistent and correct use 1s 
almost certa1n to prevent 
pregnancy. An error 1n the 
beg1nn1ng or om1ss1on may result 
1 1n pregnancy 
· In most instances, 1t will prevent 
pregnancy It may be unknowing-
ly expelled and, therefore, a 
frequent check should be made 
to make sure it ts not displaced. 
It 1s not recommended for women 
who have not had children and 
1t seems to be most effect 1 ve 
between the 2nd and 4th. 
pregnancies 
There is usually a high degree of 
success. Each year about 3°'o 
of the women using the d 1aphragm 
become pregnant The dtaphragm 
should be rechecked for stze 
after each pregnancy to 1nsure 
reltabll1ty and proper ftt. 
' 
------.. ---
S1de Effects 
u~ually few, but research has 
~ndicated that some posstble 
stde effects m1ght be nausea, 
we1ght gatn, bloat1ng, poor 
ct rcu lat1on Poss1 ble It nk to 
Circulatory d1sease, blood 
clotting, cancer 
Most women have little diffi-
culty, but cramp1ng, bleed1ng 
between penods may occur 
If discomfort 1s extreme, the 
device can be removed by a 
physician. 
Usually none. Can be of some 
dtscomfort if not inserted 
properly . 
Usually offers good protection 1 No physical effects. 
Must rema1n tntact and 1n place 
dunng sexual intercourse. 
Pregnancy can result from teanng 
or sltpp1ng dunng Intercourse, 
also, by 1mperfect1on 1n the 
' manufactunng process. The w1fe 
should use contraceptive jelly, 
cream, or foam for extra protec-
tion when condoms are used. 
Methods 
(Art1f1c1al) 
Chem1cal Methods 
.. 
Natural Method - Rhythm 
Coitus Interruptus 
Permanent Methods 
Surg1cal Stenl1zat1on of Woman 
Male 
~ 
lO 
~ 
• 
• 
Descnpt1on 
Chemical methods of preventing 
pregnancy such as vag1nal foams, 
jellys, creams, suppositories, 
tablets. 
Method of Preventing Pregnancy 
Chemical barriers to sperm cells 
that coat the surface of the 
vag1na and entrance to the uterus. 
Avo1d1ng sexual Intercourse dunng Women release an egg about once 
1 the wife's fertile penod wh1ch 1s 1 a month - usually from 10-14 days 
JUSt before or after the egg has pnor to menstruation. Th1s vanes 
I been produced 1n her body. Th1s , greatly from month to month and 
is the only method of fam1ly ! 1t 1s absolutely essential to calcul-
plannlng presently approved for 1 ate the safe penod. Pregnancy 1s 
Roman Cathol1cs by the1r Church most l1kely to occur 2% days 
, Man withdraws pen1s from vagina 
before eJacu lat1on. 
before ovulatton for % day after 
j 1t and 1s often accompanted by a 
change 1n body temperature. 
No semen is discharged into the 
vag1na. 
I 
Real1bllity 
Not as rei iable as methods previous-
ly mentioned. The foam 1s the 
most reliable. Must follow 
directions explicitly Should be 
used before each sexual act. 
Provides adequate protection for 
about one hour. 
About 15% of women menstruate 
irregularly and cannot use th1s 
method with rel1abi I ity. Not 
recommended for the months 1m· 
mediately follow1ng pregnancy. 
It is important that a phys1c1an be 
consulted in determ1n1ng the 
fertile period and accurate records 
are a necessity. 
1 
Very poor reliability. Often a 
l1ttle semen 1s released before 
actual ejaculation or ejaculation 
· may occur. The method requ1res 
I 
1 almost superhuman self-control 
and experience to prevent 
1 pregnancy. It IS extremely risky 
and 1s not recommended as a 
means of birth control. If semen 
1s ejaculated in close proximity 
to the vaginal entrance, conception 
can occur. 
• I 
1 I 
' 
r-Hysterectomy - removal of ; I 
uterus. 1 i 
Clos1ng off of faflop1an tubes. I Tubes that carry the egg cell from I Prevents conception. Does not 
I the ovary to the uterus are t1ed. l Interfere wtth sexual functtontng. 
Vasectomy -severing of sperm 
duct. 
Sperm duct is tied and severed. I There is no assurance that 
surgical sterilization can be 
reversed. 
Stde Effects 
None 
None. Many couples are unwilling 
or unable to refratn from havtng 
1 Intercourse dunng the fertile pertod. 
It dentes both husband and wife a 
complete and fulflll tng sexual 
expenence. 
Emotional reactions, 
Methods 
(Art1f1cial) 
Abort1on: 
Spontaneous 
Induced Surgically 
Induced non-surgically 
Descnpt1on 
Interruption of a pregnancy be-
fore the fetus can survive out-
side the mother's body. 
Bleeding, pains and cramping, 
expulsion of fetus or embryo 
and tissues of conception. 
Dilation and curettage. 
Hysterectomy. Injections into 
fetus (Swedtsh method). 
Vacuum method. 
Introduction of foreign body 
into uterus (knttting needle, 
hanger). 
ethod of Preventing Pregnancy 
10% of all pregnancies end tn 
abortion. 
Causes of spontaneous abortion. 
poor health, severe malnutrition, 
nephritis, tuberculosis, d1abetes, 
complications of pregnancy. 
• 
Real1bll1ty 
Done between 14-22nd. week. 
100% 
100% 
Unknown 
.. 
S1de Effects 
Little side effect if done under 
carefully controlled stenle, 
surgical condtttons. 
Enormous threat of morta l1ty. 
Causes great physical discomfort, 
bleed1ng, high fever, prolonged 
illness and possibility of perman-
stertlity 1f not done properly 
under surgical and sanitary 
condttions. 
~ 
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12.COMMUNICATION IN MARRIAGE 
\ 
To show the Importance of effective commun1cat1on between husband and wife 
as well as to introduce students to the various means available for communication. 
The puptls shall freely enter into a discuss1on concerning husband/wife 
communications by mak1ng 1nd1v1dual contnbutions 1n class. 
Note: In such d1scuss1ons there 1s the probability that amus1ng, humorous, 
or embarrassing 1 nc1dents and Situations w1 II be Introduced either as the 
result of a pup1l's witness1ng an event at home or as a product of his 
Imagination. Humor should not be at the expense of a person's embarrass-
ment. The teacher will need to exercise control dunng these discussions 
in order to keep them from betng personally damag1ng. 
A married couple should be able to commun1cate thoughts and express ideas 
and feel1ngs to one another Thts ab1l1ty or 1nab1l1ty to commun1cate affects all 
aspects of the marnage relat1onsh1p, 1.e., coping w1th day to day living, sexual 
attitude and response and approaching conflict in a constructive manner. When 
the communication system between a husband and wife detenorates, all aspects 
of the marriage suffer a breakdown. Commun1catton tncorporates any and all 
ways that people show feel1ngs, anxiettes, fears and values to one another. 
e Give pupils an opportunity to show how it IS possible for people to communi-
cate without words. H1stoncally, this was done through pictures, such as 
heiroglyphics or smoke s1gnals Discuss ways 1n whtch people today communicate 
when it is impossible to use words. For instance: 
Ways tn which sh1ps contact other sh1ps (Morse Code or semaphore Signals). 
Language of the deaf (s1gn language) . 
Traff1c l1ghts 
eHave the students use parts of thetr bodies tn various actions to communicate 
feelings or ideas. 
Show how a mother expresses love for her child wrthout us1ng words. 
In how many ways can you express anger without us1ng words, 1.e. , clenching frsts 
and teeth , h1ttrng, b1t1ng, k1ck1ng 
Show how you would feel about gett1ng a car for your birthday, 1.e., smil1ng, 
Jumprng up and down , clapp1ng hands, hoot1ng. 
e Play a game of charades where pupilS convey thoughts Without words, I.e., 
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current pop song titles, mov1e titles, popular books or magaz1nes, names of movie 
or record stars, names of popular rock groups. 
e Discuss communication in marriage by relating ways couples have of communicat-
ing with one another through gestures, conversation, sex. 
What feelings are being conveyed· 
A husband walks over to h1s w1fe as she is f1n1sh1ng up the d1shes, pats her l1ghtly 
on the arm and k 1sses her forehead 
A husband comes home from work It 1s over 90° outs1de and he has been commuting 
for over an hour 1n traff1c. He walks 1n, slams the door, flops on the couch. 
A w1fe turns on some mus1c after d 1 nner, dresses 1 n an attractive robe, and s1ts down 
close to her husband on a cha1r meant for one. 
A man comes home and excitedl y tells h1s w1fe about a promotion he's been offered at 
h1s job. She goes about her work, mak1ng d1nner, and asks her husband to take out 
the garbage. 
Mr Adams loves lasagna. It 1s d1ff1cult to make and requ1res a lot of time and preparation . 
Mrs. Adams ded des to make lasagna for d1nner. 
Mr. Green decides to do the dtshes for h1s wife so she can s1t down, relax and read the 
paper. 
e In a marriage, the quality of communication is more important than the quantity. 
Good communication does not imply that the couple talk to each other all the time 
or share every thought or idea with each other. Feelings are conveyed by the manner 
in which something is said and by the choice of words used. Illustrate this by giving 
the students examples of constructive vs. destructive communication. such as: Wife 
would like to do something special with her husband over the weekend. 
This: W1fe says, "It would be fun to do someth1ng together Saturday I know we don't 
have much money nght now, but l:m sure we could th1nk of someth1ng that 
would be enjoyable to both of us." 
Not This: "You never want to do anyth1ng or go anywhere. All you l1ke to do ts sit around 
this house and watch T.V. and drink beer. You're lazy and cheap and you don't 
love me anymore.'' 
A husband is angry at his wife for not having his dinner ready when he comes 
home from work. 
This: Husband says, "I'm starv1ng What can I do to help you get dmner ready? I guess 
you've had a pretty hectiC day. Think I'll have a snack to tide me over." 
Not This: "You have noth1ng to do all day but keep house and take care of the children. The 
least you can do is to have my d1nner ready when I get home " 
e Introduce pupils to some common practices in marriage that tend to break down 
communication between a husband and wife. Dramatize these practices to show how 
a husband and wife might unwittingly destroy communication. 
Mrs. Brown wants Mr. Brown to take out the garbage: 
Nag - Honey, take out the garbage. Fred, take out the garbage right now. 
Bel1ttle -Of all the husbands I know, you are by far the laziest good for nothing . .. 
• 
• 
.. 
Rtdtcule -Why should I expect you to take out the garbage? It's an effort for you to get 
out of bed 1n the n1orn1ng 
Sarcasm - W1th a husband like you around, the san1tat1on stnke IS on all year. 
Sexual dtstnterest or rejectton - You don't do anythtng I ask of you all day, why should 
I try to please you? 
e If the pupilS enJOY the humor of dramatiZing these Situations, have them come 
up with some ideas on how to handle the Situation Without caus1ng hard feel1ngs 
between a husband and wife. For 1nstance: 
Dear, on your way out, I'd really appreciate 1t 1f you would take out the garbage. 
Let's take the garbage out together and then go for a short walk 
I'll trade you a favor. If you take the garbage out, I 'll f1 x that loose button on your coat. 
Resources 1n Lesson 9 
Morse Code 
Semaphore signals 
• 
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13. MEETING CONFLICTS IN MARRIAGE 
To present constructive ways of handling confl1ct 1n marriage. 
Pupils shall demonstrate an ability to constructively cope w1th problems that 
might anse in a marnage by d1scuss1ng and dramat1z1ng methods of handling 
conflict. 
It is not usually difficult for people to communicate when things are going well 
and they are happy. The d1ff1culty comes when the family must meet and cope 
w1th conflict. Conflict can be caused by an outside problem which a husband and 
w1fe must solve jo1ntly or there may be conflict because of problems within the 
marriage itself. When two people l1ve together, at some t1me, they are bound to 
have differences of opin1on, arguments and negat1ve feel1ngs toward each other. 
The couple who learns to recogntze and cope w1th problem situations is better 
equipped to handle confltct 1n marriage than the couple who deny the existence 
of a problem or handle the1r problems 1n a destructive manner. The aim in mar-
nage is not to avo1d confl1ct or arguments, but to approach them in a constructive 
manner that will actually strengthen the bond between husband and wife. 
Preparation for handling conflicts occurs throughout life. Learning to live 
constructively with ind1v1dual differences does not necessanly occur in the early 
years of marriage. It develops as a couple comes to understand and accept each 
other's habits, values and feel1ngs. The importance of the sex relationship as a 
means of marital communication should be mentioned. Sexual compatibility 
between a husband and wife IS determined by emot1onal, as well as physical response 
and need. If a couple cannot communicate, this will have an adverse effect on the 
sexual relationship. If a couple finds it impossible to share feelings and aspirations 
with one another, the sex act is robbed of part of its meaning. One or the other 
partner may interpret intercourse as a duty, as dominatton of one over the other 
or as being used or abused. 
e Discuss with pupils some of the common misconcepttons they might have 
concerning conflict or quarreling, such as: 
When people get married, they l1ve happily ever after. 
If people are really made for each other, they will never f1ght or argue. 
Fighting means that people are falling out of love or that the marnage 1s falling. 
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The pupils can cite examples from their personal experiences to show that fighting 
or quarreling does not imply loss of love or lack of concern . Some examples of 
th is might be: 
Arguing with parents over a curfew. 
Fighting with siblings about borrowing clothes. 
Conflicts between good friends over an _Qpinion concerning a third person. 
Differences in opinion in a dating situation, i.e., whether or not to join anot her couple. 
Ask the pupils how they went about resolving the conflict and how t hey felt about 
the other person(s) involved afterward. 
Did you see the other person's point of view? 
Was one person all right and the other all wrong? 
How long did you, or the other person, hold a grudge? 
How d1d you go about making up? 
Did you think less of the other person after the argument was over? 
e Have the pupils dramatize some common reactions to conflict that are not con-
structive, those that do not help the people concerned face up to and cope with the 
problem. In each instance, encourage the students to come up w ith 1deas to i llustrate 
an appropriate alternative(s) for handling t he conflict. 
Moping - Mr. Adams planned to spend a weekend camping out and fish ing w ith some of 
hts male friends. The only weekend available was one when Mrs. Adams wanted to go 
to a church sponsored dinner-dance. Mrs. Adams moped around the house for weeks 
pn or to the weekend specified. 
Silen t Treatment- Mrs. Jones and Mr. Jones invited the boss to dinner. Mrs. Jones was 
very nervous and concerned that everything be JUSt right. She had a few d n nks before the 
com pany came to steady her nerves and a few more when her guests arnved. She beca me 
silly, gtddy and overly talkative. Mr. Jones was very embarrassed by ht s w1fe . He d1dn't 
speak to her for a week after the dinner. 
Personal Mar tyrdom- Mrs. Jackson was unhappy. She spent all day houseclea n tng, canng 
for t he children and fixing meals. She and her husband never went out together The 
on ly time she left the house was to do food shopptng or to p1ck up the childre n at 
schoo l. He spent his weekends watching t he sports programs on T.V. Mrs. Jackson 
fe lt t hat it was her duty to be a good wife and mother She didn't like the way she was 
ltvt ng, but fe lt that the happiness of her family was more Im porta nt t ha n her own 
sat tsfactton. 
Ignoring the Problem- When Ted and Alice got married, Ted knew that he would have 
money problems. Alice was very spoiled by her parents and got everythtng she wanted 
or asked for. Ted had a good job at a printing company but he was just st art tng out and 
d tdn't make a very high salary. He was assured that he would rece1ve pen odtc raises 1f 
his work was satisfactory. Alice knew that Ted couldn't afford to buy her the things she 
wanted. Instead of nagging him or learning to live within his budget, A ltce JUSt went to 
her parents with her requests. They gave her money she needed for new clothes, furntture 
and entertainment. Ted knew this was going on and he didn't like it o ne b tt . He dtdn't 
say anyt hing to Alice or her parents, however, in hopes that the problem would disappear. 
Escap1ng- Mr. Franklin arrived home after a particularly hard and hot day at work. As 
he opened the door he heard the television blasttng and his five-year-o ld da ughter was 
hav1ng a temper tantrum on the kitchen floor. His young son was craw ltng aro und the 
living room floor and had already removed all the books from the bookshelves. He could 
smell food burning in the kitchen and his wife was screaming something at him about the 
washing machine overflowing in the basement. Mr. Franklin turned and wa lked out of 
the house, slamming the door behind him. 
• 
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Physical Abuse- Mrs . Clayton caught her husband adm1nng a lovely young gtrl who was 
seated at the next table tn a restaurant. She k1cked h1m 1n the sh1n and sent him yelp1ng 
around the floor holdtng on to one leg. 
Sexual Withholding- Bob and Mary have been marned one year Bob was preoccup1ed w1th 
h1s work and completely forgot about the1r f1rst ann1versary. Mary had planned a spec1al 
d1nner w1th candles and w1ne to mark the occas1on, but Bob had to work late. When he 
arnved home, Bob found a p1llow and blanket out for htm on the couch. Mary left a note 
say1ng. Happy Ann1versary Your present 1s a new bed--the couch. Don't you dare come 
near me again I 
Child Manipulation- Mr Carter prom1sed h1s children some spec1al treats and a ra1se 1n 
allowance if they could persuade the1r mother to go camp1ng on the1r vacat1on. 
eGive pupils an outline that they can use as a guide for solving problems. Ask 
them to use this guide to solve a particular problem they might have or have them 
work in teams to use th1s approach in solving each other's problems. 
Recognize that a problem exists. 
Look for possible causes. 
Set some long-range objectives or goals. 
Learn and understand more about the problem 1n regard to you or the 
other person w1th whom you are hav1ng a disagreement to get an 
emotiona I slant or the other s1de. 
Consider alternatives of act1on. 
Do what you have decided upon. 
; Make periodic reevaluation of your progress. J 
-------
ePian a follow-up to insure avoidance of problems In the future. After going 
over the outline, have the pupils assume the role of marr1age counselors and apply 
what they have discussed to a hypothetical situat1on. 
The husband is always compla1n1ng because he feels his w1fe is a sloppy 
housekeeper. 
Recognize the Problem 
Both the husband and w1fe are aware that the house always looks a mess. Beds are 
usually unmade, dishes go unwashed. The w1fe acknowledges that she's a lousy 
housekeeper and knows th1s upsets her husband. 
Look for Possible Causes 
The wife came from a home where sloppy housekeeping was the model she had to 
follow. Wife IS over-react1ng to a very orderly, d1Sc1pl1ned childhood The wife 
doesn't mind the clutter and d1sorgan1zat1on. W1fe uses her sloppiness as a way of 
getting back at her husband for the annoy1ng th1ngs he somet1mes does. 
Set Some Long-range Goals and Objectives 
Gradually improve w1fe's housekeep1ng ability. Remove some of the causes for her 
us1ng sloppiness to annoy her husband. Try to develop better understanding and 
commun1cat1on between husband and wife. 
Learn More About the Problem 
Talk about and try to d1scover some real causes of the problem. W1fe always had to 
care for younger brothers and sisters while her parents worked. She was responsible 
for babysitting, housework, meal preparation, and resented these duties. Wife got 
married to escape her own unpleasant home situation. Husband's mother 1s a cracker-
jack housekeeper and th1s fact IS always being po1nted out to the w1fe. Husband, from 
w1fe's point of v1ew, seems 1nd1fferent to her needs She feels he th1nks of her as a maid 
and housekeeper. Talk about the problem with objeCtive persons, 1.e., couples who have 
expenenced s i m 1lar s1tuat1ons, gu 1da nee/ marriage counselors, fa mlly menta I health agenc1es. 
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Look at Other Person's Po1nt of View 
Husband· It's unpleasant to live in dirty, sloppy surroundings. Wtfe has not h1ng better to 
do w1th her time. Meals should be ready, as wife knows he's had a hard day at work 
and will come home tired and hungry. It's embarrassing to invite anyone over or have 
friends drop in. 
Wife: Housekeeping is a boring, dull job. She has nothing to motivate her to clean the 
house. There are some good T.V. programs she likes to watch just pnor to dtnner time. 
Husband always concentrated on her weaknesses rather than her abilities. Th1s dis-
courages her and she doesn't even want to try. 
Consider Alternatives of Action 
Let the house go, if 1t makes the wife unhappy to nag her about it. Share some house-
keeping responsibilities to alleviate pressure. G1ve the wtfe chances to get out so she has 
someth1ng to look forward to. Set up a schedule for help1ng the w1fe utilize her t1me. 
Do What You Have Decided Upon 
Plan a spec1f1c time schedule based upon a weekly schedule for housecleaning. Thts would 
keep housework to a maximum of two hours daily. Make def1n1te plans for the wtfe to 
have at least two evenings a week out --once during the week by herself and once dunng 
the weekend with her husband. This does not tnclude food shopptng, car pool1ng or 
taktng the clothes to the laundromat. The husband must learn to pra1se h1s w1fe for her 
accomplishments to give tier encouragement. He should consc1ously avoid companng her 
wtth h1s mother. Have the wife learn some shortcuts to make her housekeeping easter. 
Cooktng thtngs that can be prepared ahead of t1me and then heated up would be a shortcut. 
Check Plans w1th Goals 
Does th1s plan attempt to 1mprove the w1fe's housekeeping?-- yes 
Does the plan try to remove some of the pressures that cause the sloppiness? -- yes 
Does the plan Increase understanding between the husband and w1fe? --yes 
Follow-up 
Conttnue with this plan for two weeks. 
See if the act1on is alleviating the problem. 
If the problem 1s not being Improved, reevaluate your plan of act1on. 
e G1ve the pupils some guidelines to follow on productive arguing. There are 
arguments and quarrels 1n all marriages. The aim 1s not to avoid arguing, but to 
disagree 1n a manner that deals with the issues and doesn't attack the person . The 
purpose of an argument revolves around find1ng possible solut1o ns to the probl em. 
D isagreement and conflict prov1de a useful funct1on; 1t clears t he air and permits the 
couple to reach a better understanding about their problems., ________ _ 
Guidelines 
Have some idea of what it is that you don't like. 
Have some idea of what you want changed. 
Stick to an issue. Don't drag in extraneous historical gr ipes. 
Look for improvement over long periods of time, not Immediate cures. 
Get gripes out in the open as soon as they arise. Don't allow them to fester 
and get out of control. 
A ttack the problem-- not one another. This: I don't like the way you leave 
your clothes lying all over the house. Not This: Y ou 're a fat, lazy slob. 
Keep the argument a private matter. Don't involve relatives, families or 
children . ....__________________________ --- -------
e Give teams of boy/ girl students a problem Situation Have t he pupils organize 
and dramatize arguments concerning these situations. Pupils should illustrate both 
• 
• 
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constructive and destructive ways of handl ing these conf licts. Using the guidelines 
as a means of reference, have the class discuss and evaluate the quality of the argu-
ment in the presented dramatization and give suggestions for improvement . 
Resources from Lesson 9 
• 
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14. SEXUAL DEVIANTS 
To present 1nformatton about sexually dev1ant behavtor 
The student shall show by his/ her contnbutions to class discussions and by a 
more relaxed attitude that: 
1. Unwarranted fears about h1s own sexuality have been alleviated. 
2. He can accept others sexually. 
3. He can avo1d becomtng tnvolved in dev1ant sexual behav1or. 
This topic can be Introduced to the class 1n response to a student's questtons, 
to an express1on of fear of devtants or to an expression of fear of hts betng homo-
sexual A frank class d1scuss1on IS probably the best way to bnng up facts and to 
alleviate fears A d1splay of ptctures show1ng men 1n what may be considered 
effeminate clothtng and women 1n mascul1ne style cloth1ng can be used to prompt 
discusston of homosexuals. 
What is a homosexual7 Homosexuals are those men or women who prefer 
people of their own sex for sexual grat1ficatton. Lesb1an 1s the common term for 
a female homosexual. Derogatory or slang terms for homosexuals: fag, fruit, 
queer, dike, fairy. 
Can you look at a person and tell if he ts homosexual? Not usually. Many male 
homosexuals look very mascultne. Most male and female homosexuals do not look 
d 1fferent at a II. 
What makes a person a man or a woman? What makes h1m a homosexual? A 
person is male or female from the moment of conception (See Advanced Lesson 
7 and Pnmary Lesson 4.) How a person dresses or the act1v1t1es he chooses doesn't 
change h1s sex nor make him homosexual. Homosexuality probably has to do with 
how the person was treated when he was young and the way he was brought up. 
Am I a homosexual because I love or admire a person of my own sex? The 
student can be reassured that these feelings are normal, that eventually boys and 
girls become interested in close friendships and sexual relations w1th their opposite 
sex The men and women who never give up their preferences for the same sex are 
homosexuals . 
• 
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If I masturbate, does that mean I'm homosexual? No . 
If I had sexual relat1ons w1th someone of the same sex once, does that mean I'm 
homosexual/ No. 
What's wrong w1th being a homosexual? There IS noth1ng morally wrong with 
choos1ng your ovvn sex for grat1f1cat1on, but our soc1ety does not accept living a 
homosexual life as normal Our soc1ety cons1ders the relat1onsh1p of dat1ng and 
marnage for the eventual purpose of reproduct1on and a family as the natural way 
of l1fe. The person who chooses to l1ve as a homosexual IS not fully accepted by 
most people. He is shunned, scorned and often refused a JOb. In many states homo-
sexual acts are felon1es pun1shable by 1mpnsonment, although now public opinion 
seems to be that acts committed between consenting adults should not be illegal. 
W1ll someone try to make me _a homosexual/ A homosexual IS not basically a 
harmful person, but he or she somet1mes will try to 1nduce 1nd1v1duals to commit 
acts for h1s or her pleasure. One way to avo1d getting 1nto a situat1on with a homo-
sexual 1s to avoid go1ng places w1th strangers. Another is to avo1d committing sexual 
acts JUSt to please someone else. 
Pictures of men in effem1nate cloth1ng and women 1n mascul1ne style clothing 
• 
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15. VENEREAL DISEASE 
To pr-esent fact~ about venereal d1sease. 
1. Each P''PII shall pArticipate tn a classroom d1scuss1on concerned with 
venereal d 1sease by ask tng at least one approonate quest1on about the 
subJect . 
2 Each pupil shall be able to state that venereal d1sease 1s an Infection 
resulting from sPxual Intercourse w1th an 1nfected partner. 
3. Each pup1l.shall list two symptoms and two eventual effects of syphilis 
a'1d gonorrhea. 
4. Each pupil shall name one place or person to contact in h1s local community 
if he suspects he rT'ay have contracted a venereal disease. 
A l! of tre kno·\' lrdoc nP.eded to gradually wipe out syphilis and gonorrhea is 
ava 1labte· inforrnat1on about cause and spread, adequate d 1agnostic procedures, 
e>ffective treatment -- but the d1sease must be d1agnosed and treated early. 
Probahly the students will have gained thetr knowledge of the diseases from 
their eaua lly uninformed peers under such names as pax, lues, bad blood, syph, 
old Joe, clap, gleet . morntng droo, a dose or the wh1tes. 
e I ntrociuce t.,e ~op IC by a~k I ng the students to look up the term venerea I 
dtc;case tn a dicttonnry Potnt out that venereal disease IS sexually transmitted 
or cor.tretcterl D1scuss the beltefs that the d1sease IS caught from a toilet seat 
~r a door knob, etc 
e D•splay a svohilis c:hain of tnfect1on such as the following that has been 
adGpte:i from thoU. S. Publ1c Health Service: 
t&1 
~ 
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The X marked squares ~represent those infected w1th syphilis; the blank 
squares 0 those who are not. Have the children count the number of people and 
the number of those 1nfected . 
e LISt the causes and source of InfectiOn of syphilis: 
1. Syphilis as caused by a germ ca lied a spt rochete. 
2 It 1s contacted through sexual intercourse w1th an infected person. 
3 The germ enters the body through oral , anal and gen1tal areas It needs mo1sture in order 
to l1ve; 1t d1es when exposed to air. 
4 A few hours after the germ enters the body 1t will be transported by the blood to other 
tissues and organs unless stopped by med1cal treatment 
e Ask the pupils if they know anv of the symptoms of symptoms of syphilis. List 
those and anv thev mav have missed. 
1 Syphilis affects men and women 1n about the same way 
2 In the early stage, chancres or sores appear on the body. 
3 Because ant1b1ot1cs are frequently used for many other 1nfect1ons, s1gns of syphilis may not 
appear at all. 
4 The sores are full of germs and may be passed easily to another person. 
5 The sores will go away w1th or Without treatment However, unless the d1sease 1s treated, 
the germs mu lt1 ply and spread ms1de the body. 
6. A second stage of the d1sease develops 1n three to s1x vveeks S1gns of th1s stage are rash, 
sores 1n the mouth , sore throat, fever, headache, fall1ng ha1r. 
7 Secondary symptoms (s1gns of the second stage} also go away w1th and Without treatment 
8 After all outward s1gns d1sappear, the d1sease IS 1n the latent or qu1et stage . If it is not 
treated, 1t cont1nues to spread and InJure body t1ssues. 
e Discuss the harmful effects of syphilis. 
1. Untreated syphilis may not cause pain for many years even though 1t 1s damag1ng to the 
t1ssues 
2. Untreated syphi I is causes permanent injury by attack 1 ng the heart, bra 1 n, sp1 na I cord and 
other nerve t1ssues 
3. Final results of untreated syphilts are bltndness, insanity, deafness, paralysis, heart failure, 
and death. 
4 Syphilis 1nfection dunng pregnancy may cause a still b1rth or permanent 1njury to the 
newborn. 
eAsk the pupils what they would do if they thought they had contacted V.D. Talk 
about the dangers of self-treatment. Emphasize that only a tra1ned physician can 
treat the d1sease. Discuss the conf1dent1al nature of a v1s1t to the doctor. Tell the 
• 
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student that although he reports the case to the health department, if the student 
is 16 or older in Iowa, h1s record 1s as private as the doctor's file. The doctor will 
not even contact h1s parents. 
Explain that syphilts can be diagnosed through blood tests and miscroscopic 
examination. Tell the students that although syphilis can be cured at any stage 
by the use of antibtot1cs, ttssue that has been damaged cannot be replaced. Also 
point out that treatment and cure does not mean that a person will be tmmune; 
retnfectton can and will occur. 
elntroduce the term gonorrhea. LISt ItS causes and source of lnfectton. 
1 Gonorrhea 1s caused by a specific germ. It ts not the same d1sease as syphll1s 
2 Gonorrhea 1s usually contacted by Intercourse w1th an infected person. 
3. It enters the body through the genttalta . 
e Otscuss the symptoms of gonorrhea. Contrast the difference between the male 
and female symptoms 
1 Females generally do not observe any patn or outward s1gn in the early stage of the 
dtsease. The advanced stages may cause pain as the germ spreads through the uterus 
and tubes 
• 
2. Males nottce a dtscharge from the pen1s w1th1n several days aher the 1nfect1on. There 
may also be itch1ng and local irntat1on 
eList the harmful effects of gonorrhea and compare them with those of syphilis. 
Note that both dtseases may tnfect the body at the same ttme. 
1 . Untreated gonorrhea may cause stert I tty, bit ndness, arthrtt1s, heart d tsorder, death 
2. Pregnant females may pass 1nfectton on to a newborn dunng birth. Bltndness may 
result. 
e Discuss diagnOSIS, treatment and cure, comparing these to syphilis. 
1. 01agnos1s 1s easy 1n the male 1f he reports the discharge to h1s phys1c1an . Microscopic 
exam1nat1on of a smear wtll 1denttfy organ1sms 
2. In females d1agnos1s may requ1re laboratory cultures and takes a l1ttle longer (several 
days). 
3. There 1s no blood test for gonorrhea. 
4. Treatment will cure the d1sease but will not repatr injured ttssue. 
5. Early d1agnos1s and treatment 1s the only way to avo1d permanent 1njury. 
6. Re1nfect1on ts poss1ble after cure. There 1s no 1mmun1ty for gonorrhea. 
4t Look up the statistics on the increase of V .D. and discuss the reasons for this 
increase despite modern medical knowledge and drugs, i.e., the increase in 
premarital and extramarital Intercourse, the ability of gonococcus to develop 
immunity to new drugs. 
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eAsk the pupils to list ways In which they feel v .D. can be controlled. 
1 . Fo llowtng a stn ct code of sexual behavtor prevents tnfect ton . 
2 Ustng a condom during Intercourse 
3 Earl y d1agnos1s and t reatment is necessa ry to avo1d permanent InJury . 
4. It ts dangerous to rely on quacks and home remed 1es. 
5. S1nce there IS no 1mmunit y, reinfection must be avo1ded 
e Discover those resources that are available 1n the local commun1ty for the cure and 
control of V .D. 
1 L1censed phys1c1ans have the knowledge to prov1de successful t reatment and cure. 
2 There are free cl1 n1cs that d tagnose and prov1 de treatment 
3 Commun tty efforts depend ent1rely on coo perat 1on of responstbl e 1nd1v1duals 
eAsk who is responsible for both h1s own health and the health of the community. 
Discuss how important case findinqs and individual coooeration are in rontrnlling 
commun 1ty disease. 
e Discover and discuss the laws requinng premarital and PI enatal blood tests. Ex-
plore the question, "Does the community have the right to enact laws regulating 
health practices of the individuals/" 
e Discuss the relationship of V .D. to the current attitudes on sex and show that how 
the students feel about sex will greatly inflt•~nce their chances of contacting 
venereal disease. 
e Discuss and list what they can do If they feel they have contacted syphilis or 
gonorrhea. 
Bibliography contains complete listing of references. 
Bauer, W. W. The new health and safety, 1866. 
Boyer, D. A. For youth to know, 1966. 
Haag, J. H. Health education for vounq adults, 1965. 
Health and family life education. D1strict of Columbia Public Schools. 
Podair, S. Venereal disease, man against a plague, 1966. 
Blanzaco, A., M.D. in consultation w1th Wm. F. Schwartz & Julius B. Richmond, 
V.D.: Facts you should know, 1970. 
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16.ALCOHOL 
To help students learn about whv people drink alcohol and about the effects 
that alcohol has on the human m1nd and body. 
1. The student shall state verbally or in writing three reasons why alcohol can 
be lnJunous to the health. 
2. The student shall state verbally or in writing three reasons why uncontrolled 
drinktng has social disadvantages. 
There 1s a need for alcohol education. The alcoholic populat1on constitutes a 
cross-section of American soc1ety. Intelligence, professional competence, family 
background, soc1al status, economic wealth, occupational sktlls, and educat1on 
play a minor role in preventing uncontrolled drinking. Stud1es 1nd1cate that 
programs 1n alcohol educat1on and methods or teach1ng approaches vary 1n scope, 
objectives, and content . 
The purpose of including a section on alcohol in th1s document IS not to 
moral1ze, but to help students acquire the facts about alcohol and in view of the 
facts, help them decide how and when they will use alcohol. 
For the most part, the young and physically healthy person is not impressed 
when told of the dangers to the body from excess1ve dnnk1ng. He has unbounded 
confidence 1n the endurance of his own body, and although he may imag1ne that 
someone else may be Injured, 1t IS diff1cult for him to believe that he will become 
a drunkard or will ru1n h1s health by dnnk1ng. Teachtng facts about alcohol 
should emphas1ze the relat1on of alcohol to physical strength, to personal appear-
ance, to courage, to eff1c1ency and usefulness as well as to 1ts effect upon the 
Internal organs of the body. 
Facts About Alcohol 
What 1s alcohol? 
Kinds of Alcohol 
1 Ethyl alcohol (chemical formula - C2H50H) frequently referred to as grain 
alcohol. The ktnd found in dnnk. 
2. Methyl alcohol (wood alcohol). It is obtained by heat1ng wood in a closed 
container, the result1ng vapor is condensed into l1qu1d. It is highly poisonous 
and when used as a beverage, death or bl1ndness may result. 
3 Denatured alcohol (ethyl alcohol, to wh1ch has been added methyl alcohol, 
benzine and other substances). Unsuitable for beverage. 
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Uses of a I coho I in industry: 
Alcohol has very wide and valuable utilization as: 
1. Solvent in drugs, flavoring extracts, perfumes, hair ton1cs, shavtng lotions and 
vanous cosmetics. 
2. Source material from whtch plasttcs and certatn synthetics come. 
3. Source from which chloroform, ether and vinegar are produced. 
4. Used in preparation of soaps, dyes, imitation leather, explos1ves, celluloid and 
photographic film . 
5. Antifreeze 1n automobiles because of low freezing potnt. 
6. May be used for heat and light tnstead of gasol1ne because 1t is h1ghly 
inflammable and combustible. 
Classification of a I coho I: 
1. As an anesthetic. According to sc1ence, alcohol is properly classed as an 
anesthetic. It produces a progress1ve descending depression of the central 
nervous syste'TI. 
2. As a narcotic. Induces relief of pain accompanied by sleep or stupor. 
3. A s direct cause of damage to tissue and organs of the body. 
4. As a direct cause of diseases of the nervous system espec1ally the brain. 
5. As a physiological depressant, not a sttmulant. 
Common misconceptions: 
Alcohol: 
1. Is not a stimulant. 
2. Is not a tonic contributing to physical vigor. 
3. Is not an effective aid to appetite. 
4. Is not a valuable source of relief for discomfort of a cold fever and minor aches. I 
Frequent reasons offered for drink ina: 
1. Social pressure - young people fall into custom without questioning its value. 
2. Independence- it frequently enhances the feeling of importance of the 
individual (a so-called liberty) to do as he pleases. 
3. Habit- many circumstances induce the adolescent to take his first drink . 
Habit may cause him to repeat the act of drinking unti l it becomes hab it ual 
with him. 
• 
• 
• 
.. 
4. Satisfaction - various people achieve satisfaction in l1fe 1n different ways. 
Psychiatrists suggest the theory of sattsfying the tnfantlle (oral) urge. 
5. Excitement - much of the dnnk1ng in adolescent years IS motivated by the 
desire for excitement . 
• 
6. Relaxation - modern man works for long intervals w1th close application to 
the complicated tasks of life-producing tens1ons from wh1ch he must seek 
relaxation; so he reasons . 
• 
7. Escape - emot1onal tnsecunty. The indivtdual is unable to meet the unpleasant 
phases of l1fe and attempts to escape into a dream world of fantasy. 
Disposition of alcohol in the body. 
Individual react1ons and tolerance. 
1. The effect of all alcoholic beverages depends on the amount of alcohol, ounce 
for ounce, they conta1n. 
2. Individuals vary in their tolerance for alcohol accord1ng to: 
Height and we1ght. 
Speed of consumption. 
Amount of food 1n the stomach at t1me of 1mb1b1ng alcohol. 
Frequency of use. 
Emotional condit1on at the time of imbibing alcohol. 
Personality make-up: "alcohol -prone" individual. 
Nutritional status of the blood and especially the brain cell. 
Physiological effects: 
1. Effect on the cells and t1ssues: 
It does not bu lid or rep a 1 r t 1ssues. 
May Interfere w1th normal function of cells and tissues. 
2. Effect on body funct1ons. 
Circulation. Tends to affect the contraction or dilation of blood stream 
rapidly, requires no digestion and is absorbed into blood from stomach 
walls and small Intestine. 
Respiration. Continued use decreases the air capacity of the lungs; later 
may tend to paralyze breathing centers. 
Excretion Interferes with the flow of blood and the proper functioning 
of the skin tn assisting to regulate the body temperature; creates an 
excess of unc ac1d and other waste for the kidneys to eliminate. 
Nervous system. Has a narcotic effect on the brain for long periods after 
its entrance and conttnues to exert its effects. (Refer to psychological 
effects.) 
Liver and gastro-Intestinal tract. Impairs the norma l function. May cause 
ci rrhosts of the I iver. (Refer to disease.) 
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3. Effect on nutrition. 
Alcohol provides calones but not vitamins or m1nerals. 
Excessive use interferes w1th the appetite for other foods and, therefore, may 
cause malnutrition, espec1ally deficiency of Vitam1n 8 due to poor diet. 
Psychological effects: 
1. It depresses the high funct1on of the brain, 1mpa1nng JUdgment and discrimination. 
2. It blocks the inhib1tors, thus caus1ng a false sense of confidence and well-being. 
3. All nerves that control movement are affected, thus 1mpainng all movement, 
f1ne precise movements, such as typ1ng, and gross movements, such as walking. 
4. Reaction time is greatly decreased, thus interfering w1th dnving and leading to 
accidents. 
Disease - based on excess1ve consumption. 
Phys1ca I 
1. Ctrrhosis of the liver. Shnnk1ng and hardening of the l1ver, condition frequently 
found in alcoholics. 
2. Polyneuropathy. Disorder of many nerves, brings burning sensation in the soles 
of the feet, pain in the legs and arms. 
3. Pellagra. D1sease due to lack of Vitamin 8-complex. 
4 . Physical decline due to malnutrition, vitamin deficiency, anemia, fatty 
l1ver, general flabbiness and poor health. 
Mental 
1. Alcohol psychosis - delirium tremens ( DT). Condition lasts 3-4 days; ends fatally 
1n 10% of alcoholics. 
2. Alcohol acts as a poison to the cells of the brain cortex, causing deterioration. 
Alcoholic beverages and life expectancy. 
1. Heavy drinking shortens the life span. 
2. Life expectancy of abstainers and moderate drinkers 1s about the same. 
Alcoholism 
Definition. Alcoholism is a disease wh1ch refers to a departure of the mind or body 
from a state of normalcy of health or function. 
1. Pnmary alcoholism. Those who from their very first drink are unable to control 
the1r desire for it, or those who through use over a great many years have developed 
an inability to take a drink or leave it alone. 
2 . Secondary alcoholism. Includes those who use alcohol for its sedative act ton as a 
means of escape from rea l1ty. 
• 
• 
Possible theones as to cause. 
There is much dtfference of opinion as to the cause of alcoholism. Some 
causes are related to the reasons offered for dnnktng previously mentioned. 
Symptoms 
1. Excessive drinking begins. 
2. Blackouts occur and drinktng becomes a felt need. 
3. A need for morn1ng drinks takes hold. 
4. Drinking becomes acutely compuls1ve. 
5. Sol1tary dnnking IS accompan1ed by al1b1s. 
6. Unintentional excesstve dnnking is accompanied by al1b1s. 
7. Alcoholic becomes aware of social, emotional and sp1ntual losses. 
Treatment for rehabilitation 
1. Team approach, med1cal, psychiatric, spiritual and sociological efforts 
working together. 
2. Med1cal treatment: 
Avers1on. Use of drugs to make alcohol1c ill, if alcohol is taken. 
Tranqu 11Jzers. Prescribed by phys1c1an. 
3. Psychtatnc treatment. Trying to find the "reason" for excess1ve drinking. 
4. Lay therapy. Psychological re-educat1on. 
5. Agencies. Pub l1c and private. 
6. The famtly of the alcoholic play an important role in the rehabilitation of 
the alcoholiC. Note number of member organtzat1ons formed for children 
and spouses of alcoholtcs. 
Efforts to control use of alcohol. 
1. Constitutional Amendments: Prohibition (18th) and repeal (21st). 
2. Laws and ord1nances regulattng sale of alcoholic beverages. 
3. Rehabilitation programs by clinics, hospitals, courts, industrial, religious 
and other social groups, self-help (Alcoholics Anonymous). 
Critical thinking for young people. 
Young people are frequently exposed to alcohol and soc1al dnnking. Profiteers 
sell teenagers alcohol illegally and thoughtless adults may serve teenagers 
drinks or permit part1es w1th alcoholic beverages. 
Complete avotdance, the best policy. 
1. All medical authonttes agree that dnnking is harmful during the teen years. 
2. Drinking is espectally hazardous for new, Inexperienced drivers. 
3. Lowered inhibitions complicate the sex problem by permitting behavior 
that would otherwise be avoided. 
Good mental health, the best precaution. 
1. Strengthen personal resources and lessen need for false support. 
2. Decide upon your own course of action in advance and stick to it. 
3. Have the courage to follow best impulses even 1f you do have to be different. 
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SUGGESTIONS e Have students brtng commerctal products that the label 1dent1f1es as containing 
FOR THE TEACHER alcohol. 
e DISCUSS the most frequent reasons offered for drinking. 
e LISt and diSCUSS the "13 Steps to Alcoholism". 
1. You have begun to dnnk 
2 You start havt ng "black outs." 
3 You f1nd l1quor means more to you than to others. 
4 You dnnk conststently more than you mean to. 
5 You start to excuse yourself for dnnk1ng. 
6 You start taking a dnnk f1rst th1ng 1n the morn1ng. 
7 You beq1n to dnnk alone. 
8. You get "ant1socta l" when you drink. 
9. You start go1ng on "benders." 
10 You know deep remorse and deep resentment. 
11 You feel deep nameless anx1ety. 
12. You realize that dr1nk1ng has you "l1cked." 
13 You get help or go under. 
e Make a graph companng the nutritiOnal value of alcoholiC beverages and of other 
foods. 
e Discover the laws concerntng IntOXICated drivers. I nvlte a member of the police 
force to talk on the damage that alcoholism can do in the commun1ty, i.e., traffic 
acc1dents, crime rate, etc. 
e DISCUSS bnefly "Tests for I ntOXICatlon": Drunk-o-meter testing device. A person 
suspected of drunkeness is asked to blow up a balloon, and then hts breath is tested 
for alcohol concentration. 
e Blood test- more accurate, requires services of physic1an or technician. 
e Unne test - Widely used. 
In all these tests, the time that has elapsed eetween the drinking of the alcohol and 
the sampling of the body flu1ds has an important bearing on the interpretation that 
1s made of the findings, since the body starts immediately to get rid of the alcohol. 
e Po1nt out that alcohol affects people differently and ask what relationship this has 
to the 1ntoxtcat1on tests. 
e Have students report on local ordinances relating to alcohol; sale of liquor to minors, 
penalt1es for Infringement of the laws and misrepresentation of age. 
e Investigate the attitudes of Insurance companies toward users of alcoholic beverages. 
e Discuss advertisements that make drinking attractive. 
e Make a chart showing life expectancy of drinkers as compared With non-drinkers. 
Use Insurance data. 
• 
• 
.. 
e Prepare and present a report on one of the publ1c or pnvate agenc1es concerned 
w1th treatment or rehabtl1tat1on of alcohol1cs. 
e DramatiZe refusing a dnnk. Suggest ways In whtch the student can say no, I e., 
f1rm No thank you, or I have JUSt f1nished one, Not JUSt now, I 've had enough, 
Could I JUSt have a Coke, I 'm rod!ly thirsty. 
Have the students d1scuss what they would do 1n th1s case: Joe 1ns1sted on dnv1ng 
the gang home although he was drunk. Would you: Take the nsk and ride along, 
call a tax1, take Joe's keys away to make sure he d1dn't drive, let Joe dnve but not 
go a tong or let one of the other boys dnve? 
e DISCUSS the problem of servtng alcohol at the students' partieS. Ask how thetr 
parents feel about 1t and what the law states. Make a I 1st of alternatives to 
alcohol, 1.e., pop, punches, or homemade fru1t dnnks. 
Complete list1ng of references 1n bibliography 
McCarthy, R. G. Facts about alcohol, revised 1967 . 
Th1nk1ng about dr1nk1ng Children's Bureau and the Nat1onal I nst1tute of Mental 
Health, 1968 
Weeks, M. T., Jr. 13 steps to alcoholism: Wh1ch step are you on? 
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17.SMOKING 
To help the students 1nform themselves about the hazards of smoking. 
• 
The student shall state orally or in writing three reasons why smoking can be 
injurious to health. 
Young people hear contradictory statements and opinions about the use and 
effects of tobacco. D1scuss1ng the harmful effects of tobacco should help the 
students distinguish between fact and fiction and aid h1m in making a responsible 
decision regarding its use. The report of the Advisory Committee to the Surgeon 
General of the Public Health Service clearly states that cigarette smoking is a 
health hazard of sufficient Importance in the Un1ted States to warrant appropriate 
remedial action. 
The risk of developing lung cancer and respiratory diseases increases with the 
duration of smoking and number of cigarettes smoked. The risk is diminished by 
discontinuing the habit. Smoking is a socially acceptable habit in spite of its 
obvious health hazards. 
It is very important to stress that young people now have the benefit of accurate 
and scientific information that was unavailable to older people. 
1. Tobacco is composed of several ingredients that are harmful. Tars and resins 
are tissue irritants. 
2. The harmful effects of smoking are: 
Irritation of respiratory membranes. 
Dulling of the senses and lowering of mental efficiency. 
Speeding up and 1rregulanty of the heartbeat, 1ncrease in blood pressure. 
Digestive discomfort and dulling of the appetite by interference with the 
gastric secretions. 
Lung cancer - c1garette smoking is casually related to lung cancer in men. 
The data for women, though less extensive, po1nts in the same direct1on. 
The risk of developing lung cancer for pipe smokers and cigar smokers 
is greater than for non-smokers, but less than for c1garette smokers. 
Cardiovascular d1sease - male c1garette smokers have a higher death rate from 
coronary artery d1sease than non-smoking males. The association of 
smok1ng and other cardiovascular disorders 1s less well established. 
Chronic bronch1t1s - cigarette smoking is the most important of the causes of 
chronic bronchitis 1n the United States and smok1ng Increases the risk of 
dying from chron1c bronchitis. 
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Emphysema - the smoking of c1garettes 1s associated wtth an increased risk of 
dy1ng from pulmonary emphysema. 
Peptic ulcer - epidemiological stud1es 1ndicate an association between cigarette 
smok1ng and peptic ulcer which 1s greater for gastric than duodenal ulcer. 
3. The tobacco habit and nicotine. 
N1cotine IS rapidly changed 1n the body to relatively 1nact1ve substances with 
low tox1city. The chronic tox1c1ty of small doses of n1cot1ne IS low in experiments 
w1th an1mals. These two facts, when taken 1n conJunction with the low mortality 
ratio of pipe and cigar smokers, ind1cate that the chronic toxicity of nicotine in 
quantit1es absorbed from smoking other methods of tobacco use IS very low and 
probably does not represent a senous health hazard. 
4. Significant facts from smoking, and health report of the Advisory Committee to 
the Surgeon General of the Public Health Service. 
The habitual use of tobacco is related primarily to psychological and social 
drives, reinforced and perpetuated by the pharmacological act1ons of nicotine. 
Soc1al stimulation appears to play a major role in a young person's early (and 
first) experiments with smoking. This does not rule out physiological factors 
especially in relat1on to habituation, nor the existence of predisposing 
constitutional or hereditary factors. 
No scientific evidence supports the popular hypothesis that smoking among 
adolescents is an express1on of rebellion against authonty. 
Individual stresses appear to be associated more with fluctuations in the amount 
of smoking than with the prevalence of smoking . 
A smoker's personality has not emerged from the results so far published. 
While smokers differ from non-smokers in a vanety of characteristics, none of 
the studies has shown a s1ngle vanable which is found solely 1n one group and 
is completely absent in another. The tobacco habit should be characterized 
as an habitation rather than an addiction in conformity with World Health 
Organization definitions. 
5. People smoke for several reasons. 
Smoking is an old social custom. 
Nicotine has a sedative effect. 
Many people need a "prop" or an adult pacifier. 
Teenagers often follow the adu It pattern. 
They want to be part of the group. 
Smoking is a sign of grow1ng up in some people's eyes1ght. 
It often relieves tensions by providing something to do. 
SUGGESTIONS e DiSCUSS why teenagers smoke, I.e., to follow the crowd, to prove they are growing 
FOR THE TEACHER up, for pleasure, for relaxation, for sociability, to reduce hunger cravings and to cover 
nervousness. 
e Have the children look up the word n1cotine in the dictionary. (As an extract it is 
used as a base for insecticides.) Discuss why insecticides are used and ask the class 
what poss1ble harm they can cause man. Potnt out that tobacco IS comprised ma1nly 
os n1cotine and tar. Use th1s to lead into l1sting the possible harmful effects of smoking. 
• 
• 
e Collect statistics on the occurence of cancer among smokers and non-smokers. 
e Invite the athlettc coach to talk on the effects of smoktng on athletes. Estimate 
the cost of smoking and plan other uses for the money. 
e Discuss fire hazards resulting from careless smoking habtts. 
eThe teacher should collect matertals for class from the Heart and T. B. Associa-
ttons for informatton on smoking. 
e Collect advertisements from magaztnes and newspapers that advocate smoking 
and discuss why and how they appeal to a person. 
e Ask the children to take part1cular note of the ant1-smok1ng commercials on 
T.V. Discuss the facts they present and how effecttve they appear to the students. 
e Contact the local health department to discover any anti-smok1ng campaigns 
tn the commun1ty. 
e Demonstrate the different tar content of fully inhaled and parttally Inhaled 
smoke. Have a smoker puff on a c1garette, hold the smoke in h1s mouth and then 
blow it out through a wh1te handkerchtef. Compare the result1ng stain with 
fully inhaled smoke. Ask the students what has happened to the tar from the 
inhaled smoke. Act1vely trace the passage of smoke through a model of the 
lungs. Repeat the above expenment with ftltered and non-filtered Cigarettes. 
Cut a filter in half after a ctgarette has been smoked and note the tar collection. 
e Try to find some smokers that have qu1t and ask them how they did it and if 
they have not1ced any health improvements. 
e Introduce the term "self-diSCipltne" and talk about ItS relationship to smoking. 
e Have the students wnte a I 1st of reasons why they, 1nd1v1dually, have decided 
to smoke or not to smoke. In mak 1ng up the1r m 1nds have them consider: 
T he harmful effect on the body. 
The increased chances of getting cancer. 
The effect on athletiC achievement and phys1cal development. 
T he high cost of the smoking habit. 
The alternate ways in which one may gain secunty and demonstrate poise 
and self-assurance other than by smok1ng. 
e Remember that the Image of the teacher IS tmportant. The teacher should be able 
to explain why one who IS teaching the harmful effects of smok1ng continues to 
smoke herself. 
4t Have several class members whose parents smoke take their pulse before and after 
inha ling a cigarette and report their findings to class. 
e Interview severa l smokers. Ask the question, /JShould I smoke when I get o lder?" 
Report on t he comments. 
e Leave a shirt for several hours tn a room where people are smoking. Compare 
the odors from this shirt w1th a fresh one. 
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Complete 11st1ng of references 1n 81b!Jography. 
Diehl , Health and safety for you, 1964 
Hammond, E. C. Effects of smok1ng from Sc1entif1c Amertcan, July, 1962. 
Health and family ltfe education, Otstrtct of Columb1a Publ1c Schools. 
Sch1ffers, J. J. Healthier I1V1ng, 1965 
Smoktng.- A social dilemma, State of Iowa Dept of Publtc Instruction. 
Adverttseme'1ts that advocate smok 1 ng 
Filter and non-filter ctgaret tes 
\t\' h 1 t e hand k e r s h 1 e f 
Picture of lungs 
Two sh1rts 
• 
• 
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18. DRUG EDUCATION 
o . 0 ~ 
-· ,-.Qz:..; 
To help students inform themselves about the facts and fallac1es of drug abuse. 
The pupils shall demonstrate their individual concern about drug abuse by 
freely discussing drugs 1n class and by profess1ng their determ1nat1on to avoid 
us1ng drugs. 
If we consider the instruments they use in their search ill -chosen, 
then it IS our responsibility not to judge and condemn, but through 
our own example, knowledge and precedent, to demonstrate that 
there are better ways of find1ng srgnificance, integnty and honor 
in the modern world. (Blakeslee, 1969) 
The goal should not be to elim1nate drugs entirely-- that IS Impos-
sible-- but the aim should be to control drugs and dim1n1sh their 
attractiveness by offering the only val1d alternative -- a life of 
challenge and fulfillment. That can be a turn on and a much 
better one. 
Efforts to curb the drug problem cannot work without the presence 
of deeper soc1al values. (Drugless Turn On, Time, 1969) 
The use and abuse of m1nd affecting drugs IS rap1dly spread1ng throughout our 
country. Along w1th th1s wave of abuse are many problems, tragedies and mis-
understandings. One of the most frightentng aspects of the new drug trend is the 
effect tt is having on the young people in America, t.e., al1enation from adults, 
generally poor health, hepatitis, mental problems, drug dependence as a way of 
l1fe and trouble with the police. Drugs are becomtng a part of many young persons' 
ltves no matter what their economic, social or ethnic background. Administra-
tors, teachers and students must become better informed about the new drug 
scene which effects so many ltves. Thts use and abuse of drugs presents a defi-
nate need for a drug educat1on program in the schools. 
Drug education in the schools IS essential at every level and a program for the 
educable mentally retarded is especially necessary at this t1me. The EM R students' 
interest in drugs may stem from the same reasons as those for students of normal 
ability. The EMR ts, however, more vulnerable to drug abuse because he may 
have a more difficult t1me understanding future consequences; he may be more 
sensit1ve to peer pressure to become part of a group, and because he may be 1n 
an area where drugs are obtained easily. He needs help and gutdance in mak1ng 
his choices. The spec1al educatton teacher does, therefore, have a difficult task 
ahead of her. 
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One of the f1rst steps in setting up a drug educat1on program for an EM R must 
be an awareness of why young people have found such a great 1nfatuat1on with 
drugs. The reasons why young people turn to drugs must be recogn1zed. 
Curiosity-- With all the current publ1c1ty and use of drugs by fellow peer 
group members, a young EM R may f1nd h1mself intngued by this scene. 
Escape -- It may be escape from pa1n, anx1ety, fat1gue, boredom, aggressive 
feelings, or other social and family problems. 
Thrill seeking -- The use of drugs prov1des an element of excitement to 
young people. 
lt /s fun-- Smoking marijuana, hash, or "tripping out" on some other drug 
is often a fun experience for a young person. 
Rebellion-- Young people often try drugs because they aren't supposed 
to. This rebellion may be against parents, society or other authority 
figures. 
Shocking parents-- A drug expertence m1ght be embarked upon simply 
to shock parents 
Pressure-- Drugs may be used to lessen or escape the pressure of school, 
demands of parents, the draft, etc. 
Going along with the crowd-- Authorities have found that the maJority 
of young people who turn on do so because their friends are doing it. 
Since much of drug taking is a communal affair, there are many 
situations where young people may be introduced to drugs by their 
friends. 
Pill or1ented society-- Ours is a society wh1ch needs a pill for everything. 
As Donald Lou ria stated in his book/ The Drug Scene ( 1970), We refuse 
to recognize that mental and physical health and well-be1ng do not come 
in a bottle or a syringe. Young people cannot help but be Influenced by 
their parents' use of barbiturates, amphetamines, alcohol and tobacco. 
Our society is also guilty of being a sensate society. All our pleasures 
and feelings must be felt or acknowledged through the senses. 
Misinformation -- One former drug abuser stated that if he had been 
correctly informed about the danger of the drug he was taking, he never 
would have started. 
Protest --" It feels good" --Many youths find they are growing up in a materialistic, 
commercialized, impersonal society full of poverty, injustice and hypocrisy. 
They want no part of this world wh1ch they had no part in creating. Drug 
use may then serve not only as an escape from these things but may also 
serve as a protest against society. 
A second major responsibility of the teacher is to become well informed about 
drugs. A section has been included in this document which offers some infor-
mation about five categories of abused drugs: stimulants, depressants, narcotics, 
hallucinogenics and solvents. Inaccurate Information often widens the credibility 
• 
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gap between young people and adults. Too often false information is presented as 
reliable and absolute. 
For example, much of the controversy about manJuana, the degree of harm it 
produces, if any, and 1ts control results from m1s1nterpretat1on of the informat1on. 
The absence of complete agreement based on reliable evidence that 
a substance IS harmful, does not, of course, demonstrate its harmlessness. 
Often, relatively long tern? use of a substance is requ1red before its 
public health 1mp!Jcat1ons are apparent. Cigarette smoking provides an 
obvious and apt example.. (Student and drug abuse. Today's Education, 
HEW, 1969) 
Other factors wh1ch the teacher needs to cons1der in order to effectively teach 
drug education follow : 
Avoid Scare Techniques -- Scare techniques whtch try to discourage drug experi · 
mentation have usually been 1neffect1ve. In many cases the teenager's knowledge 
itself may contradict much of the data that the teacher 1s using to frighten him. 
Young people are very much aware of ltnes. They deserve truthful, honest and 
s1ncere approaches to drugs. 
Keep Communtcat1on L1nes Open ·· Young people tend to know a great deal 
about drugs. They may, however, believe only one stde of the issue while 
ignoring the other. S1nce much of the Information they have picked up may 
be tncorrect, a teacher can help to clanfy the situation if she can communicate 
well. This means that she must be willing to l1sten. A relevant, frank discussion 
with all members of the class 1nvited to participate is one way for the teacher to 
discover what her students know about drugs. 
Avoid Moralizing and Preach1ng ·· This approach can push a youngster toward 
experimentation wtth the rationale being, I did it because I wasn't supposed to. 
He was turned off By presenting factual, honest informatiOn and by aiding 
the student to reason for himself, the teacher will be help1ng students. 
Avoid Panic·· Teachers are in an excellent position to encourage parents, 
students and the community to remain level-headed about drug abuse. A 
panic reaction to a student or a parent can result in further alienation or 
confusion about drug abuse. 
Avoid Creating an Unpleasant Atmosphere -· Distrust and suspicion are easily 
recognized by students. Some parents and teachers may assume that any de-
parture from the styles and customs of the majority of society indicate drug 
abuse, i.e., long hair, beads, wire-rimmed glasses. Young people who have 
tried drugs come in all shapes and sizes. So do those who don't use drugs. If a 
teacher attempts to relate personal appearance with drug abuse, she may encour-
age the behavior she is trying to avoid. Such suspicion may break the climate 
of trust and confidence which ts essential for successfu I communication. 
Educators must be aware that it is an oversimplification to say that drugs are 
causing the problems of youth. Drug abuse is a symptom of more basic 
problems in our society. 
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Be a Better Model-- Young people are searchtng for models. They seem, however, 
to reject the establtshment, because the establtshment 1s often a poor model, 
hypocnttcal, war-ltke and matenaltsttc. Adults need to Influence young people by 
betng honest, trusttng and recepttve. 
Use Constructive Outlets-- Admtntstrators at college, h1gh school and junior h1gh 
level are factng problems concerning the expendttu re of youthful energy. One way 
m1ght be to establish baste encounter groups. Such groups can provide vehicles of 
communtcatton and soundtng boards for everyone. "Let the hippies, drug users, 
and mllttants have thetr say. Let us accept confrontation by them." (Ph i Delta 
Kappa - Demos., Drug Abuse and Generation Gap). 
Expand Counsel1ng for Young People - Group expenence of all kinds and for all 
students should be provtded tn our schoo ls. T eachers and administrators need to 
become tnvolved with all ktnds of students. 
Be Flexible-- Flextlltlity m'",y b ... the key to successful drug education. This 
includes integrating d1scuss1ons of drug abuse into the general curriculum 
whenever possible rather than ltmtttng 1t to a spectal unit or lecture. 
An example of an integrated approach to drug abuse education is taken from Drug 
Abuse Education, Jr. H1gh School- A Guide for Teachers, Office of the Superintendent 
of Schools, Orange County, California ( 1969): 
Relate Drug Abuse to Social Studies 
1. History of drugs. 
2. Legal aspects of drugs. 
3. Role of legislature, congress, jUdtctary, law enforcement in control of drug abuse. 
4. Effect of drug abuse on community. 
5. Social pressure for and agatnst drug abuse. 
Influence of peer group. 
Personal values and dectston-making. 
Short and long range goals. 
Relate Drug Abuse to Science 
1. Chemical makeup and action. 
2. Physical and mental effects. 
3. Immediate and long range effects. 
4. Research . 
Relate Drug Abuse to Phys1cal Education 
1. Phystcal and mental effects. 
General health 
Nervous system 
Coordination and ablltty to perform 
2. Drug user as a member of a team. 
Effect on fellow players. 
Can he contribute adequately? 
• 
3. How can physical education help prevent drug abuse7 
Help to develop teamwork and sense of responsibi I ity. 
• 
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Relate Drug Abuse to Home Economtcs 
1. Phys1cal and mental effects. 
2. Effect on family. 
Personal relat1onsh1ps 
Expense 
Fear 
3. Parents' role 
Awareness of problem, symptoms, etc. 
Development of goals and values. 
Communtcating with children - ltstentng. 
Relate Drug Abuse to Health Science 
1. Any or all prev1ously mentioned. 
Just recently vanous services have been established in Iowa to help with the 
drug abuse problem. For example, the Iowa Reg1onal Medtcal Program has 
received a request for $4,000 from a group of medtcal and pharmacy students 
for a drug educat1on program. 
The Student ProJect for Education on the Effect of Drugs {SPEED) plans to 
use the grant money to publtsh and dtstribute a drug tnformatton syllabus for 
htgh school students. SPEED's purpose is to educate students about the medical 
effects of drugs without tak1ng a def1n1te stand on the quest1on of drug abuse. 
The Governor of Iowa has revealed a plan for a drug center. This center would 
atd tn cunng rather than arrest1ng drug addtcts. 
A Cris1s Center was establtshed in Iowa Ctty 1n September of 1970 to deal w1th 
people wtth problems, 1ncludtng those having to do wtth drugs. Such a center 
extsts 1n Cedar Rap1ds and several other Iowa communities. 
The elementary school offers the opportunity to present instruction concern-
ing good health practtces and drug educat1on. The New York C1ty School System 
beg1ns programs concerntng drug abuse in the fourth grade. The San Francisco 
School D1strict has developed a program whtch beg1ns tn ktndergarten. 
In the early grades a teacher should attempt to develop an awareness of drugs, 
household chemicals and thetr uses. Information about drugs can be tncluded as 
a part of health 1 nstructton. 
Such programs can be implemented in a developmental sequence up through 
college age students. The Important fact rema1ns and must be recognized that 
drugs can and are betng used at every grade level. Educatton must, therefore, 
beg1n early. 
An example of a developmental program tat< .. en from Outline of Instruction, 
Drugs and Hazardous Substances, San Francisco Unified School D1strict, 1969-
1970, follows: 
Grade K 
Grade 1 
Helptng parents keep the family well. 
Advert1s1ng as an unreliable source of health information. 
Personal safety precauttons. 
Protect 1 ng younger children. 
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Grade 2 
Grade 3 
Grade 4 
Grade 5 
Grade 6 
Grade 7 
Health 
Education 
Grade 8 
Science 
Grade 9 
Social 
Studies 
Grade 10 
Family 
Life 
Educat1on 
Familiar people who protect health. 
Safe use and storage of medicines. 
Helping parents keep younger children safe and well. 
Hazardous household chemicals. 
Caffine in common beverages. 
Over-the-counter drugs. 
Cigarettes and breathing efficiency. 
Alcohol: Industrial and ceremonial uses. 
Common drugs and hazardous substances. 
Smoking and health. 
Drinking: motivations; alcohol as a depressant drug. 
Safe use of household and garden chemicals, and common drugs. 
Decision making. 
Stimulant and depressant drugs: Use and misuse. 
Pressures to experiment with smoking and drinking. 
Marijuana. 
Laws about drugs. 
1Vlotivations for drug misuse and abuse. 
Synergistic action of some drugs. 
Legal controls: local, state, national, international. 
Effects of certain hazardous sybstances: volatile chem1cals, over-the-
counter and prescription drugs, nicotine, alcohol, marrJuana, and 
other rea I ity-a lteri ng drugs. 
Pressures to experiment with drugs. 
Legitimate and illegitimate u~es of drugs 
Safe use and storage of household drugs. 
Marijuana. 
Physiologic and psychologic effects of drugs on the human nervous, 
circulatory and respiratory systems: alcohol, n1cot1ne and tars, 
ha II uci nogens. 
Motivations for experimenting with drugs. 
Cultural and ethnic patterns of self-med1cation. 
Narcotic dependency. 
Social and economic aspects of drug misuse and abuse. 
Community efforts to treat and rehabilitate drug dependents. 
Legal controls: local, state, national, international. 
Personal and social responsibilities. 
Immediate and long-range effects of drugs and hazardous substances. 
Decision making. 
Drug dependency. 
Personal, family and community responsibilities. 
Personal and social motivation. 
Presentation, treatment, rehabi I itation. 
Community resources. 
Lega I controls. 
• 
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Grade 11 
Health 
Education 
Grade 12 
CIVICS 2 
Modern drugs used in treattng and preventing illness. 
Drug m1suse and abuse as a contnbutlng cause of chron1c and 
degenerative dtseases and disorders. 
Drug m1suse and abuse as an urban problem. 
Soctal and economtc aspects of drug abuse. 
Commun1ty controls. local, state, national, international. 
Personal and soc1al responsibilities. 
One of the best ways to tnform a class about drugs 1s to 1nvolve the students 
themselves. Let the students ask quest1ons, find 1nformat1on and d1scussl Some 
diSCUSSIOn tOpiCS: 
Health and Illness What keeps us healthy, what may make us Ill? 
The uses of medtctne for prevention and cures of dssease 
The dangers of med1c1ne when used improperly. 
Abuses of non-med1c1nal substances l1ke glue 
The effect of addic1t1on on one's l1fe (soctal behavtor and health}. 
How students m1ght help 1n solving drug abuse problems. 
Manner 1n whtch boys and g1rls are Introduced to drugs. 
Ways to handle s1tuat1ons where drugs or other abused substances are offered. 
How drug abuse effects the commun1ty. 
Those community groups which are interested and concerned w1th the problem: 
School Church Group Police Department Health Department 
PTA Medtcal Profess1on Pharmacuettcal Profess1on 
Drug impl1cat1on of modern songs and s1ng1ng groups, poets and books. 
The difference between drugs sold over the counter and those which need 
a prescription. 
Take a survey of what students want to know about drugs. 
If students are tnterested in seeing some drugs, have them v1s1t a drug store or 
invtte a phys1c1an, pharmacist, pharmacologist, or pol1ceman to bnng a sampler 
to the classroom. 
Have students bnng in cl1pp1ngs and magaz1ne art1cles about drug use or 
problems. They can prepare the1r own summary or comments and present them 
to the class. 
Install a quest1on box where students can submit quest1ons or problems for 
diSCUSSIOn. 
lnvesttgate Addicts Anonymous (an organization similar to Alcoholics 
Anonymous). 
Suggest students write a play or short sketch about Situations where drugs 
mtght be Introduced, t.e., at a party, by close fnends, at a public place. 
I nvtte a resource person to speak to the class, 1.e., former add 1ct, drug abuser, 
poltceman, phystcian. Follow the talk wtth a d1scuss1on and question period. 
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Use films, fllmstnps, movtes, pamphlets and records to stimulate interest 
and diSCUSSIOn. 
Have students ask parents about the kinds of dangerous substances that might be 
1n the1r homes and how younger children can be protected from them. 
D1splay some dangerous household substances, i.e., paint thinner, ammonia, 
turpentine, furntture polish, 11quid cleaners. Describe the1r use to the class and tell 
how students can protect themselves from the damage of inhaltng or dnnking these 
substances. 
Have students make labels which warn of danger for ttems at home. 
Have a committee study drug advertisement by mass med1a. Have the committee 
bnng in drug ads from magaz1nes, tapes of drug ads on TV or radio, and discuss the 
tdeas 1 n the ads. 
Ptck out several real case htstones concerning the use of dangerous drugs and 
the1r effects (newspaper or magaz1ne accounts). Have the class d1scuss the dangers 
of indiscriminate drug use. 
Select a committee to research state and federal laws concerning the u.se of 
dangerous drugs. Discuss the reasons for the laws and the responsibility of people 
to uphold them. 
Invite a chemistry or biology teacher to talk to the class about the nature of 
dangerous household chemicals. 
Select a commtttee to do some research on the history of drugs. Include man's 
early search to relteve patn, drugs denved from natural sources, development of 
synthetic drugs. 
Select a committee to make a chart listing dangerous drugs and their effect on the 
body. 
Ltst reasons why a person m1ght take dangerous drugs other than when prescnbed 
or might take them in larger doses than prescribed. 
One student or one group of students can choose one drug and do extensive 
research on it, i.e., how it IS grown, made and marketed. 
I nvesttgate any non-ftction or novels the students can read about the drug scene. 
Tuned out by IVIaia Wojctechowska, is one novel for young people. 
The following sect1on of technical information is by no means complete. Its 
purpose is to inform the teacher about some of the drugs which are available and 
wh1ch may be abused by young people. It is of utmost Importance that a teacher 
presenting 1nformat1on about drugs to her students be informed about the drugs 
herself. Once a teacher provtdes false Information, the student may take the 
attitude that "now I can't belteve anything she says." 
• 
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Any drug educat1on wh1ch ts not completely honest will fail. If you don't 
know the answer to any quest1ons, find out by consulttng a reputable source. 
One of the largest problems in the drug abuse scene is ignorance about drugs 
themselves. 
STIMULANTS 
Stimulants are a group of drugs which can d1rectly stimulate the central nervous 
system. The most wtdely used st1mulant in th1s country 1s caffeine, which is an in-
gredient found in coffee, cola and tea. Since the effects of caffeine are fa1rly mild, 
its use is considered soc1ally acceptable and not a true abuse problem. Stimulants 
considered much more potent and which can be abused 1nclude cocaine and the 
synthetic stimulants such as amphetamines, methamphtam1ne and phenmetiazine. 
The best known of these are the amphetamines. 
Amphetamines 
Description: The amphetamines are non-narcotic drugs which can be obtained 
legally only with a doctor's prescriptton. The drug is best known for its ability to 
combat fatigue and sleep1ness. It may also be prescribed for overweight individuals 
to curb their appetites; 1n cases of narcolepsy (a dtsease characterized by an over-
whelming des1re to sleep); for Parkinson's d1sease; 1n cases of minor mental 
depression because of its ability to introduce feelings of well -being and energy; in 
treatment of alcoholism and also to treat children with behav1or problems. 
Identification: Amphetamtnes may be known to drug abusers as "pep pills," 
"wake-ups " "co-pi lots " "footballs " "hearts '' "peaches " "truck drivers " 
• I I I I I I 
"bennies" or "speed." The slang names applied to them are frequently derived 
from the colors, shapes, trade names, effects or their use. 
Examples: 
Amphetamine sulfate 1s heart-shaped, rose colored tablets known as 
"peaches," "roses," "hearts," or "benn1es." 
Amphetamine sulfate in round, white double scored tablets is referred 
to as ':cartwheels," "wh1tes," or "bennies." 
Long acting amphetamine sulfate capsules may be found in many 
colors and called "coast-to-coast," "L.A. turnabouts," "co-pilots," or 
"browns." 
Amphetamine sulfate in oval shaped tablets, also available in many 
colors may be known as "footballs" or "greenies." 
Injectable amphetamine is called "bomb1do," "jugs," or "bottles." 
Dextroamphetamine sulfate in orange colored, heart shaped tablets 
is known as "hearts," "oranges," or "dexies" (after the trade name 
Dexedrine). 
Abuses and Effects: Because the body develops a tolerance to amphetamine, the 
abuser may increase his dose gradually and thus exaggerate the drug's normal 
effect. Larger doses may produce the following effects: 
1. Physical --dry mouth, sweating, headache, diarrhea, paleness, enlarged 
pupils, increased heart rate, tremor of the hands, loss of appetite, 
weight loss, high blood pressure and restlessness. 
2. Mood -- may include euphoria, feelings of well being, talkativeness, 
reduction in awareness of fatigue, tension, unclear speech, and jittenness 
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3. Continued use may result in high blood pressure, abnormal heart rhythm, 
heart attacks, and su 1c1dal attempts. They may also be responsible for 
severe emot1onal disturbance, toxtc psychosis or parano1d reactions, 
delustons and halluctnat1ons, both audttory and v1sual. 
Dependence 
The drug has a potential for tolerance. 
The drug has a potential for physical dependence. 
The drug has a high potential for abuse. 
The drug has a high potential for psychological dependence. 
Methamphetamines 
Description: This drug, a member of the amphetamines, deserves spec1al consider-
ation because of the great publ1c1ty 1t has recently recetved. Known as methadrine 
or "speed" th1s drug 1nduces more central nervous system act1v1ty. When used under 
careful supervision, methamphetamine may have several benefits l1ke those mentioned 
in the amphetamtne sectton. 
Identification: Methamphetamine, which is available only by prescription, is 
available under a variety of trade names. It may also be available from illicit channels 
1n a variety of forms, i.e., crystalltne powder, tablets or liqu1d. Slang terms for the 
drug include "speed," ''meth" or ''crystal." 
Abuses and Effects: The abuse of "speed" is more widespread than ever before. 
Abusers may build up doses to more than 100 times the medical dose and may do 
so several times per day. Acute tox1c states and serious outcomes may develop. 
Toxic effects of "speed" are manifested by increased activ1ty without the necessary 
judgment which should accompany such a state. Irritability, confus1on, delirium, 
hallucinations and assaultiveness may occur followed by severe depression and 
fattgue. Long-term use can lead to Intoxication, toxic psychosis, and abnormal 
mental states. Sexual Interest IS also enhanced. An additional danger to those who 
"matnline" or ''shoot" methamphetamine as an Injection, is the possibility of 
hepatitis and infection from non-stert le equipment. 
The danger of methamphetamine abuse is known even among hippies whose drug 
culture slogan, "speed kills" describe its qualities. As one hippie said, That stuff 1s 
no good, man; it makes your mind like a p1ece of sw1ss cheese. 
Dependence 
Physical dependence does not develop. 
Severe psychological dependence can occur. 
Tolerance can occur, especially in effects to the nervous system. 
Cocaine 
Description: Cocaine is obtained from the leaves of the coca bush found in several 
South American countries. It is a white crystalline powder which is odorless, has 
a bitter taste, produces numbness of the tongue. Once used as a local anesthetic 
cocaine has lately been replaced by newer less toxic drugs. 
ldent1ficat1on: Cocatne may often be referred to as coke or snow. 
• 
• 
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Abuses and Effects I nternat1onal control measures have reduced the abuse of 
coca1ne. Although the leaves of the bush are often chewed, cocaine may be etther 
sniffed or injected dtrectly 1nto the ve1ns. Its abuse tends to be more sporad1c 
than that of hero1n. Because coca1ne can intensely stimulate, the abuser may 
voluntarily seek sedatton. Such need has given rise to the use of a depressant 
drug, such as hero1n, with cocaine or alternating the drug with a depressant. 
In some cases cocaine may produce violent behavior. Cocaine may also cause 
a genttal rash and a feeling similar to an orgasm. The stimulating effect may result 
in excitability, talkativeness and a reduction of fatigue. Cocaine may also produce 
a sense of euphona, muscular strength, anx1ety, fear and hallucinatton. St1mulat1on 
may be followed by periods of depression. An overdose may so depress respiration 
and heart fu nct1on that death resu Its. 
Dependence. Cocaine does not produce physical dependence and tolerance does 
not develop, therefore, an abuser seldom increases his customary dose. When h1s 
supply ts cut off an abuser seldom experiences withdrawal symptoms although he 
may feel depressed and hallucinate. Strong phychological dependence and the 
des1re to reexpenence the stimulation leads to its chronic abuse. 
DEPRESSANTS 
• 
The depressants, sedatives or hypnotics, include the barbiturates wh1ch are the 
most widely abused drugs in th1s group. l he barbiturates depress the central 
nervous system. 
Barbiturates 
Description: The barbiturates are a member of a large family of drugs dev1sed 
from barbitunc ac1d. First developed in the 19th century, these drugs have been 
synthesized and prepared for med1cal use under several trade names. Available 
legally only w1th prescription, the barbiturates are used in small doses to 1nduce 
relaxation or sleep. They may also be used in cases of acute anx1ety, hyper-
thyroidism, h1gh blood pressure, eiplepsy, insomnia, some forms of mental 
illness and to relax a patient before surgery. 
Identification: These drugs are available in liquid, tablet, capsule, and other 
forms. Barbiturates are known to drug abusers as 'lbarbs," "goofballs," 
"sleeping pills," or "peanuts." Specific types may be 1dent1fied by their coloi 
or shape. Examples: 
Phenobarbital Sodium in sol1d yellow capsules: yellow jackets, yellows, or 
n1mbies 
Secobarbital Sodium in red capsules are called reds, pinks, red b1rds, red devils, 
and seggy or seccy. 
Amobarbital Sod1um combined with secobarbital sodium 1n red and blue 
capsule form are known as rainbows, red and blues, or double trouble. 
Amobarbital Sod1um 1n solid blue capsule form 1s known by abusers as blues, 
blue birds, blue devils or blue heavens. 
Abuses and Effects· Barbiturates are the most w1dely used m1nd affecting drug 
for wh1ch doctors write a prescription. The short-acting types such as pheno-
barbital and secobanbttal are the most widely abused. When used in normal 
rn ·d1ca!ly prescnbed doses their use may mildly depress action of the nerves 
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skeletal muscular and heart muscle. Continued and excesstve use may result in 
slurrtng of speech, staggering, loss of balance, and falltng, qutck temper, quarrelsome 
dtsposttton, euphona, tmpatred JUdgment, retarded reactton ttme, coma {with dangers 
of pneumon1a and death) and sleep tnduct1on. Overdoses, particularly when taken 
w1th alcohol, may result in unconsciousness and death Statistics reveal that more 
people dte as a result of barbiturate potsontng than any other ktnd of potson1ng. 
Dependence Although physical dependence does not usually develop w1th normal 
usage, tt does occur w1th excessive doses of the drug. A tolerance 1s also developed. 
Wtthdrawal symptoms are usually exceed1ngly dangerous, even more so than narcotic 
Withdrawal, and may cause death. 
The drug has a potential for tolerance 
The drug has a potential for phys1cal dependence. 
The drug has a h1gh potenttal for abuse. 
The drug has a htgh potenttal for psychological dependence. 
Ftrst Day: Nervousness, anxtety, nose itchtng, tremor, 
weakness, 1nsomn1a, nausea, change 1n blood 
pressure, and 1ncreas1ng discomfort. 
Second and Thtrd Day Convuls1ons which are dangerous 
and poss1bly fatal. 
Later Mental confuston, delinum, halluc1nattons and 
exhaust1on 
Usual Single Adult Dose. 50-100 MG. 
Duration of Action: Four hours 
NARCOTICS 
Narcot1cs, medically deft ned, are drugs wh1ch produce a depressant effect upon the 
central nervous system. This term generally refers to op1um and drugs made from 
op1um such as heroin, code1ne and morph1ne. These drugs are d1sttlled from the 
poppy flower. In addit1on, a number of synthetic drugs {mepend1ne and methadrone) 
called opiates are also class1fied as narcot1cs under the federal law. 
Herotn: This drug is known to the addtct ash/ horse/ scag, whtte stuff, sugar/ smack, 
dope, doo1ee, Harry/ hairy, or job powder. The most popularly abused narcotic, herotn _ 
produces a feeling of intense euphoria A rapid tolerance also develops which demands 
that the abuser must ingest larger quant1t1es to get his ktcks l'he heroin user usually 
progresses from "snorttng" {1nhal1ng the powder like snuff) to "sktn popping" 
{lnjecttng 1t directly into the bloodstream)- mainlintng g1ves the most rapid and 
pronounced effect. 
Herotn is synthesized from morphtne and ts up to ten times more potent in its 
pharmacological effects. Pure hero1n 1s "cut" or diluted w1th a substance like milk, 
sugar, qu1nine, or both. 
Morphtne: Known as whtte stuff, m/ hard stuff/ morpho/ unkie/ and Miss Emma. It 
IS the cho1ce drug for patn rel1ef but runs second to hero1n as a drug of abuse. Morphine 
is widely used by addicts, espectally when heroin is difftcult to obtain. 
Codetne· Usually abused 1n the form of exempt narcot1cs such as cough syrup, and 
1s less potent and less addictive than hero1n or morph1ne Less severe withdrawal 
symptoms occur than with more poterlt drugs . . 
• 
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Hydrocodone (DehydrocodeJnone): Was once popular when classed as an exempt 
narcotic. S1nce it has been reclassified as a narcottc, l1ttle effect has been made to 
obtain the drug 1n large quant1t1es . 
Hydromorphone: Like morphine 1s the next choice after heroin. Although the 
drug 1s almost as potent as hero1n, 1t does not seem to have the thrill associated 
w1th mainlintng heroin. 
Meperidine: Was claimed at first to be non-addtcting. Further research has proved 
otherwise. The addtction to mepend1ne ts slower to develop and less intense than 
with morphine. 
Oxycodone: Has just recently been classified as a htgh addiction potential drug. 
The drug may be taken orally or dtssolved in water, filtered and "mainlined." 
Exempt narcotics are those preparation which, under Federal Law, contain small 
amounts of narcotic drugs, may be sold without a prescnption but in limited 
quantities. 
The best known of these exempt narcotics are paregonc and certain cough 
mixtures Paregoric contains optum extract while the cough medicines may 
contain small amounts of code1ne. Although these mixtures are reasonably safe, 
they have been abused. 
Abuse and Effect: Stnce these drugs depress the nervous sytem they may produce 
effects which create drowstness, tnduce sleep, and reduce physical activity. Certain 
stde effects include nausea, vomittng, const1pat1on, itching, flushing constriction 
of pupils and depressed respiration. Loss of appet1te, temporary sterility, euphoria, 
coma and stupor may also result. The abuse of narcotics dates back to ancient 
times and is still a senous problem. 
The appear of these morphine-l1ke drugs lies 1n their ability to reduce both 
psychological and physical sensttivtty. They may also produce a sensation of 
euphoria. They dull fear, tenston and anx1ety. Under the influence of narcotics, 
the abuser is usually 1nd1fferent to his environment and personal situation. For 
example, a pregnant addtct will often continue use of the drug although she knows 
her baby will be addicted at birth and may die shortly after 1ts birth unless medical 
treatment 1s given at once. 
Other effects of abuse may occur indirectly. Because addicts do not feel hungry, 
they may suffer from malnutritiOn. They also become so preoccupied with taking 
drugs they neglect themselves. Thetr nutritional status 1s poor and infections 
occur easily. Contaminated drugs may be injected Intravenously, poor or unsterile 
techniques or equ1pment may be used. This can result in hepatitis, septicemia 
(blood poison1ng) or absess of liver, brain and lungs. 
The addict also lives under the constant threat of an overdose, which can occur 
in several ways. An addict may miscalculate the dose or the drug may be stronger 
than he anticipated. Death from narcotic overdose is due to respiratory depression. 
Dependence: Chronic m1suse of narcotics may lead to both psychological and 
physiological dependence. Tolerance develops and requires increased doses to 
produce the destred effects. As the need for the drug increases, the addict's 
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act1v1ties become more drug centered. 
Senous withdrawal symptoms may include nervousness, anxiety, sleeplessness, 
yawn1ng, running eyes and nose, sweating, enlargement of pupils, ':gooseflesh," 
muscle twitching, severe aches 1n back and leg muscles, hot and cold flashes, vomiting, 
d1arrhea, increase in resp1rat1on rate, blood pressure and temperature. A feeling of 
desperation may also occur w1th an obsess1on to sexure a "fix." The intensity of the 
symptoms varies with the degree of phys1cal dependence and the amount of drug 
used. 
Usually the withdrawal symptoms begin about 8-12 hours after the last dose. The 
most 1ntense symptoms reach a peak 1n 36-72 hours. After this point, the effects 
may diminish over a 5-10 day penod, but nervousness, insomnia and muscle aches 
may continue for several weeks. 
1. The drug has a potential for tolerance 
2. The drug has a potential for psychological dependence. 
3. The drug has a potential for phys1cal dependence. 
4. The drug has a h1gh overall potent1al for abuse. 
Reasons Why the Drug May be Sought by its Users: 
1. To get high. 
2. As an escape. 
3. Avoid Withdrawal symptoms. 
4. To conform. 
5. To rebel. 
Usual Single Adult Dose 
Heroin 5-10 Mg. 
Morphine 15 Mg. 
Codeine 35 Mg. 
Demerol 1 tablet 
Duration of Action- 4 hours 
HALLUCINOGENS 
Description and Identification: Hallucinogens make up one of the categories of 
dangerous drugs in which distortion of perception, dream images and hallucinations 
are characteristics. These drugs include mescaline, lysergic acid diethylamide {LSD), 
psilocybin and demethyltryptamine (DMT). At present they are of use medically 
only for research. Since the hallucinogens have yet to be proved valuable medically, 
there are neither standard dosage forms nor markings which make identification 
possible. Illicit laboratories produce hallucinogens in the form of capsules, tablets, 
powder or liquids while peddlers and pushers utilize various methods to transport 
the drug. LSD has been found in sugar cubes, candy, paper, aspirin, jewelry, liquor, 
cloth and back of postage stamps. 
Abuse and Effects: Hallucinogens usually distort or intensify the user's sense of 
perception and may also lessen his ability to discriminate between what is real and 
what is unreal. Hallucinations may take the form of seeing sounds, feeling or hearing 
colors. Judgments of direction, t1me, distance, objectivity and perception may be 
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out of proportion. The user may be restless and unable to sleep until the drug 
wears off. H1s ~upils are dilated and his eyes may be extremely sensitive to light. 
Mental effects are unpredictable, ranging from illusion or withdrawal to exhilara-
tion. The unpredictability of the drug represents its greatest danger. Since LSD 
1s one of the best known o the hallucinogenic drugs, the following sectk>n tncludes 
a more complete descriptiOn of this drug. 
LSD-25 (Lysergic Actd Diethylamide) 
Identification: LSD 25 is an odorless. tasteless and colorless chemical which, when 
taken even in the smallest dose, may cause the mind to react in unpredictable ways. 
Known to 1ts users as "acid" it is derived from the ergot fungus of rye, a dlsease 
of the rye grarn. It comes in liqu1d or powder form- a stngle ounce of which ts 
enough to produce 300,000 average doses. 
Effects and Abuse: Physical reactions to LSD may include nausea, dilated puptls, 
goose bumps, profuse perspirat on, 1ncreased blood sugar and rapid heart beat. 
Shaktng of hands and feet, a flushed face or paleness, a wet mouth, irregular 
breathtng and loss of appetite may also occur. 
Phychologtcal effects may include various visual changes followed by severe 
changes tn mood; wa lls may appear to move, colors may shift in brightness and may 
seem more intense Senses may seem more aware. The user may suffer loss of 
depth and time perception. 
After the "tnp" the abuser may suffer from severe anxiety and depression. 
Halluctnattons may reoccur days or months after the last dose. 
Dependence: Although regular use of LSD may not lead to physical dependence, 
a certain psychological add1ct1on may develop 1f the experience IS pleasant. Regular 
use may build a tolerance to the drug thus demanding that doses be Increased for 
better effects. 
Usual Single Adult Dose: 250 Mg. 
Durat1on of Actton: 8-12 hours 
Social Effects: 
The drug has a potential for tolerance. 
The drug does not have a potenttal for phys1cal dependence. 
The drug does have potential for psychologtcal dependence. 
The drug has a htgh potenttal for abuse. 
Other Dangers from LSD: 
1. Pan1c- The abuser may pantc when he cannot stop the drug's actton. He may 
fear he is los1ng his mind. 
2. Paranoia- The user may become suspicious and feel everyone is after him. 
This feeling may last 72 hours after the drug has worn off. 
3 . Recurrence - The user may continue to see and hear thtngs that occurred 
dunng hts trip for days, weeks, and even months after the last dose. These 
recurrences may make him feel ltke he's going insane. 
4. Accidental death -The user may try to leap out a h1gh w1ndow or walk in 
front of a movtng car because he feels he can fly or float. 
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5. Mental illness- Since reactions to LSD may range from great worry, pan1c 
or depression, medical experts point out that the experience may cause acute 
or even long lasting mental illness 
6. Possible btrth defects - Recently, a number of investigators have been studying 
the effects of LSD on chromosomes. Some scientists have reported that the 
• 
drug causes chromosoma l changes or damage when it is added to a tissue culture 
of white blood cells. Others report that the chromosomes of some tndtvtduals 
who presumably have taken LSD show unusual breaks Some sc1entists have 
also discovered fetal damage when LSD was adm1n1stered to pregnant rats and 
mtce. Others have described human btrth defects in babies whose mothers said 
they took LSD. A lthough no d1rect link has been found to show that LSD causes 
chromosomal breaks or even that such breaks cause b1rth damage, the prelim-
Inary evrdence IS arousing the concern of scientists and med1cal men. Med1cal 
authonttes warn there ts a deftnlte nsk tnvolved tn using the drug. 
Other Halluctnogens 
Mescaline (peyote) ts a drug denved from the peyote cactus plant and has been used 
for centunes by I ndtan tribes of Central Amenca. Peyote IS generally gound 1nto 
powder and taken orally. A dose of 350-500 mg. can produce illus1ons and hallu-
ctnatlons for 5-12 nours Mescal1ne may not produce phystcal dependence, but may 
cause psycho logica I add rcti on. 
Psilocybin and Psilocyn are derived from plants and from certain mushrooms grown 
tn Mexico. Their effects are very much l1ke those of mescalrne except that a smaller 
dose 1s used. Usually 4-8 mgs. may produce an expenence wh1ch lasts about six 
hours. Psilocybin and psllocyn do not produce physical dependence, but users may 
build up a tolerance for them. 
DMT- (dimethyltryptamine) 1s a more recent addition to the list of hallucinogens. 
It 1s found in the seeds of certain plants grown 1n the West I nd1es and South America. 
The powdered seeds have, for centunes, been used as snuff called cohoba# DMT 1s 
not taken orally, butts tnhaled from the smoke of burn1ng seeds, powder mixed 
w1th tobacco, parsley leaves or manjuana. It may also be inJected. A s1ngle dose 
of 60-150 mgs. lasts only 45-60 mtnutes and produces hallucinations. It may cause 
psychological dependence. 
Ibogaine 1s derived from the roots, back and stem of an Afncan shrub. High doses 
cause intoxication, excitability, mental confusion and halluc1nattons. 
DET (dlethyltryptamtne) is one of the newer drugs to be brought under federal 
control. It can be produced easily in the laboratory. DET may be injected into 
the vetns in doses of 50-60 mgs. which w1ll produce v1sual dtstorttons, a vague sense 
of ttme and d1zz1ness. DET is usually taken by smok1ng tt wrth a mixture of tea, 
tobacco, parsley or marijuana. 
DOT known as STP appeared in the spring of 1967. Little 1s known about the drug; 
it has been reported to be stronger than LSD. Doses of 1-3 mgs. can produce hallu-
ctnatlons lasting 8-10 hours. STP 1s not found in nature but 1s synthesized 1n the 
laboratory. 
Bufotenine is chem1cally related to DMT. It is denved from the dned glandular 
secretions of certain toads or from the amanita fungus. Bufotentne may be used as 
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a snuff or injected in doses of about 15 mgs. The results may 1nclude alterations 
of t1me, depth perception and hallucrnat1ons. It also has dangerous phys1cal effects, 
espec1ally on blood pressure . 
Mar1iuana (Marihuana) is cons1dered to be a hallucinogen although it 1s chemically 
distinct from those hallucinogens mentioned in the previous sect1on. Pharmacologi-
cally, 1t 1s not a narcotic. It is however, according to the Comm1ssion on Narcotic 
Drugs of the Economic and Social Council of the Un1ted Nations, abused more, 
and 1ts abuse is more wide-spread geographically than any of the otner dangerous 
drugs. 
Descrlotlon - Identification: Al1 marijuana is from the cannabis sativa L. plant 
whtch is frequently called cannabis indica, Indian hemp or hemp. The plant grows 
in mild climates throughout the world, especially Mex1co, Africa, lnd1a, the M1ddle 
East and is also grown in the United States. The intoxicating substance is found 
primanly in the resin of the flowering tops and leaves. The strength of the drug 
may vary from the weaker American marijuana to the more potent hashish or 
charas which contains more resin. Potency depends on where it is grown, how it 
1s grown, how it is prepared and how it is stored. Marijuana grown 1n Iowa 1s much 
less potent than that from Mex1co, I nd 1a, etc. 
For use as a drug the leaves and flowers of the plant are dried and crushed into 
small p1eces. It looks like fine green tobacco. The green product is usually rolled 
1nto cigarettes or placed in a pipe and smoked. It can also be sniffed or eaten w1th 
other foods such as brownies. Hashish is frequently made into candy, sn1ffed in 
powder form or mixed with honey to drink or with butter to spread on bread. 
Man Juana 1s commonly referred to as a weed, reefer, JOint, st1cks, critters, pot, tea, 
grass, Mary Jane, bhang, ganja, charas, hashish. The smoke from marijuana IS 
harsh and has a sweet odor l1ke burnt grass or rope. 
Abuse and Effects: As marijuana is smoked it quickly enters the bloodstream and 
acts on the brain and nervous system. Med1cal science has not d1scovered how the 
drug works, how it produces its effects and what, if any, the long term effects are. 
Some phystcal reactions wh1ch may appear Include rap1a heart beat, lowenng of 
body temperature, reddening of the eyes, changes 11'1 blood sugar level, st1mulat1on 
of the appetrte and dehydration of the body. An inflammation of the mucous 
membranes and bronch1al tubes may also occur. Users may be quite talkative, 
loud, unsteady or drowsy and find it diff1cult to coordinate movements. Other 
effects may Include withdrawal, fantasy, euphona, loss of memory, d1stort1on of 
t1me, and spat1al per~eptions, hilarity and erratic behav1or. A feeling of perceptiveness 
ond pleasure can accompany intox1catron. 
A great deal of the user's react1ons depends on the strength of the mariJuana, 
the soc1al sett1ng and the mood of the user. Often people who expect great highs 
f1nd themselves feeling noth1ng. When larger doses are used, vivid halluc1nat1ons 
may occur. These can be accompanied by fear, panic, lllus1ons and paranoia. 
Dependence: Marijuana does not cause physrcal dependence I ike heroin or other 
narcotics. In other words, the body does not phys1cally crave or become dependent 
upon the cont1nu1ng use of the drug. The body probably does not develop a 
tolerance to the drug, either. Wtthdrawal does not produce physical 1llness. A 
number of scientists do bel1eve, however, that the drug can cause psychological 
dependence 1f rts users take 1t regularly. 
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Usual Adult Dose Varies- 1 cigarette, 1 pipe, 1 drink or coke. 
Duration of Action: Four hours. 
No legitimate med1cal use in the U.S.A. 
T.H. C. In 1966 a sctentist synthesized in a pure form the active ingredient of 
manJuana, tetrahydrocannabinol. T.H.C. is now synthesized and sold illegally in the 
forrn of capsules Research is being conducted to determine the long range effects 
of the drug. Working with man-made THC, a leading scientist 1ound that htgh doses 
brought on severe reactions in every person tested. In view of th1s, research 1s 
currently betng done to determine any effect marijuana might have on tts users. 
Laws Dealtng with Marijuana: Under federal law, to have, to gtve or to sell 
manJuana 1n the United States is a felony, a senous cnme. 
Federal penalties: 
Possess1on. 2-10 years imprisonment 
5 20 years imprisonment 
10-40 years imprisonment 
1st offense 
2nd offense 
further offenses 
Ftnes up to $20,000 for first or subsequent offenses may be imposed 
Transfer or sale of drug: 5-20 years tmpnsonment and fine up to $20,000, 
f 1rst offense, 10-40 years two or more offenses. 
If a person over 18 sells to mtnors under 18 years of age, he ts subJect to a 
ftne of up to $20,000 and/or 10-40 years tn prison for first offense, wtth 
no suspension, probatton or parole. 
SOLVENTS 
Descnption: The abuse or vanous solvents is a dangerous fad among adolescents 
and some teenagers Solvents are non-drug substances whtch are frequently 
encountered 1n drug abuse Situations. Among the numerous solvents whtch may be 
abused are: glue, gasoltne, paint thtnner, ltghter flutd, nutmeg, hatr spray, freon, 
nail poltsh, flowers and weeds. 
Abuse and Effects. Solvent abuse usually occurs among youngsters between the 
ages of 10 to 15 to 18 years of age. Glue sntffers usually squeeze some glue 1nto a 
bag whtch may be placed over the head, or onto a handkerchief and placed over the 
mouth and nose. Gasoltne and patnt thinner are often sntffed dtrectly out of tanks 
and cans. 
Substances tn the solvent of the glue, lighter flutd, etc , can act as a poison and 
resu It 1n permanent damage to the nervous system or ltver. A s1ngle masstve dose can 
ktll. Other medtcal problems can accompany solvent rnhalatton. The ch1ef dangers 
are death by suffocatton, development of psychotic behavtor or a state of 1ntox1ca-
tton. 
Effects of solvent abuse tnclude dtzztness, euphona, blurring of v1ston, nng1ng ears, 
slurred speech and staggering. The effec1s may produce feelings of excttat1on, 
exhtlarat1on and hallucinations resembltng the intttal effects of alcohol The 
tntoxtcatton may be followed by drowsiness, stupor and even unconsctousness. 
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Dependence Present knowledge ind1cates that phystcal dependence does not 
develop although a tendency to tncrease the amount 1nhaled may occur and may 
indicate the development of psychologtcal dependence. 
Duration of Action: I ntoxtcatton states may last 30-45 mtnutes followed by 
drowstness or stupor which may last about an hour. 
Facts and Fallac1es about "M1nd" drugs (Biakeslee!.-1969) ___________ .
Marijuana, LSD and other halluctnogenic drugs cause phystcal addtctton. 
FALLACY, but they may cause psychologtcal dependence. 
Marijuana is a narcotic. FALLACY. 
Drugs are only an adolescent problem. FALLACY, many adults abuse a host of drugs. 
The best way to steer children away from drugs 1s to scare them. FALLACY, say 
most of the experts. 
Some persons ustng LSD have landed in mental hospitals. FACT. 
LSD makes people more creative. FALLACY, although they may feel creat1ve. 
One shot of hero1n or morph1ne makes a person an addtct. FALLACY. 
Young people are more suscepttble than adults to potential harmful effects of 
hallucinogenic and other drugs. FACT. 
All the hallucinogenic drugs are altke in their effects. FALLACY. 
The long-term effects from regular use of marijt~ana are not yet known. FACT. 
People can become psychologtcally dependent on pep ptlls and depressant drugs. 
FACT. 
Parents don't need to listen to what their children say 1n words or action. 
FALLACY. 
Peopl e who smoke marijuana go steadily downhill. FALLACY, say most experts. 
Many people who use vanous "m1nd" drugs urge frtends and acquaintances to 
try them also. FACT. 
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Guidel1nes for Use of Animals 1n Classrooms 
Reports 1nd1cate there is a need for gu1del1nes perta1n1ng to the use of animals 1n 
classrooms. In v1ew of this need, the follow1ng statement has been prepared jointly 
by the Iowa Department of Publ1c I nstruct1on, the Iowa Department of Health and 
the Iowa Vetennary Medical Assoc1at1on 
Antmals are sometimes desirable for certain demonstrations 1n the classroom The demon-
stratton may take only a few minutes or it might require several weeks. These gu1del1nes are 
intended to be helpful for teachers tn charge. 
Selectton of antmals Selection of the proper species of animal 1s 
Important Whtte m1ce, white rats and gu1nea pigsil are the animals 
of chotce for many classroom purooses Hamsters, because of the1r 
sharp teeth and often nervous ctispos1t1on, are not considered desir-
able for classroom demonstrations. A dog that is even tempered and 
obed1ent may be used, preferably under control of the owner Young 
pu pp1es are not satisfactory. Indigenous mice and rats and other 
wild animals are not suitable for classroom use. 
Cages Cages should be of a size that will provtde physical comfort 
for the an1mal The space should be adequate to assure freedom of 
movement The cages shou ld be mainta1ned 1n a clean, dry cond1t1on 
wtth adequate beddtng. 
Food There should be convenient access to clean food . Each k1nd 
of an1mal has its own special rAqUJrements. If a change 1s to be made 
in the diet, it should be gradua: rather than sudden. 
Water: There should be convenient access to clean water. A satisfac-
tory gravity flow water bottle may be made by us1ng a rubber stopper 
with a hole in it, a short p1ece of meta I tu b1 ng 3/16 1 nches in d ta meter 
and a p1nt bottle. Insert the tube through the open1ng on the stopper, 
fill the bottle w1th w ... ·~r, place the stopper tn the bottl e and attach the 
bottle, ups1de dovvn, lO thn c;ide of the cage. 
Temperature No~ ma l room temperatures are cons1dered comfortable 
for most an1n1als Ventllat 1on should be provtded but antmals should 
not be exposed to drafts. 
Health Only healthy appeanng ani mals should be used Dogs and cats 
shou ld have been 1mmun1zed aga1nst rab1es Rab1es vacc1nat1on of 
laboratory an 1mals such as rats, m1ce, gu1nea p1gs and rabb1ts 1s not 
recommended. You r local vetennanan shou ld be consulted . 
*SECDC addtt1on -- gerb1ls 
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abortion: (a bor' shun) expuls1on of the fetus within the first trimester of pregnancy. 
abortion, criminal: interference or term1nat1on of the progress of pregnancy wh1ch is not justified 
by the state of the mother's mental or phys1cal health; an illegal abortion. 
abort ion, spontaneous: unexpected, premature expu ls1on of the fetus where no abort1ve agent is 
employed. 
abortion, therapeutic: termination of a pregnancy wh1ch IS hazardous to the mental or physical 
health of the mother or fetus. 
afterb irth: placenta and membranes, usually expelled from the uterus following the birth of a 
ch lid. 
amenorrhea: (a men or re' a) absence of menstruation . 
• 
amnion: (am' n1 on) fetal membrane that forms a flu1d-filled sac that protects the embryo. 
ampulla: {am pul' Ia) f1nal storage place for sperm pnor to ejaculation. 
androgen : (an dro' jen) hormone wh1ch controls the development and maintenance of the 
secondary sex charactenst1cs in males. 
areola mammae: (a re' o Ia) darker, pigmented area that surrounds the nipple of the breast. 
bag of waters: sac of amn1otic fluid which protects the fetus during pregnancy and helps to 
dilate the cervix during labor. 
birth control : prevention or regulation of conception by any means; contraception. 
bladder, ur inary: hollow organ which holds and stores urine. 
breech birth : presentation of t he buttocks and/or the feet first at the time of delivery. 
cervix : (sir. vix) cylindrical lower portion of the uterus which protrudes into the upper 
portion of the vag1na. Place through which the baby is expelled in childbirth. 
cesarean delivery ~ (sl zair' iun) delivery of the baby through an abdominal incision. 
chromosome: (kro' mo som) bodies in the nucleus of a cell which carry hereditary factors. 
circumcision : surg1cal removal of the loose skin surrounding t he end of the penis, called the 
fo reskin. 
clitoris : (klit' o ris, kl1' to ris) female homologue of the penis, located at the upper end of the 
external female genital organ. 
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co1tus: {co' i tus) act of sexual Intercourse, copulation. 
coitus Interruptus: sexual intercourse 1n whtch the penis is Withdrawn from the vagina before 
eJaculation and the semen 1s dtscharged externally. 
conception: terti l1zation of the ovum by the sperm. 
condom: sheath of latex, rubber, or lambskin (lntesttnal membrane) worn over the penis durtng 
co1tus to prevent conception or venereal dtsease. 
contraceptive: agent to prevent contraception, such as a med1cated vagtnal jelly, condom, 
diaphragm or oral contraceptive. 
contraceptive, oral: chemtcal hormonal preparatton taken internally to prevent contraception, 
"the pill." 
copulat1on: (cop u Ia' shun) sexual Intercourse, co1tus. 
diaphragm: contraceptive dev1ce worn internally durtng coitus over the cervical area so as to 
prevent conception or venereal 1nfect1on, usually dome-shaped and made of thin rubber or 
p last 1c. 
douche: {doosh) irrtgating the vag1na w1th a jet of fluid, etther to cleanse it or to apply heat or 
med 1cat1on. 
egg: female germ cell produced tn the ovanes. 
ejaculation: (e Jak u Ia' shun) reflextve act of expelltng the semen. 
embryo: the organtsm in the early stages of development up through the second month of 
pregnancy After the second month of pregnancy, the embryo 1s called a fetus. 
erection: f1lling of the penis or clttons w1th blood, which makes these organs rigid and rod-like 
erogenous area: (e raj' e nus) area of body sttmulation which produces sexual arousal. 
erotic: caus1ng sexual desire. 
estrogens: (es' tro jens) hormones whtch promote the maturation and functions of the female 
reproducttve organs and development of the female secondary sex characteristics. 
exhibitionism: publtc exposure of the genitals to another person. 
fallopian tubes: {fallo' pi an) tubes whtch carry the ovum or egg from the ovary to the uterus. 
family planning: determining famtly s1ze, spactng births, and regulattng fertilization. 
fertilization: the unton of the sperm and egg. 
fetus: the name for an organtsm from the end of the second month of pregnancy to birth. 
foams: foam like ltquids which serve to block the passage of sperm to the vag1na to prevent 
pregnancy. 
• foreskin: loose sk1n covenng the end of the penis, often removed surgically by the process of 
• • 
ctrcumctslon. 
rigidity: inability of a female to enJOY or part1c1pate in sexual intercourse. 
ge e: (jene) unit of transmtss1on of heredttary charactensttcs. 
genitals; (jen' i tals) organs of generation. 
male- testes, accompanying tubes, prostate, pen1s, urethra 
female- vulva, vagina, ovaries, fallop1an tubes, uterus 
gonad: (go ' nad) general term for the ovary or testts, organ that produces sex cells. 
gynecology: (jin i kol' o gee) science of the d1seases of women, particularly those affecting the 
sexua l organs. 
homosexuality: being in love with or attracted to members of one's own sex 
hysterectomy: (his ter ek' to me) total or partial surg1cal removal of the uterus 
i dentical twin: twins wh1ch have developed from a s1ngle egg and wh1ch are the same sex and 
share the same genetic constttutton . 
• 
impo tence: (im' potence) tnabiltty of the male to part1c1pate 1n or enJOY the act of sexual 
intercourse. 
insemination, artifacial: Instrumental inJection of semen 1nto the vagina or uterus to induce 
pregnancy. 
intercourse, sexual: co1tus. 
intrauterine device ( I.U.D.): (Intra u' ter in e) contraceptive dev1ce placed sem1permanently 
within t he uterus to prevent conception. 
jel, contraceptive: any one of a number of jelly-l1ke substances introduced into the vagina to 
prevent conceptton. 
labia majora: large outer lips of the female genitalia. 
labia m1nora: inner l1ps of the female genitalia. 
les ianis 1: (IPz' bi un iz um) homosexuality between women. 
loc ia: (lo' k i a, lok' i a) a discharge from the uterus. 
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mas r ation: (mas tur ba' shun) self man1pulat1on of the genitalia, sometimes producing orgasm. 
menopause: (men' o pawz) cessation of menstruation, usually between the ages of 45 and 50. 
me 1 4 .-uation: (men stru a' shun) periodic d1scharge of bloody fluid from the uterus occurrng 
I rom puberty to the menopause. 
miscarnage: spontaneous expulsion of a fetus before 1t is viable. 
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mons: the area of the female body above the vag1nal lips and covered by pubic hair. 
nymphomania: excessive sexual desire on the part of a woman. 
obstetrics (ob stet' nks) brancn of med1c1ne that cares tor women dunng and 1mmed1ately after 
pregnancy and deltvery. 
orgasm: {or' gaz urn) peak or climax of sexual excitement, accompanied by ejaculation of seminal 
flu1d by the male. 
ovary: {o' va ri) female sex gland that produces the egg or ovum. 
ovulation: {o vu Ia' shun) maturation and escape of the ovum from the follicle. 
ovum: female germ cell or egg cell. 
pents: {pe' n1s) the male organ of copulat1on and urination. 
pituitary gland: small endocnne gland located in the skull d1rectly beneath the bra1n . This gland 
secretes a vanety of hormones wh1ch regulate growth and development. 
placenta: (pia sen' ta) organ on the wall of the uterus to wh1ch the embryo 1s attached by means 
of the umb1l1cal cord. The placenta IS the source of nourishment for the f et us. 
pregnancy: the state of a woman from conception to childbirth, usuall y extend ing over a penod 
of approximately nine months. 
puberty: {pu' ber ti) penod at wh1ch the generative organs become functi onal and bodily s1gns of 
sexual matunty f1rst appear. Th1s IS caused by changes in the sex glands. 
rectum: (rek' tum) the lower part of the large intestine. 
rhythm method: limitation of intercourse to the infertile periods of the menstrual cycle. 
scrotum : (sera ' tum) pouch of sk1n in wh1ch the testes and related structu res are located. 
semen: (se' men) flutd produced by the male reproductive glands. 
seminal emiss1on: (sem' i nal) thick, milky fluid containing several million sperm w hich IS 
eJaculated by the male through the penis during orgasm. 
seminal vestcles: two small sacs at the base of the bladder which secrete a fluid constituting 
forty to eighty percent of the semen. 
shaft: body of the penis. 
sperm: the mature male germ cell. 
stenle: not fertile or capable of reproduction. 
testes: {test1s--s1ng.) The pa1r of male reproductive glands which, at maturity, are the source of 
sperm and male hormone. 
• 
t 
transvestitism: (trans ves' ti t1sm) obtatning sexual gratification from dressing in the clothes of 
the opposite sex. 
trimester: a period of three months; one of the three divisions of pregnancy. 
tubal ligation: steril1zat1on of the female by cutting and tying the fallopian tubes. 
urethra: (u re' thra) canal through which urine is discharged. 
uterus: (u' ter us) a pear-shaped, muscular organ which receives and holds the fertilized ovum 
during the development of the fetus and IS the pnncipal agent of its expulsion during labor. 
vagina: {va ji' na) the flex1ble canal in the female in which the penis is inserted during coitus 
and in which the sperm are deposited. The vag1na serves as a birth canal during childbirth. 
vas deferens: (vas def' e rens) abdominal tube runn1ng from the testes to the urethra. 
vasectomy: {vas ek' to mi) stenl1zation of the male by cutting and tying the vasa deferentia. 
venereal disease: {ve ne' real) collective name for d1seases which are transmitted by sexual 
intercourse w1th an infected persoJ1, such as syphilis and gonorrhea. 
vulva: (vul'" va) external genital organs in women . 
wet dream: discharge of semen during sleep w1thout coitus, also called nocturnal emission. 
withdrawal: (see co 1tus 1 nterruptus). 
womb: (see uterus) . 
X chromosome: sex determining factor in both ovum and sperm; an egg fertilized by the X 
chromosome will produce a female child . 
Y chromosome: a sex determining factor found 1n the sperm; an egg fertilized by theY 
chromosome will produce a male child. 
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EVALUATING THE SOCIAL AND SEXUAL 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
Thts publ1cat1on IS not designed to be a prescnbed curriculum in sex education 
and should not be evaluated as such. 
The matenal contained in th1s document ts presented in a developmental sequence 
and 1s based upon a long-range continuum of learn1ng and attitude shap1ng. Th1s 
cont1nuum extends from baste understandings appropnate at a pnmary level up 
through preparation for marnage and parenthood at the advanced level. It IS hoped 
that the teacher can utll1ze all the matenal 1n th1s document and adapt it to her 
ind1v1dual teach1ng s1tuat1on. However, the teacher 1s encouraged to alter the 
presentation sequence or matena1 content to meet the needs of her pupils. No one 
teacher wtll present all this matenal 1n one year to one class nor will she know what 
material has or w1ll be presented by other teachers. The w1de scope and flex1btl1ty 
of the document makes 1t difficult for an ind1vidual teacher to evaluate the program 
as a whole. 
The teacher should evaluate each specific lesson presented using the cntena of 
whether or not she has ach1eved her purpose as 1t was stated in the objective for 
that lesson. 
• 
• 
TEACHER EVALUATION 
SOCIAL AND SEXUAL DEVELOPMENT 
The SECDC development staff has the respons1bll1ty of producing documents for special 
education teachers that are readable, usable, and relevant. The format and Illustrations are 
meant to enhance the content. To improve the documents, an on-going evaluation of them 
is necessary. The teacher 1s the log1cal cnttc and the development staff invttes this evaluation. 
Please ft/1 out th1s form as soon as you have read the document. 
Was this toptc needed? 
Was the content mean1ngfu I and relevant? 
Was the layout readable and easy to follow? 
Was the information for the teacher sufficient and easy to follow? 
Would the teaching suggestions be appltcable for use tn your classroom? 
What additional matenals or information would prove beneficial for you? 
Additional comments: 
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